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Endorsements
“To reverse the climate and biodiversity crises and build a climate
neutral economy by 2050, we must accelerate the decoupling of
our economic growth from emissions and resource use. A simple
replacement of fossil-based with bio-based will not be enough.
We need innovative circular business models that are increasingly
service-oriented and drastically reduce our dependency on
primary resource extraction.
The Everything-as-a-Service report provides powerful and muchneeded evidence on how such models work, and offers clear
guidance to have them succeed on the ground. This report is
therefore an important contribution to one of the key priorities of
the European Green Deal and its Circular Economy Action Plan.”
Frans Timmermans,
Executive Vice-President of the European Commission

Frans Timmermans photo: Copyright European Union, 2021
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“Waste and disposability are woven into today’s economy, fueling climate change and
limiting opportunities for long-term economic prosperity. Everything-as-a-Service (XaaS)
shows how – as part of a circular economy – we can change that, and harness the power
of design and innovation to deliver better outcomes for businesses, their customers, and
the environment.”
Dame Ellen MacArthur,
Founder & Chair of Trustees, Ellen MacArthur Foundation

“Germany has set ambitious climate targets. To achieve climate neutrality by 2045,
increasing the use of renewable energies is not enough. We need to manage our natural
resources differently. For industrial nations, the transition towards a circular economy is
an attractive opportunity to drive prosperity within ecological boundaries. As this report
shows, demand-side innovations are both a critical and an attractive way to drive the
transition: Germany can sell services, outcomes or results in the same successful way in
which we have sold products in the past. The report describes a vision in which XaaS can
grow into an essential driver of Germany’s innovation, competitiveness and employment
in Europe and beyond.”
Elisabeth Winkelmeier-Becker,
Parliamentary State Secretary, Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy, Germany

“Sustainability is an integrative part of our corporate strategy. Implementing measures
inspired by the circular economy makes an important contribution – ranging from product
design for sustainability to circular and service-based business models. We all need to
seize the opportunity to accelerate the transition towards more resource-productive and
sustainable industrial systems.”
Carla Kriwet,
Chief Executive Officer, BSH Home Appliances Group

“Business success tomorrow means creating value for environment, society, and business.
This requires pioneering research and development, but also new business models that
can essentially decouple CO2 emissions from business growth. Scaling XaaS systems that
embrace circular economy principles will be important for generating sustainable growth
– and calls for a collaborative and focussed effort across industries.”
Saori Dubourg,
Member of the Executive Board, BASF
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“Moving to a circular economy will require fundamental change, such as a shift to
producer ownership, where producers take ownership and responsibility for their product
over the full lifecycle. This could generate incentives for new XaaS business models to
gain a competitive edge through the design of products for durability, dematerialisation,
re-use and high-value recycling.”
Paul Ekins,
Professor of Resources and Environmental Policy, UCL Institute for Sustainable Resources

“As markets tumbled in early 2020, many of us expected that the pandemic would slow
global action on climate change, but the opposite happened. The pandemic forced
society as a whole to remember the fragility of our planet. The 2021 XaaS Everythingas-a-Service report splendidly raises the importance of climate risks and outlines holistic
strategies as we face issues relating to climate change. For us as an investment firm,
climate risks are investment risks and we therefore see sustainable circular economy
strategies, that aim to reduce carbon emissions, as becoming increasingly important.”
Mirjam Staub-Bisang,
Country Manager Switzerland and member of the ExCo EMEA, BlackRock,
Senior Advisor BlackRock Sustainable Investing

“Services that unlock value by helping us to better utilise, circulate and improve products
and materials are critically enabling first layers of the circular economy. They represent
exciting ways in which innovators and designers can begin their journey and apply
society’s well developed skills in service design.”
Tim Brown,
Executive Chair, IDEO, and Vice Chair, kyu Collective

“Equipment-as-a-Service offers industrial companies entirely new and disruptive business
and production opportunities. By essentially focusing on performance, flexibility and
convenience, this allows customers to focus and grow. Beyond that, EaaS is the path to a
business model based on circular economy principles. As this report outlines, implementing
such models at scale will require collective action within and across industries.”
Peter Leibinger,
Chief Technology Officer and Vice Chairman of the Group Management Board, TRUMPF
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“Objects as a service have existed for a long time, offered
by hotel owners, ferrymen, taxi drivers. They were classified as
‘services’ integrated in the tertiary sector, which hundred years
ago became dominant in the US economy but which continued
to focus its attention on production and productive jobs.
In the 20th century, pioneering manufacturers emerged such as
Eastman Kodak selling camera use as a system, MEWA cleaning
towels as a service and equipment manufacturer Xerox customer
satisfaction instead of photocopiers. In the 1980s, the concept
of XaaS emerged in research papers, and in January 1994, The
Harvard Business Review published its first case study on XaaS
under the title Xerox: Design for the Environment.
The full potential of XaaS was first structured and described in my
2006 book The Performance Economy (English 2006, Simplified
Mandarin 2008). The concept has since been accepted by an
increasing number of companies, and presented in a growing
number of publications, the latest being XaaS in your hands.”
Walter R. Stahel,
Founder-Director of The Product-Life Institute, Geneva
Visiting Professor at the Faculty of Engineering and Physical Sciences,
University of Surrey
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About this report
In the age of climate change and digitization, we have to rethink prosperity altogether: Our focus
must shift from the products we manufacture to the benefit they generate for the user. Everything
we produce can be thought and commercialized as a service. This report aims to make a new
action-focused contribution to the growing field of practice and analysis around XaaS (Everythingas-a-Service) in two ways:
First, by presenting the positive economic, environmental and social case for this way of doing
business, with a focus on the manufacturing sector. XaaS business and operating models can be a
critical enabler for the circular economy transition, especially by incentivizing producers to optimize
for resource productivity and taking responsibility over the product lifetime. The report quantifies the
respective material and CO2 impacts as well as total cost of ownership for three XaaS use cases to
demonstrate the economic and ecological potential of such business models.
Second, by providing comprehensive insights on the design configurations and enabling factors that
will drive successful strategies for companies innovating and scaling XaaS models. This is important
not only to create the enabling environment for XaaS business models to work, but also to avoid
potential rebound effects. These can diminish the positive societal impact of business model-driven
efforts to decouple natural resource use from economic growth and well-being.
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1

What is
XAAS?

Everything-as-a-Service (XaaS) models combine tangible products
and intangible services so that they are jointly capable of
satisfying final user needs. In XaaS models, producers typically
maintain product ownership and lifecycle responsibility and
are consequently incentivized towards adopting circular
economy strategies (long-lasting and circular design, use phase
intensification, maintenance, repair, reuse, remanufacturing,
refurbishing, and recycling). Moving to XaaS models at scale
promotes the shift to a performance economy – as outlined by
the seminal academic work of Walter Stahel. XaaS examples
include access/outcome/performance-focused models, such
as turbine power-by-the-hour (Rolls-Royce), Tires-as-a-Service
(Michelin), carsharing (ShareNow), Pay-per-Part (TRUMPF), or
Lighting-as-a-Service (Signify).1–4

2

exhibit

Xaas fast facts

scale of the problem

Car-as-a-Service (CaaS)

570

million
tonnes

of total carbon emissions
in Europe from passenger
vehicles

33%

Xaas Impact potential (EU)

increase of transport-related
emissions since 1990

70.9

million
tonnes

CO2 reduction until 2030
through avoided BEVs and
additional BEV-related
improvements

39%

up to

TCO reduction potential from
carsharing optimized for
circularity

Equipment-as-a-Service (EaaS)

White goods-as-a-Service (WGaaS)

> 90%

5.5%

of machinery and equipment
CO2 footprint from indirect
emissions (upstream and
downstream Scope 3)

of total consumer expenditure
for furniture, household
appliances and maintenance

21.8

million
tonnes

of ferrous metal scrap in
the EU-27 manufacturing
sector in 2018

1-2

million
tonnes

of ferrous scrap decrease and
related Scope 3 emissions in
the manufacturing sector if
XaaS resource efficiency can
be applied

37-65%
CO2 savings from EaaS
optimized for circularity and
resource efficiency

Source: SYSTEMIQ analysis, ICCT (2021), IEA (2021), Meinrenken et al. (2020), Wasserbaur et al. (2020), and Eurostat (2021).

24.2 1.5
twh electricity

billion litres
of water

annual consumption
from residential laundry

43-76

eur

potential savings for a
typical household per year
by improving lifecycle
resource efficiency

1.3

million
tonnes

of CO2 emissions reduction
through adoption of
WGaaS until 2030
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executive summary
Climate change and digitalization are tectonic

of Europe’s leading economies and companies

shifts that will require and reward the transition

have developed ambitious decarbonization plans

towards resource-productive industrial systems

and are actively exploring the opportunity space

and dematerialized consumption. This fundamental

towards sustainability impact. To achieve net zero

transition is not only defining the political debate

in 2050, massive reductions are needed until 2030

about green growth and the circular economy, but

which have now been politically endorsed in

also reshaping the opportunity space for industrial

Europe (minus 55%), the US (minus 50-52%), and

companies. In this transforming landscape circular

many other countries (e.g. Norway, minus 50-

business and operating model innovation moves

55%).6–8 Since the Paris Agreement, progress on

centre stage. XaaS (Everything-as-a-Service) models

low-carbon solutions and markets has been much

describe core green, digital economy models and

faster than many anticipated, yet at the same time,

can create significant value – if well designed with

global material extraction is still increasing and, if

a view to the key parameters that lead to more

trends continue, will double by 2060.9 According to

sustainable outcomes. This report aims to make

the International Resource Panel, more than 50%

an action-focused contribution to the growing

of emissions are caused by resource extraction

field of practice and analysis around XaaS in two

and processing.10 Required carbon reductions by

ways: first, by presenting the positive economic,

industry companies are too large to be delivered

environmental and social case for this way of doing

by Scope 1-2 improvements only. These emissions

business, with a focus on the manufacturing sector.

are already high (see Exhibit 1) but represent a small

Second, by providing comprehensive insights on

share of overall industrial emissions. On average,

the design configurations and enabling factors

only 1/4 of a product’s lifecycle emissions result

that will drive successful strategies for companies

from a company’s direct operation.11 Progressive

innovating and scaling XaaS models.

companies have to reach beyond the product
build phase to measure their footprint. They have

Climate action has become a strategic priority

to manage their Scope 3 emissions along the full

across industrial sectors and requires carbon

value chain and lifecycle including emissions

reductions that go beyond Scope 1-2 improvements

embedded in materials, components (upstream)

of conventional production systems. Recognizing

and those in the use phase (downstream).12,13

that emissions have risen from 53 billion tonnes
(Gt) CO2e in 2015 to almost 60 Gt globally,5 many

Achieving Paris-compliant impact requires
decoupling economic prosperity from resource
consumption – it demands a focus on resource
productivity and service systems as means to
achieve a circular economy. Circular systems focus
not only on designing out waste and managing a
material resource base, but also keeping products
and materials in use, driving better utilization of
resources. This has high potential to reduce product
lifecycle CO2 emissions. As stated, in many cases
the use phase emissions make up the majority of the
product lifecycle footprint (e.g. ~50% for computer
equipment, ~60% for capital goods, ~80% for cars).11
The decarbonization potential achieved by a circular
economy is further leveraged by supporting the
conservation and restoration of biodiversity and

exhibit 1

Overview of European manufacturing industry (subsectors), related
Overview of European manufacturing industry (subsectors), related CO
CO2 emissions
andvalue
gross-value
emissions
and gross
added. added
2

other industry

Manufacturing
alue Added
Gross V

fabricated metal
products

agriculture

electrical equipment

Steel piles, tools,
metal packaging

Batteries, electric motors,
domestic appliances

iss
CO2 Em ions2
computer electronic &
optical products
Consumer electronics,
electromedical equipment

mining

textiles & wearing
apparel

transportation
& storage

Carpets, industrial textiles,
wearing apparel

17%

31%

69%

83%
information &
communication

motor vehicles & other
transport equipment
Bodies, parts, trailers, ships,
railway, bicycles

chemicals & chemical/
pharmaceutical products
Fertilizer, glues,
paints, varnishes

construction

accommodation
& food service
activities

other1
machinery & equipment

Products of wood and paper,
copper, jewellery

Engines, machineries,
hand-tools

1
2
3

other3
(including
electricity)

Other Manufacturing categories, e.g. Furniture, Paper, Basic Metals
CO2 emissions accounts by NACE activity in 2019
Other NACE Rev.2 codes, e.g. Financial and Insurance Activities, Education, Real estate activities

Source: Eurostat.(2021). Data available at: https://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=env_ac_ainah_r2&lang=en

the minimization of pollution. The circular economy

are needed in many sectors. As markets mature

lens, a regenerative economic model by design,

and penalties for resource-intensive products

describes pathways and new business models

increase, companies are looking out for new business

for economic growth opportunities and value

opportunities. Supply chains need to strengthen their

creation from fewer resources. Circular business

resilience and transparency. Winning new talent still

models play a crucial role to increase customer

represents one of the main managerial challenges.

utility as well as decrease resource consumption

In recent years digitalization and Industry 4.0 have

and the full scope of CO2 emissions. Digitalization

transformed operations substantially – especially

builds a new foundation and offers unprecedented

with respect to data analytics and intelligence,

opportunities for such new, dematerialized, circular

connectivity, and computational power, as well as

business models. Leading companies are shaping

robotics and human-machine interaction. During

the cutting edge of innovation – product innovation,

the COVID-19 pandemic alone, the adoption of

service innovation, and system innovation.

digital technologies in companies has increased
significantly by up to seven years.14 Industry operates

Global market dynamics and increasing competitive

in a new normal: faced with a complexity of internal

pressure reinforce the need for many organizations

and external challenges, but equipped with a

to design more productive and service-oriented

technology stack and momentum that enables

systems. New sources of growth and differentiation

sustainable economic value creation.
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XaaS models are a powerful climate-compatible

To deliver both economic and environmental

solution that can deliver both environmental benefits

benefits, XaaS systems must be designed along

and more economic value. Offering Everything-

four critical design parameters. Currently, strategic

as-a-Service (XaaS) follows the idea to enable

shifts to XaaS models can be observed across

access instead of ownership, selling utility or services

manufacturing sectors and a vast diversity of

instead of products: people don’t need cars, but

products.16,17 This trend tends to hold across a broad

mobility; they don’t need washing machines, but

range of company sizes, development stages and

clean clothes; they don’t need pesticides, but plant

geographies. Think of famous product service

protection or yield. Delivering utility/outcomes/

examples such as Rolls-Royce’s power-by-the-

performance changes everything. For society,

hour, Michelin’s Tires-as-a-Service or ShareNow’s

XaaS models can democratize consumption,

carsharing model and less known examples such

strengthen regional value creation and decent

as Signify’s Lighting-as-a-Service, CWS’s Workwear-

employment, and can entail positive health impacts.

as-a-Service and TRUMPF’s Equipment-as-a-Service

For customers/consumers, XaaS models can provide

(EaaS) model. In the machinery and equipment

a better way to achieve their needs. For producers,

sector, EaaS models are expected to grow by 35%

XaaS models have the potential to strengthen

annually until 2025.18 The case of mobility illustrates

deep customer relationships and to increase

that Car-as-a-Service (CaaS) and shared mobility

(and capture) value pools. By shifting ownership,

becomes more and more acceptable and a norm,

control and responsibility to producers (producer

for instance within companies (e.g. Siemens’ new

ownership), XaaS models are naturally incentivized

car policy), cities with high population density

towards maximizing resource productivity and

(e.g. Helsinki), or consumers.19–21 The market for

lifetime value. Selling outcomes (e.g. mobility,

alternative vehicle ownership models for smart and

yield) goes with the incentive to achieve this by

flexible mobility is projected to grow by a factor of

using less material, waste and operating cost.

4 (to 463 billion EUR) until 2035.22 However, many

At the end of the use cycle, retained ownership

producers are stalled by the complexity of design

enables remanufacturing and recycling of valuable

choices and neglect the environmental potential

raw materials. In doing so, such business and

of XaaS models – much of the time this is due to

operating models are a critical enabler of the

lack of awareness of the enormous potential, and

circular economy. From a systemic perspective,

in the worst case results in rebound effects. The

producer ownership is one of the most elegant

design and optimization process requires decision-

15

ways to drive sustainable product design choices.

makers to understand the complexity of design

The degree of potential sustainability impact is

choices and their environmental implications – to

massive but will depend on the ambition level of

eventually be able to advance both the economic

the producer when designing an XaaS model.

and environmental potentials at the same time.
Configuring a coherent XaaS model on this basis
should address four critical design blocks (Exhibit
2). The complexity of configurations as well as
the pathway to take design choices depends on
individual organizational characteristics:

6

exhibit 2
exhibit 2
Four
building blocks to configure XaaS models.
Four building blocks to configure XaaS models.

Funding partnerships
Legal/capital structure
design
Finance/insurance
partnerships

Solution ecosystem
(Micro)
Enabling ecosystem
(Macro)

financial capital
& risk design

External
ecosystem

Product-oriented
business models
Use-oriented
business models
Result-oriented
business models

Strategic
embeddedness

business model
design and revenue
model

Organizational and
process design

internal
ecosystem

IT/digital
readiness

Develop deep understanding
of the customer problem/needs

Material throughput and
energy efficiency

Envision the system and
pathways for sustainable impact

Optimize towards
maximum utilization

Design and develop product
for lifetime and quality
Optimize material supply
and production

Build phase
design

use phase
design

Improve repair/service/
maintenance/updates

Reuse/Refurbish

loop phase
design

Source: SYSTEMIQ.

Remanufacture/Recycle

7

•

Sustainable value proposition design: devel-

•

Product and operating model design: “simply”

oping a clear value proposition and impact

switching the business model is not enough –

ambition early on. Companies should identify

unleashing full economic and environmental

and define the basic human or societal needs

benefits requires addressing product and

their offering is trying to meet with the XaaS

operating model design levers (Exhibit 3).

model. For example, a car manufacturer has

To optimize total cost of ownership (TCO)

to decide how to sell mobility (e.g. car usage,

and decarbonization potential, a circular

passenger kilometres). In the end, customer

product and operating model needs to be

utility counts and is the ultimate measure of

implemented in the XaaS model. Key circular

customer value. Beyond that, understanding

value levers address the full product lifecycle

the wider system (e.g. for a car maker the

in terms of (a) build phase (e.g. develop

mobility system) is key to deriving pathways

product for quality and lifetime, optimize

to maximize sustainability impact (e.g. ad-

material supply and production), (b) use

dressing systemic inefficiencies, anticipating

phase (e.g. improve repair/maintenance

rebound effects). Together, a sustainable im-

for better availability, increase utilization,

pact ambition and a customer-centric value

optimize material throughput and energy

proposition are the foundation for configuring

efficiency), as well as (c) loop phase (e.g. reuse/

the XaaS model.

refurbishment, remanufacturing/recycling). To
effectively reduce the environmental impact

•

Business model and financial design: configuring

of products through XaaS models combining

the fundamental business model orientation as

the key levers, it is required to understand

well as financial set-up and risk management.

where these impacts (e.g. CO2 emissions)

There are four main archetypes available to

occur along the lifecycle.

identify suitable XaaS business models. Those
include use-based business models or result-

•

Ecosystem design: optimizing the internal

oriented schemes, where ownership is kept at

organizational set-up and finding the right

the producer/provider level. Another option

partners for implementation to manage

are product-oriented models, where product

resource/service flows, financial flows, and

ownership is still transferred to customers but

information flows. On an (a) intra-organizational

value creation is deeply linked to service/

level, it is critical for companies to consider

performance contracts. Finally, there are

that XaaS models typically require more

sharing platforms, which go beyond the use-/

interdisciplinarity and an agile/collaborative

result-oriented models by single producers/

approach between R&D, Operations, Sales/

providers and typically offer multiple products.

Customer Service departments. Furthermore,

There is no silver bullet answer to business

XaaS projects benefit substantially from strategic

model design and many feasible combinations

embeddedness and strong senior management

exist between models, yet the design choice

and shareholder support. Decision-makers have

strongly influences the requirements regarding

to be aware that XaaS models may require

funding and financial design. Thereby

building new capabilities (e.g. with respect to

companies developing XaaS models need

data/digital, agile/SCRUM, sustainability/LCA).

to specifically design mitigation strategies to

Proactively addressing change management

manage financing risks, operating risks and

aspects (mindset, purpose, structures, etc.) is

commodity risks, as well as information risks.

therefore particularly relevant for established
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exhibit 3
Seven circularity levers address all three lifecycle phases of the product.

Seven Circularity levers address all three lifecycle phases of the product

dP
HAS
E
Product
and Operating
Model design

4

Optimize towards
maximum utilization

3

Improve repair/service/
maintenance/updates for
better availability

SE
PHA

2

use

Optimize material
supply and production

Optimize material throughput
and energy efficiency

1

bui
l

Design and develop product
for lifetime and quality

5

LOOP PHASE
6

7

Reuse/ refurbish

Remanufacture/ recycle

Source: SYSTEMIQ.

4

organizations. Beyond that, it is essential to

represent common interests. This typically

assess whether the IT/technology stack is ready

requires defining a clear goal (e.g. scaling

to manage XaaS processes (e.g. ERP system,

the XaaS model, regional value creation,

predictive analytics). On the level of the (b)

industry sector decarbonization) and may

solution ecosystem (micro) an organization

include further relevant parties from politics

may not be able (or may not want) to cover all

(e.g. communities, municipalities, nations),

activities needed to deliver the XaaS solution

society (consumer associations and NGOs),

internally. Choosing and orchestrating the right

business/industry (e.g. associations, standard

ecosystem design (partners) along the value

setting bodies) and research (e.g. universities,

chain and across industrial borders from the start

research institutions, innovation hubs).

is essential to deliver complex XaaS models.
Finally, the level of the (c) enabling ecosystem
focuses on creating supporting structures and
collaboration beyond the boundaries of the
solution ecosystem to drive innovation or to

9

Three quantified case examples demonstrate

avoided production of 70.9 million tonnes (Mt)

that XaaS models could create impact ranging

CO2 until 2030 and additional annual BEV-related

from minus 24 to 65% in CO2 emissions and 2 to

savings of 8.3 Mt CO2. Beyond that, from a systemic

39% in terms of final TCO reduction. These cases

perspective, it is critical to emphasize that CaaS

illustrate the impact of ambitiously designed XaaS

models should be seamlessly integrated with other

models in terms of providing utility, while decreasing

even more sustainable modes of transportation

resource intensity and increasing profit pools.

(e.g. walking and bike riding for short distances,

Each time, we present impacts of less and more

public transportation and railways) to maximize

optimized XaaS models to show how the level of

the overall environmental benefits.

ambition influences results (Exhibit 4). For all cases
modelled and presented in the report, reductions
in CO2 and TCO are not a given but depend on

example 2

(a) designing product and operating model for

Machinery and Equipment-as-a-Service (EaaS) –

maximum circularity, (b) pricing, i.e. the potential

enabling a resource-efficient manufacturing industry.

capturing of TCO effects by the provider, and (c)

The CO2 footprint of a typical machine in the use

the enabling ecosystem for the XaaS model and its

phase often exceeds that of its build phase by a

benefits, including avoidance of rebound effects.

factor of 20. Capitalizing on Industry 4.0 investments

Today, there is high risk in failing in some of these

and capabilities, EaaS models have the potential

dimensions, as many XaaS examples show.

to decarbonize the full lifecycle emissions, including
the production process. The case in this report
builds on the reference example of a state-of-the-

example 1

art metal laser cutting machine. The analysis reveals

Shifting to Cars-as-a-Service (CaaS) – an important

that CO2 emissions can be reduced by ~37% when

element for shaping the future of sustainable mobility.

the machine is offered in a result-oriented Pay-per-

The uptake in electrification of passenger road

Part model (Scenario 1). Extending Scenario 1 to

transport (switch from ICE to BEV) powered by more

a demand-pooling marketplace production platform

and more renewable energy will eliminate tailpipe

(Scenario 2) decreases emissions by up to ~65%.

emissions in the long run (minus ~30-65%) . But in

The decarbonization potential mainly stems from

the mid-term, irrespective of the powertrain

the use phase resource efficiency: optimization for

electrification, decarbonizing the build phase will

lifecycle efficiency per design, increased production

become crucial to reach climate neutrality for the

capacity (utilization) combined with improved

automotive value chain. A circular CaaS product

results with less scrap in terms of metal sheets

and operating model could complete the

processed into functional parts. Due to the increased

transformation towards sustainable passenger

capacity and improved material throughput, TCO

transport and decarbonize the CO2 emissions caused

can be reduced by ~16–24%, depending on the

by a BEV by ~25% in a car subscription model

EaaS scenario (Exhibit 4), while CapEx switches to

(Scenario 1) and by ~45% in a free float carsharing

OpEx for the customer.

i

model (Scenario 2). An initial analysis indicates that
a free float carsharing model could achieve TCO

An aggregated lens to EaaS shows that this model

benefits of up to ~39% for consumers.

can play a crucial role in decarbonizing machinery
and metal processing overall. To illustrate, if 30%

From an aggregated CaaS perspective, this could

of newly installed laser cutting machines until 2030

lead to a reduced European BEV stock of 17%

were offered in comparable EaaS models (20%

(ca. 5.8 million vehicles) providing the required

EaaS 1.0; 10% EaaS 2.0), then 6.3 Mt CO2 could

mobility demand, translating into CO2 savings from

be saved through improved machine lifecycle

ii

i

Minus 30% with European electricity mix 2019 to 65% with entirely renewable energy.

ii

Assuming the European BEV fleet in 2030 (according to the IEA Sustainable Development
Scenario) would adopt 20% subscription-based models and 20% carsharing.
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footprints. From a systemic perspective, a deeper

a pooled Pay-per-Wash model (Scenario 2) could

value chain integration and ecosystem cooperation

decrease emissions from laundry washing by ~35%

can potentially lead to further optimization of resource

through additional effects such as higher load

flows. Implementing XaaS logics along the supply

utilization. WGaaS shifts upfront costs over the use

chain (e.g. Metals-as-a-Service, Components-as-a-

phase, making high-quality WMs accessible to more

Service and Product-as-a-Service) is the logical next

customers. The resulting lifecycle resource efficiency

step in creating functionally connected, outcome-

entails a TCO reduction potential of between ~18%

and utility-focused systems.

(Scenario 1) to ~24% (Scenario 2).
Overall, WGaaS can have an aggregated impact

example 3

for reducing residential resource consumption and

White Goods-as-a-service (WGaaS) – a driver for

CO2 footprint. Assuming that 20% of WMs sold in

resource productivity of domestic household

the EU until 2030 would be provided via circular

appliances. This case explores the example of washing

subscription models and 10% by pooled Pay-per-

machines (WMs), which are the most resource-

Wash solutions, 49 million m³ water and 1.2 TWh

intensive domestic appliance consuming 1.4 Mt of

electricity can be saved. Together with reducing

materials, 24.2 TWh of electricity, and 1.5 billion litres

the impact of materials embedded in WMs, this
translates into savings of 1.3 Mt CO2 emissions. At

be a critical enabler for optimizing associated

the same time, households could save between

environmental build and use phase impacts. Offering

43-76 EUR per year (in total ~2.2 billion EUR until

WMs in subscription models (Scenario 1) can enable

2030). Taking a long-term outlook, from a systemic

the widespread instalment of top-of-the-line WMs

perspective beyond the scope of this case, the next

with higher lifetime and resource productivity through

evolution of WGaaS could develop into full-service

maintenance, increased efficiency and material

schemes, building on a high degree of automation

recovery. The CO2 footprint could be decreased

and value chain integration (e.g. automated ironing)

by ~24% compared to an average WM. Operating

or at-scale (last mile) logistics.

© TRUMPF Group

of water in Europe per year. Offering WGaaS can
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exhibit 4

Transitioning
to XaaS:
Measuring
the ecological
and economic
Transitioning
to XaaS:
Measuring
the ecological
and economic
effects of
three
use cases
optimized
for circularity.
effects
of three
use cases
White goods-as-a-Service (WGaaS)3

EaaS can optimize lifetime capacity and material
throughput, addressing structural inefficiencies.

WGaaS can enhance resource efficiency in the
build and use phase and lifetime functionality.

Decarbonization is driven by a higher utilization,
smart servicing and design for extended lifetime.

Decarbonization is driven by optimizing the cutting
process and lifecycle smart support services.

Decarbonization is driven via longer lasting, more
efficient appliances and optimized user behaviour.

TCO improvement as customers only pay for utility,
but depends on the pricing strategy of producers.

TCO improvement due to increased capacity and
decreased waste, shifting CapEx to OpEx.

TCO can be decreased through higher utilization,
but depend on the pricing strategy of the producer.

Seamless integration of CaaS into intermodal
transport towards future of sustainable mobility.

Optimizing material flows and utilization in closed
value networks for a sustainable manufacturing.

Leveraging efficient domestic appliances to
reduce residential resource consumption.

Battery electric vehicle as case example.

Metal laser cutting machine as case example.

Washing machine (WM) as case example.

in g CO² / passenger km

in kg CO² / metal sheet

-37%

Build phase

-65%

-24%

5,230

-16%

Pooled
PPW

WM
subscription

BAU

-24%

-18%
190

1.1

BAU

EaaS 2.0

3,220

BAU

322

in EUR / washing cycle

210

Free float
carsharing

Car subscription

EaaS 2.0

in EUR / metal sheet

EaaS 1.0

5,310

EaaS 1.0

BAU

Free float
carsharing

Car subscription

64

250

-35%
379

114

-39%

Build phase

499

42

-2%

Use phase

in g CO² / washing cycle

182
58

BEV - BAU

Electricity

-24%

0.9

0.8
Pooled
PPW

-45%

Scrap

WM
subscription

-25%
77

in EUR / 27,600 passenger km

TCO dynamics

Equipment-as-a-Service (EaaS)2

CaaS can maximize utilization and vehicle lifetime
and enhance the productivity of resources in use.

BEV - BAU

Decarbonization potential

The power of XaaS

Car-as-a-Service (CaaS)1

Source: SYSTEMIQ analysis based on multiple sources.
1
SYSTEMIQ analysis based on OECD and ITF (2020), IRP (2020), Ecoinvent (2020), Volkswagen AG (2021a, 2021b, 2021c), Schwacke (2020), expert interviews.
2
SYSTEMIQ analysis based on data provided by TRUMPF Group (2021).
3
SYSTEMIQ analysis based on Sigüenza et al. (2021), Bocken et al. (2018), Homie (2021), BlueMovement (2021), EcoTopTen (2021), expert interviews.

The shift to XaaS is a pro-market, pro-growth and

these enablers to accelerate and bring the XaaS

pro-technology agenda. Scaling XaaS as a basis for

models to their full potential.

the circular industry transformation at the required
pace requires a strong digital infrastructure, new

•

First, the technology stack of companies and

forms of collaboration and a set of (market-oriented)

sectors will be critical to manage XaaS data/

policy interventions. This study explores the role of

information flows – open architectures will be
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•

needed to enable circular production systems. On

and environmentally acceptable business

the one hand, the digitalized Industry 4.0 builds

practices, unify terminology and facilitate

the foundation from which XaaS models emerge,

necessary interfaces for the exchange of

and on the other hand, IT/digital capabilities

information. Finally, (c) empowering public

will play the key role in satisfying additional

and private institutions as well as consumers

increasing data needs driven by economic

will be critical. This should include information

and ecological requirements (e.g. carbon

and awareness campaigns to educate

accounting). A company’s readiness for XaaS

organizational actors (e.g. key decision-makers

implementation will be dependent on IT/digital

and institutional investors) as well as consumers

(e.g. data capturing and analytical capability),

about both the economic and environmental

and drive the overall digital transformation.

impact potential of XaaS models.25

Second, policymakers can apply demand-

•

Third, mobilizing industry action and adoption

side instruments to strengthen ownership of

of XaaS models would benefit from facilitating

producers and to create a level playing field

exchange and collaboration among the

for all actors. Regulation can be powerful

emerging ecosystem of pioneers. Owing to

to accelerate and provide stimuli, but also

the complexity of the outlined design decisions,

plays a pivotal role to adjust for systemic

networking, exchange and best-practice sharing

rebound effects. Overall, policymakers should

in the precompetitive space is necessary to

address three key policy instruments and

enable organizations to continuously optimize

evaluate cross-sectoral measures to foster

their XaaS model configuration. Furthermore, in

the shift towards sustainable XaaS models

order to foster specific regional value creation

that fulfil circular economy principles and

(e.g. specific industrial clusters) or integrated

reward access over ownership. In particular,

XaaS models (e.g. alignment of XaaS models

(a) economic and market instruments should

across value chain steps) stronger collaboration

create strong fiscal incentives, such as carbon

and systemic partnerships will be essential. In this

pricing, to encourage resource efficiency

context, entrepreneurial innovation will be vital to

or discourage consumption patterns with

address many of the emerging challenges with

negative footprints.

Economic instruments

novel solutions, help incumbents to transform to

should essentially incentivize producers to retain

sustainable XaaS models quickly, and thereby

value of products by taking responsibility over

accelerate the wider industry transformation

the product lifetime and keeping ownership.

towards sustainability and resource productivity.

23

Funding support or access to capital/grants
can be important to enable the uptake of

Combining climate neutrality and digitalization into

circular XaaS models. In addition, since public

XaaS is an attractive vision for Europe. XaaS can

authorities are responsible for spending over 14%

provide better ways for consumers and society to

of the GDP per country in the EU, procurement

fulfil their needs. Industrial companies may drive

rules should be evaluated towards applying

decarbonization and unleash innovation and

guidelines for Green Public Procurement

competitive differentiation. By strengthening the

including rules for XaaS models as soon as

ownership of producers, XaaS presents a first-best

possible.24 Second, (b) regulatory instruments

solution, addressing the full scope of emissions,

and standards should connect products to

creating a level playing field for all actors.

producers to facilitate a lifecycle perspective

Consequently, countries, companies and investors

and producer ownership responsibility, but also

now have a once-in-a-generation opportunity

evaluate the effectiveness of Ecodesign and

to decouple economic prosperity from natural

waste regulations for XaaS models. In addition,

resource use and environmental impact, creating

standards are a verifiable way to control socially

millions of jobs and more resilient economies.26

1

The industrial landscape
is transforming
– complex challenges and
new growth opportunities
are reshaping the
competitive agenda
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1.1

Global market dynamics and competitionrequire more
productive and service-oriented systems

Value chains are under pressure as globalization is losing momentum and resilience is becoming a
priority.1 European industry is deeply integrated into international value chains. In Germany for example,
over 40% of net exports are made possible by participation in global value chains.2 However, since 2008
world trade has been losing relative importance for the world economy. Trade in goods and services
in relation to GDP has been stagnating.2 Reasons include the increasing technological self-sufficiency
of large emerging economies, a focus on local production, the shrinking trade in physical products,
and the increase of trade-restrictive, protectionist measures.
The COVID-19 pandemic shifted the focus on making supply chains more resilient. In the event of a
crisis, globally ramified supply chains can quickly lead to production downtimes, sales slumps, and a
threat to a company’s existence. In view of these risks, the localization versus globalization debate has
entered a new era.3 For example, shortages of intermediate products have become a serious problem
for German industry. According to the German ifo Institute, 45% of industrial firms surveyed in a recent
study reported supply bottlenecks, reaching by far the highest value since January 1991.4
Fluctuating resource prices lead to cost volatilities and affect product-based companies.5 As businesses
exploit ever more diffuse sources of raw materials, prices for new supplies of raw materials rise and
fluctuate. Since production is often tied to many limited resources, each of which faces supply constraints,
this leads to more volatility.6 Many companies are already preparing for higher prices and raw materials
shortages by starting to use secondary materials, improving material efficiency, and switching to more
resource-productive business and operating models.
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Customers increasingly demand deep relationships and customized, performance-focused business
models responding to their needs. Customers are looking for ways to increase convenience and flexibility,
share risks and secure product uptime and availability. In the B2C industry they increasingly value access
instead of ownership (e.g. as is the case for carsharing). B2B customers seek opportunities to shift from
capital expenditures (CapEx) to operational expenditures (OpEx) to stabilize their cash flows. Given ever
shorter innovation cycles, customers are looking for models that allow for high flexibility and updates of
their assets in use. Producer-customer relationships shift from transactional sales to performance- and
outcome-oriented partnerships.
The competitive pressure on company levels is increasing. High-value products and services translate
to more than 20% of the EU’s total value added and provide more than 35 million jobs.7 However, in
many industries, rising market concentration (often outside the EU) is increasing competitive pressure.8 In
addition, price-competitive Asian-Pacific companies are growing and positioning the region as the “new
global industry powerhouse”.9 Instead of competing on price and production margins, many European
companies need to find new areas of competitive edge.
Value creation is increasingly shifting from physical products to dematerialized, digital business models.10
Some of the highest valued companies are dematerialized (such as Netflix or Facebook) and a lot of
value in physical goods industries comes from their (dematerialized) service-based activities (such as
Philips or Rolls-Royce). Hence, the rapidly increasing importance of data and services for value creation
is driving companies to rethink their traditional business models.
Industry companies are on the hunt for talent with emerging skills, such as data and analytics, cybersecurity,
UX design, or environmental science. The next generation of employees are much more aware of climate
change and better equipped with digital skills. They recognize the importance of new service-based and
data-driven business models to address the environmental and economic challenges associated with
current business practices. Overall, these developments and trends described above are challenging
industrial actors to reinvent themselves for the future, while at the same time providing unique business
opportunities that require new competencies: value generation driven by dematerialization and digitalization.
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1.2

Industrial digitalization is reshaping opportunities for
business model innovation

In recent years digitalization and Industry 4.0 have transformed operations substantially. This has led
industrial systems to operate in the new normal of digitally enabled products and processes. Data
analytics and intelligence, connectivity, and computational power, as well as robotics and humanmachine interaction have become important success factors for companies. These technological
trends have significantly increased data availability in companies and along the supply chain. For
example, today over 39% of companies are using digital technologies to improve end-to-end supply
chain transparency.11 A range of industrial Internet of things (IIoT) solutions enable products to share
performance data and provide insights on product usage. In this way, manufacturing companies
optimize production and processes.
Digital adoption is further gaining momentum and will be at the core of future industrial competitiveness,
where service effectiveness and creating new business models will be key. During the COVID-19
pandemic, the adoption of digital technologies has accelerated by up to seven years on previous
forecasts.12 Investments in digital capabilities and applications are key themes for corporate decisionmakers.11 Digital transformations are pursued as unique opportunities for companies to rethink their
strategy, value chain, creation and operations, as well as their sales channels and customer engagement.
Digitalization is the spark for transforming industrial systems towards sustainability by creating a circular
economy. Data and digital technology can enable dematerialized product offerings, for example by
virtualizing formerly physical goods, affecting related CO2 emissions. Tracking and tracing technologies
provide information on the condition and performance of products. Machine learning improves production
processes and minimizes waste, leading to less resource demand. Ultimately, digitalization brings about
new business models where companies can charge customers based on actual usage or product
performance, eventually increasing product utilization or reducing overall resource consumption.13
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1.3

Increasing decarbonization pressure requires companies
to take full scope responsibility

Climate change is accelerating and the coming decade is crucial to take immediate and collective
action. Global CO2 emissions are rising. Even a severe COVID-driven contraction of the economy has
barely changed this trajectory with CO2 emissions projected to rebound in 2021 to pre-pandemic
levels.14 In the coming decade (until 2030), society needs to reduce CO2 emissions by 45% compared
to 2010 levels and reach net-zero emissions by 2050 to limit warming to 1.5 °C as aspired to in the Paris
Agreement. Next to decarbonizing the energy sector, efficient resource use and waste management
are key strategies to achieving this goal, alongside conserving and restoring biodiversity, and minimizing
pollution.15 Environmental sustainability and economic growth is no longer a trade-off, but rather the
foundation of a new, green growth paradigm.
As part of the solution, the massive reductions that are needed until 2030 have now been politically
endorsed in Europe (minus 55%), the US (minus 50-52%), and many other countries (e.g. Norway, minus
50-55%).16–18 Powerful policy signals are being introduced to achieve the European climate neutrality
target by 2050. The Circular Economy Action Plan of 2015 has enabled the adoption of additional
policies, such as the European Green Deal and the new Circular Economy Action Plan of 2020, but
also product- and sector-specific regulations putting sustainable production and consumption high
on the political agenda.
The manufacturing sector is a substantial driver of European emissions and material use and urgently
needs to decarbonize and dematerialize to reach climate goals. The European manufacturing industry
consists of a large variety of subsectors including plastics, electronics, textiles, machinery and equipment,
among others. With its intense material use, the manufacturing sector accounted for ~1/3 of CO2
emissions from industry in Europe, outweighing gross value added in 2019 (see Exhibit 5).19 Direct emissions
of European manufacturing industry are particularly related to three materials: steel, aluminium, and
chemicals, including plastics. The demand for these materials is notably driven by the motor vehicle,
the machinery and equipment, packaging, and consumer goods industries.i,20
In most cases, CO2 emissions along the value chain – especially emissions embedded in materials
and components and in the product use phase – represent the largest impact. In fact, accounting
for indirect emissions including upstream and downstream emissions (Scope 3)ii would reveal that the
footprint of the manufacturing sector over product lifecycles is much higher (than the Scope 1 and
2 emissions typically reported).21 On average, only 1/4 of the product lifecycle CO2 emissions result
from a company’s direct operations (Scope 1 and 2).22 To focus industry efforts on reducing carbon
emissions and becoming carbon-neutral, it can be expected that nations will in future set new policies
to decrease full lifecycle impacts, too.23 Required reductions are too large to be delivered by Scope
1 and 2 improvements of conventional production systems.

i

Industry classification taken from The Statistical Classification of Economic Activities in the European Community, commonly
referred to as NACE.

ii

For a detailed explanation of Scope 1-3 emissions, please refer to the Glossary.

exhibit 5

Overview of European manufacturing industry (subsectors), related
Overview of European manufacturing industry (subsectors), related CO
CO2 emissions
andvalue
gross-value
emissions
and gross
added. added
2

other industry

Manufacturing
alue Added
Gross V

fabricated metal
products

agriculture

electrical equipment

Steel piles, tools,
metal packaging

Batteries, electric motors,
domestic appliances

iss
CO2 Em ions2
computer electronic &
optical products
Consumer electronics,
electromedical equipment

mining

textiles & wearing
apparel

transportation
& storage

Carpets, industrial textiles,
wearing apparel

17%

31%

69%

83%
information &
communication

motor vehicles & other
transport equipment
Bodies, parts, trailers, ships,
railway, bicycles

chemicals & chemical/
pharmaceutical products
Fertilizer, glues,
paints, varnishes

construction

other1
machinery & equipment
Engines, machineries,
hand-tools

1
2
3

accommodation
& food service
activities

Products of wood and paper,
copper, jewellery

other3
(including
electricity)

Other Manufacturing categories, e.g. Furniture, Paper, Basic Metals
CO2 emissions accounts by NACE activity in 2019
Other NACE Rev.2 codes, e.g. Financial and Insurance Activities, Education, Real estate activities

Source: Eurostat.(2021). Data available at: https://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=env_ac_ainah_r2&lang=en

To close the emissions reduction gap, decarbonization measures must go beyond increasing the share
of renewable energy and production efficiency. For example, due to increasing product demand,
these measures will quickly be overtaken by emissions resulting from increased material production.
Circular economy business practices, such as the maximization of product utilization and the decrease
of total material used, help to further reduce the emissions along the product lifecycle especially if
utility-oriented emissions are considered (e.g. CO2 per part produced and not only CO2 per machine).
To meet the targets, material consumption needs to be decoupled from industrial economic value
creation through new business models.24
Highly resource-productive systems offer a path for industry to back out of a dead end. Over the last
decades, economic activity and growth was significantly tied to an increase in resource consumption.
Increased resource consumption, however, causes environmental harm. Global resource extraction and
processing accounts for 90% of biodiversity loss and 50% of global GHG emissions.5 According to the
International Resource Panel (IRP), global material extraction continues to grow; the global demand
for materials in a business-as-usual scenario (BAU) is projected to double by 2060.25 Materials lie at the
core of industrial value creation and industry has manoeuvred itself into a dead end where economic
growth means more production (and more resource consumption). Degrowth and sufficiency – required
if current production patterns remain – represent a threat to industry. Highly resource-productive systems
offer a new growth paradigm for industry that combines economic growth with environmental benefits
instead of putting them at opposite ends.
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1.4

Service-oriented business models are critical enablers of
a circular industrial system

By changing the way we produce and consume through new technologies and business models, the
circular economy can help to reduce emissions, resource consumption and waste. The circular economy
can be described as the operating system for building a thriving, sustainable and resilient economy.
Underlying circularity principles encourage radical changes to (a) keep products and materials in use,
(b) design out waste and pollution, and (c) regenerate natural systems. This entails new product design,
revised supply chains, business models and consumption patterns.26 For example the circular economy
tackles the wasteful underutilization of products and strategies for the entire lifecycle – from long-lasting
and circular design, to repair and recycling (see partner feature of the Ellen MacArthur Foundation).
Circular business models including Everything-as-a-service (XaaS) enable companies to identify and
scale growth opportunities. XaaS models can operationalize the principles of the circular economy – by
combining tangible products and intangible services so that they are jointly capable of satisfying final
user needs. In XaaS models, producers typically maintain product ownership and lifecycle responsibility.
This ensures that business activities, processes, products, and resource flows are aligned to keep their
value over time – from selling product volumes to selling product performance or outcomes. Hence,
XaaS can create circular material flows if the business model, operating model, and ecosystems are
designed accordingly.
XaaS models represent a significant opportunity for companies to navigate the transforming industry
landscape and anticipate the developments towards servitization, digitalization and decarbonization
(see Exhibit 6). Enabled through digitalization, XaaS models ensure that economic value creation and
environmental impact minimization go hand in hand. They provide a systemic innovation to business
activities, processes and incentive structures that optimize output per unit of input for a maximized
utilization of resources, while providing the demanded utility.
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exhibit 6

exhibit 6
Digitally enabled XaaS models can combine environmental and economic
Digitally
enabled XaaS models can combine environmental and economic value creation
value creation.

Digital technologies and IoT solutions
to share performance data enable
manufacturers to monetize actual
usage or production output
Data availability for economic value
creation and lifetime optimization is
paving the way for sustainable XaaS
models

Global market dynamics result in
price pressures and commoditization
due to competition on an
increasingly global scale

Decarbonization pressure results in
the urge to decouple material
consumption from economic growth
through new business models

Transition to digitalized value chains
is still pending and requires
capitalization of digital technologies
through new business models

Industry companies aim for deeper
customer relationships and product
differentiation through increased
servitization

Circular economy is promoted as the
source of future value creation within
the EU offering first-mover
advantages for companies

Value creation arises through
intangible rather than physical goods
– organizational know-how and
cyber-physical product ecosystems
become new drivers

Regulatory changes include
enhanced accountability and
increasing progressive environmental
regulations on material and product
level

Source: SYSTEMIQ.
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partner feature

The circular economy is based on the
principles of eliminating waste and
pollution, keeping products and materials
in use, and regenerating natural systems,
all driven by design.
It offers us a vision of an economic model through which business,

partner feature

WHAT IS
CIRCULAR
DESIGN?
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XaaS models can realign incentives between companies
and customers and lead to better designs and solutions. For
example, design choices such as repairability, modularity, and
remote monitoring can become more relevant or appealing for
manufacturers offering a service model. However, switching to
an XaaS model alone doesn’t necessarily mean that the new

LOOK
AROUND
YOU

Join the circular design
movement and learn more at:

solution is fit for a circular economy. The outcomes need to be

ellenmacarthurfoundation.org

purposefully thought through when designing the service.

#CircularDesignNow

Circular design can help to create XaaS models that are fit for a circular economy.

society, and the environment can thrive in the long term, addressing
global challenges such as climate change, biodiversity loss, waste,
and pollution at their root. The circular economy sees growth
decoupled from the extraction of finite resources, moving away
from linear take-make-waste material flows that are dominant in

Circular design is designing with the principles of circular economy in mind. It is a practice that embraces
Almost everything you see has been
designed by someone.

systems today. It is an economy that creatively meets our needs
in a system where everything is food for something else. Just like
in nature.

to be used for only a short amount of time before being discarded.

JUST LIKE
IN NATURE,

all ﬂows from one form to another.
We can’t reverse the impacts of
design decisions.

Those that are designed to last for longer but are needed infrequently
by individuals find themselves stored away in the cupboards of homes
and businesses, underused. In addition, planned obsolescence is
often designed into products as a way to secure revenue streams,

CIRCULAR
DESIGN

meaning that items need to be replaced more regularly. This
results in a large amount of material waste and significant loss
of value, embedded energy, and labour. It raises the question:
How can we eliminate waste and make good quality solutions
accessible for everyone?
Structural waste, particularly relating to underutilised assets, can

applies circular economy principles
at the design stage of everything.

be countered by new business models that focus on access rather
than ownership. Moving towards Everything-as-a-Service (XaaS)
models enables a shift from customer ownership to access, where
products are provided as a service when needed and businesses
retain ownership. This builds on the understanding that customers
often only require access to a product for a limited period of
time or defined use phase, after which they can return it to the
service provider. A host of new businesses built on this model have
emerged in recent years offering a wide range of products to
their customers on a short-term basis (through rental, subscription,
sharing or leasing) rather than selling them.

we are facing today. The circular economy principles can serve as an inspiration for a non-exhaustive list of
considerations in the design stage:

Everything-as-a-Service models can play an
important role in the circular economy transition.
In the linear take-make-waste model, products are often designed

systems thinking to meet user needs while navigating some of the biggest interconnected global challenges

DESIGN
ENDLESS
.
POSSIBILITIES
INTO THE
FUTURE.

01

02

03

ELIMINATE WASTE AND
POLLUTION.

KEEP PRODUCTS AND
MATERIALS IN USE AND
AT THE HIGHEST VALUE.

REGENERATE NATURAL
SYSTEMS.

Develop a deeper
understanding of underlying
user needs and question
if physical products and
materials are needed in the
first place. What can be
designed out?

Make sure the products
that are part of your service
are designed for longevity.
Besides designing for
physical durability, consider
emotional durability across
multiple use phases (e.g.
timeless design, emotional
connection) and user groups
(e.g. tailoring the experience
to different groups that are
using the service).

Consider where the parts
of your design come from
and go to. Rethink how the
parts of your design can be
of value and contribute in
a positive way to the larger
ecosystem beyond a narrow
view of end users.

Zoom out to take a systems
perspective. Understand
the flow of materials and
information to eliminate
structural waste. Design
solutions in which value is
retained and redistributed.
Establish the necessary
reverse logistics alone or
in collaboration. Make it
easy and irresistible for users
to participate in circular
economy models.

Prioritise inner loops:
Designing for reuse, repair,
remanufacturing and
refurbishment retains more
value, embedded energy,
and labour than recycling.
This is enabled by strategies
such as safe and circular
material choices, design for
disassembly, and modularity.
Measure your progress when
it comes to circularity, for
example, with tools such as
Circulytics.

Think about how your
processes affect people
and the environment. How
can they be designed to
have a positive, rather than
negative impact?
Build horizontal and vertical
collaborations across the
value chain. Co-create with
stakeholders and affected
audiences (e.g. supply
chain, logistics, after-use
sector, people affected by
your design) to ensure that
your design is fit for context,
and to increase resilience,
diversity and distributed
access.

2

XaaS models have the
power to combine
economic value creation
with environmental
benefits by enabling
resource productivity
and circularity
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In service-oriented business models, producers move from a product- to an outcome-based and
performance-oriented product-service-bundle to fulfil specific customer needs, while typically keeping
ownership. Such models are also referred to as X-as-a-Service models (XaaS). X represents the specific
product or service (e.g. Washing-Machine-as-a-Service) but also the functional need or utility it fulfils (e.g.
Mobility-as-a-Service). XaaS providers take on product lifecycle responsibility to deliver product functionality
and outcomes. Implementing XaaS models at scale presents a shift towards the performance economy.
XaaS business and operating models usually combine three different components: (a) tangible and
physical products, (b) intangible services, and (c) digital ecosystem embeddedness. In XaaS business
models, additional value is created through integrated services, which ensure product performance
or fulfil advanced customer convenience. Digitally enabled technologies such as sensors and IIoT
connectivity can further improve operations through performance data (e.g. flexible/usage-based
billing, data transparency). In addition, digital platforms are increasingly adopted in the manufacturing
industry to run XaaS models.
XaaS models have been found to work better for products that meet a combination of technical/
design criteria, financial/business criteria, and market/customer criteria (see Exhibit 25 in Appendix
A.1). For example, this typically includes products that are rather investment-intensive (i.e. resulting
in CapEx to OpEx shift advantages); technically advanced and require maintenance during lifetime
(i.e. value creation potential in the use phase); are generally mobile to transport (i.e. allow second-life
applications); or just infrequently used by the single customer (i.e. allow for utilization improvements).

2.1

XaaS models can simultaneously unleash economic,
environmental and social impacts

Economic value creation
The transition from product (volume-focused) sales to XaaS business models is becoming a strategic
imperative for manufacturing companies due to some inherent advantages that are accelerated in
the digital and green economy.
Producers can advance customer value and create better offerings by shifting from transactional
sales to fulfilling specific customer needs based on functionality, enabled by digital technologies. For
example, selling holes instead of drills, selling mobility instead of cars, selling crop protection instead of
pesticides. Embedded hardware and software systems ensure connectivity between components and
allow for data-driven business model innovation. XaaS models with a strong analytic backbone drive
the next wave of servitization and become a new source of competitive advantage.
Offering XaaS models strengthens customer relationships towards partnerships. Due to the typically
increased service quality throughout product use, XaaS models can outcompete traditional models on
customer experience and loyalty.27 The long-term nature of many XaaS models facilitates collaboration
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and joint value co-creation – eventually deepening partnerships. According to some producers, well
designed XaaS models can increase customer satisfaction by 10-20% and reduce costs by 15-25%.27
XaaS models can improve financial economics and competitiveness. XaaS provides a way for companies
to compete on value parameters other than production costs alone. Producers and service providers
benefit from recurring revenues over the product lifetime. Shifting the business model to value-based
sales (e.g. selling the performance of the machine rather than the machine itself) can improve total
cost of ownership (TCO) and be more profitable. When choosing use- and result-oriented models as
well as sharing platforms, the customer gains access at lower (upfront) cost, eventually further reducing
TCO (described in Chapter 4).
Manufacturers offering XaaS are in a powerful position to continuously innovate, driving the next
generation of product-service systems. Access to customer data allows organizations to capitalize on
digital enablers.28 The more service-oriented the business and operating model, the more connections
and data exchange between producers, customers, and their products will be possible, which might
in turn be monetized. An increasing number of producers are using digital systems to support their
services, creating totally new service-oriented offerings, such as comprehensive remote services that
bring digital and physical systems together.

Environmental benefits
Next to the economic benefits, XaaS models have the potential to improve resource productivity and
decrease environmental impacts. In contrast to traditional sales, where producers mainly take responsibility
for the build phase, XaaS models connect the producers more closely with their products in the use
phase. Producers take more ownership and responsibility, which inherently incentivizes companies to
improve the number and productivity of resources needed to deliver the service. For example, this can
be achieved by applying circular economy principles (e.g. sustainable inputs, modular design, repair,
maintenance and take-back). This ultimately leads to a total reduction of resources, while providing
the same utility with fewer products. The shift from seeing product sales as value creation and societal
progress (neoclassical economics view) to focusing on meeting customer and societal needs at lowest
possible input and maximized efficiency (in terms of resource utilization) is key.
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Firstly, XaaS models create incentives to design goods with longer durability and to extend product life
through repair and remanufacturing. In XaaS models, goods are revenue-generating assets – hence a
longer lifetime or higher uptime increases the utility of a product over its lifetime. This ensures the slowdown of
resource loops since fewer products may be needed to serve the same utility, resulting in dematerialization.29
Secondly, producers who shift to producer ownership have the incentive to maximize value recovery
at end-of-life which can ultimately involve the ambition to close material loops between post use and
production.

exhibit 7

Thirdly, offering XaaS models ideally incentivizes producers to optimize resource efficiency across
the entire product lifecycle. Measures to reduce resources per product in the use phase include the
reduction of waste. Therefore, considering circular principles in the product build phase (e.g. reduce,
reuse, recycle) is critical.
To summarize, circular economy principles are operationalized through resource value retention activities
across the entire product lifecycle which has three phases: (a) build phase, (b) use phase, and (c)
loop phase (see Exhibit 7). Each phase provides different opportunities to decrease the environmental
impacts of products, resulting in decarbonization and dematerialization. XaaS models considering
circular principles are not only creating sustainable value through product design and operations, but
also close, slow, and narrow overall resource loops.30

exhibit 7

Seven Circularity levers address all three lifecycle phases of the product
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Source: SYSTEMIQ.
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Social benefits
XaaS models encompass social benefits since they democratize access to high-quality products,
strengthen regional employment, and can entail positive health impacts.
XaaS models can democratize consumption. In XaaS models, costly upfront investments are eliminated
and shifted over the product lifecycle. Product utility can be consumed based on what is actually
needed (e.g. pay for passenger kilometres travelled versus buying a car). XaaS can reduce household
costs, if TCO reductions are not captured by producers. Depending on the XaaS configuration, Washing
machines-as-a-Service, for example, could save consumers between 43-76 EUR per year (see Chapter 4).
Since many companies take producer ownership in XaaS models, consumers are no longer responsible
for dealing with waste materials at end-of-use or technical obsolescence. In sum, these effects make
high-quality products more accessible and convenient for customers, both in the B2C and B2B sphere.31
Circular XaaS models can benefit regional value creation and employment. Circular product and
operating models require local service activities, which cannot be easily substituted by imports. To avoid
emissions and save costs, services are typically implemented where industrial products are located.
Repair or refurbishment and other use-phase services are labour-intensive jobs and contribute to local
employment.32 In Europe alone, implementing circular strategies could create 2 million new jobs by
2030.33 At the same time, advanced services and digital solutions are at the core of most XaaS models,
further increasing demand for knowledge-intensive activities and jobs. XaaS models are well suited to
strengthen localized value chains and onshoring of high-quality jobs.
The environmental potentials from circular XaaS models are interlinked with positive impacts on health.
The IRP has shown that reducing environmental pressures through resource conservation has direct
links to human health.34 Resource extraction – from mining metals to land-use-related deforestation –
impacts health, for example through direct air pollution.31

2.2

An XaaS landscape is emerging across the manufacturing
sector

2.2.1

The manufacturing sector offers a diverse product landscape
suited for XaaS

The following overview and insights summarize a qualitative analysis of the vibrant, emerging XaaS
landscape across the European manufacturing sector. Exhibit 8 provides an exemplary (not exhaustive)
summary of this ecosystem. The overview is structured along all manufacturing subsectors and differentiates
between the four main types of XaaS business models (for more information on the archetypes, see
Chapter 3):
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Product-oriented XaaS models (where products are sold but entail additional services that ensure
value retention for the producer during the use phase, e.g. maintenance contracts, recurring
service fees, take-back schemes);
Use-oriented XaaS models (where XaaS providers keep ownership and offer Products-as-a-Service
– the customer pays according to its use, e.g. Pay-per-Use or time-oriented via regular instalments);
Result-oriented XaaS models (where products are also offered as-a-service, but the customer
pays per outcome, e.g. per printed page in the case of Printing-as-a-Service); and
Sharing platforms (which can be offered by producers but also by non-producing third parties,
and may offer products from different producers at the same time).
Generally, XaaS models exist in all manufacturing subsectors but with differing prevalence. Most
XaaS models can be found in the machinery and equipment subsector, followed by motor vehicles
and transport equipment; computer, electronic and optical products; electrical equipment; textiles
and others – particularly for furniture and toys. Fewer XaaS models are found for fabricated metal
products or for chemicals and pharmaceutical products.
The four main XaaS business model archetypes are offered across all subsectors, but to different
degrees. Product-oriented and use-oriented business models exist across all subsectors. Sharing
platforms are found across all sectors as well but seem to be more frequent in motor vehicles and
transport equipment as well as textiles. As a rough indication, product- and use-oriented business
models including service contracts, leasing, sharing and renting have found more application in the
industry sector than result-oriented business models.35 Result-oriented business models are mostly found
in the machinery and equipment subsector (e.g. TRUMPF, Heidelberger Druckmaschinen, Kaeser).
Companies seem to explore different XaaS business models, either sequentially or simultaneously.
Manufacturers often start their service transformation with a product-oriented business model and
over time increase the service intensity of their business models, culminating in a shift to a use- or resultoriented XaaS model. Several manufacturers such as Siemens and HILTI offer multiple XaaS business
models next to traditional sales. Manufacturers with use-oriented and product-oriented XaaS models
frequently offer a variety of customized XaaS models (e.g. different periods for subscription models
or different service packages for products, depending on the customer needs).
The XaaS business models emerge across various company sizes from different motivations. Startups, SMEs and large incumbent corporations all implement XaaS models. Companies in younger,
tech-enabled market segments often implement XaaS models to proactively push products into the
market. Some SMEs seem to consider XaaS models particularly to create recurring value based on
technological advantages (e.g. connectivity throughout the supply chain), mirroring practices from
the Software-as-a-Service sphere. Companies in more mature or incumbent industries often seem
to explore XaaS models rather as a defensive move with the aim to secure market shares and find
a new competitive edge.
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exhibit 8

exhibit
8
The emerging
landscape of XaaS models in the European manufacturing industry
– some examples.

Examples of service-oriented business

models in the manufacturing sector
Energy-as-a-service

Home appliances-as-a-service
Shipping container-as-a-service

digital services
(Hardware+)

Steel piles-as-a-service

Batteries-as-a-service

Vacuum-as-a-service

Service
contracts

Workwear-as-a-service

Device-as-a-service

Fabricated
metal products

Master maintenance
agreement for
measuring machines

ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT

CARPETS-AS-A-service

(except machinery
& equipment)

Running shoes-as-a-service
CLOTHING-AS-A-service

CCTV products-as-a-service

Service packages
for medical equipment

Service packages for cars

motor vehicles &
other transport
equipment

Bikes-as-a-service

manufacturing
subsector

Headphones-as-a-service

Jeans-as-a-service

computer
electronic &
optical products

X-ray-as-a-service

manufacturing
subsector

Printing-as-a-service²

E-bikes-as-a-service
Bike-as-a-Service

Tires-as-a-service

Energy-as-a-service

(trial phase)

Smartphone-as-a-service

Consumer electronics

Dishwashers-as-a-service²
Washing machines-as-a-service

Steam boileras-a-service

Printing-as-a-service²

LED lighting-as-a-service

Fuel cells-as-a-service

Light-as-a-service

Services for
transformers

Hand tools as
subscription

Construction structuresas-a-service

not exhaustive

trucks-as-a-service

TEXTILES &
WEARING APPAREL

machinery &
equipment

Clothing-as-a-service

CHEMICALS &
CHEMICAL/
PHARMACEUTICAL
PRODUCTS

Chemical leasing
(Pilot Project)

Partial cleaningas-a-service

Membership for take-back

Mobility-as-a-service

Free repairs & DIY guides

Clothing

Solvents-as-a-service

Coatings-as-a-service

Lego-as-a-service

OTHER¹

Service packages for
rolling stock

Printing ink-as-a-service

Cars-as-a-service

Car-as-a-Service

Different life cycle service
packages for mining
Equipment-as-a-service

Equipmentas-a-service

Tools-asa-service

Hygiene-as-a-service

Engines-asa-service

Construction machineryas-a-service
Compressed air-as-a-service

Take-back scheme
for floorboards

Service packages for
furnace systems

Machinery- Industrial equipmentas-a-service
as-a-service

Individual maintenance
packages for elevators

All product types-as-a-service
Distillation plants-as-a-service

sharing PLATFORMS

Garment hangersas-a-service

result-oriented

Machine toolsas-a-service

Heat treatmentas-a-service

use-oriented

Source: SYSTEMIQ collation, company websites.

Pallets-as-a-service

Baby products

packaging-as-a-service

CHILDREN'S toys

Reusable packagingas-a-service

Elevatorsas-a-service

Furniture-as-a-service

Outdoor products

Furniture-as-a-service
(Test Phase)

product-oriented

business model
¹ Other Manufacturing categories, e.g. Furniture, Paper, Plastic products, Basic Metals
² Companies offering their product(s) in more than one business model

Mattress-as-a-service

Bednest-as-a-service

product-oriented

business model

use-oriented

result-oriented

sharing PLATFORMS
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2.2.2 Many companies do not leverage their full potential with respect to
environmental and economic impact
There is growing recognition that XaaS models can
improve resource utilization and environmental
impact compared to traditional offers. Providing
these environmental benefits is increasingly seen as
a source of competitive advantage and used as
a strategic element to address the environmental
demands of customers.36 International frontrunners

Case box 1:
Mitsubishi Elevator Europe –
offering elevators in a circular,
use-oriented XaaS model.

such as Philips and Mitsubishi Elevator Europe are
successfully pioneering XaaS models that follow

With M-Use®, Mitsubishi Elevator Europe created

circular economy principles. Another example is

a use-oriented business model for elevators

the Dutch semiconductor company ASML which is

that follows circular economy principles by

offering a reuse programme (“Return4Reuse”) and

combining the Pay-per-Use model with a circular

refurbished machines (“As-New programme”) for

use of materials and a sustainable approach to

high-precision semiconductor printing machines.37

energy. The customer only pays for the operating

By quantifying the environmental benefits of

hours of the elevator and gets compensated

XaaS models and making them transparent and

if contractual agreements are not fulfilled.

accessible, XaaS providers not only optimize their

Retaining ownership brings Mitsubishi Elevator

own footprint, but also help their customers to

Europe into a stronger commitment towards the

make more sustainable decisions.

customer and the products. Through effective
lifetime maintenance, downtimes are reduced

The following points illustrate exemplary environmental

and life expectancy is increased. Upon end-

benefits that pioneering companies currently combine

of-use, components and materials are reused

in their XaaS narratives or strategies:

or recycled.38

Waste prevention/better recycling are most often
applied across all XaaS model configurations.
Companies with product-oriented XaaS models
for example take products back, which results in waste prevention and increases recycling (especially
in the textiles and consumer electronics industries). The business model of the sharing platform Grover,
for example, aims to reduce electronic waste, a major environmental concern increasingly recognized
by consumers. In terms of recycling, companies dealing with energy-intensive materials such as steel
increase the amount of recycled steel by keeping ownership. ArcelorMittal, for example, established
a Steel piles-as-a-Service model, enabling better recycling.
Reduced (primary) resource use is one of the environmental benefits often explained by companies
with use-oriented XaaS models. On the one hand, this relates to more sustainable products that require
less material throughput driven by technology innovations. BlueMovement, for example, offers highly
efficient washing machines which save energy and resources as they need less detergent. On the other
hand, companies with a use-oriented/platform-based XaaS model are maximizing the utility of their
product by offering the service to many consumers (concurrently or subsequently), which can in turn
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avoid primary resource use. The start-up Vytal, for example, is offering Plastic packaging-as-a-Service
models to many customers, which avoids single-use plastics to reduce overall plastic consumption.
Lifetime extension and reuse possibilities resulting in increased product utilization are becoming a selling
proposition for high-value products. Some fashion companies are experimenting with new models and
start-ups are emerging. Companies who offer workwear such as Lindstroem and CWS attract their
customers with high-quality materials and textile services (e.g. full-service cleaning).
Improving energy efficiency is one of the well-established measures applied by companies to reduce
environmental impact in the production phase. In XaaS models, manufacturers have increased
incentives to further reduce emissions through energy efficiency savings in the use phase, because
this becomes an element of the XaaS offering. Beyond that, energy efficiency can also be core to the
value proposition of some specific XaaS models, such as Signify or Deutsche Lichtmiete.
However, many companies in the emerging XaaS landscape do not yet capture the environmental
impact potential they could have via ambitious XaaS models. It seems that this is particularly due to not
taking a holistic perspective on sustainability impact levers and integrating those drivers systematically
into the operating model as well as customer narrative. To improve the environmental impact potential
of XaaS models, a set of critical design configurations needs to be considered (see Chapter 3).
In addition, many companies seem not to be aware of potential rebound effects that might be triggered
by their XaaS models. Rebound effects occur when actual impact improvements are less than expected
because of behavioural or systemic responses to changes, resulting in negative, unintended environmental
consequences. For example, XaaS models can result in the following rebound effects, which must be
proactively addressed by the providers when designing the XaaS business and operating models:
•

Improvements of TCO and accessibility for consumers could stimulate more demand for the same
product and underlying utility than before (e.g. passenger kilometres travelled by car).

•

More comfortable and cheaper services can replace a less competitive service that has less
negative environmental impact (e.g. ride-hailing substituting public transport).

•

Service-based usage models can lead to carefree consumption patterns (e.g. moral hazard leading
to increased wear and tear).

•

Transport demand may increase due to logistics needed for sharing and sequential product use
(e.g. sharing platform; transport to repair and refurbishment centres).

•

Ever-faster innovation cycles may create challenges for manufacturers to reuse the outdated
technology or its continuous use might be less environmentally beneficial than using a new product
(e.g. energy efficiency).

•

IoT applications as enablers of XaaS models require additional material input and energy consumption
outside the product scope (cloud solutions, data centres etc.).

3

toolkit
Configuring XaaS
models should build
on four critical
design blocks
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XaaS models can achieve significant impact in

•

Sustainable value proposition design (section 3.1.)

terms of resource productivity and decarbonization,

that inherently addresses specific customer needs

thus should be designed for their full impact

while integrating a sustainable impact ambition as

potential. In practice, many producers are stalled

foundation for XaaS models.

by the complexity of design choices and often
there seems to be a lack of awareness about the

•

Business models and financial design (section 3.2.)

decarbonization potential. The following chapter

that allow for different ownership configurations

introduces a comprehensive toolkit for XaaS

and pricing schemes as well as financial and risk

model configuration – with the aim to support

design considerations.

decision-makers who aspire to design circular
XaaS models that leverage both the economic

•

Product and operating model design (section 3.3.)

and environmental potentials. Configuring a

for optimizing resource productivity by building on

coherent XaaS model on this basis should address

a holistic set of circularity levers.

four critical design blocks (Exhibit 9). The pathway
to take design choices depends on the individual
organizational context.

•

Ecosystem design (section 3.4.) with respect to
the internal organizational and business solution
level, as well as an external enabling system level.

3.1

Sustainable value proposition design: combine customer
needs and a system impact ambition as the foundation of a
XaaS strategy

A sustainable value proposition is a promise
concerning the economic, environmental and
social benefits that a company’s offer delivers
to customers, the planet and society at large,
considering both short-term profits and long-term
sustainability.39 Adapting the value proposition to
customer needs and sustainability is a continuous
and iterative design process. Companies need
to ensure that the XaaS model is designed such
that it represents an ideal problem solution fit and
is grounded in the sustainable value proposition.
For this, it must build on a deep understanding of
customer needs (section 3.1.1.) and integrate a
sustainable system vision (section 3.1.2.).
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exhibit 9
exhibit 2
Four
building blocks to configure XaaS models.
Four building blocks to configure XaaS models.

Funding partnerships
Legal/capital structure
design
Finance/insurance
partnerships

Solution ecosystem
(Micro)
Enabling ecosystem
(Macro)

financial capital
& risk design

External
ecosystem

Product-oriented
business models
Use-oriented
business models
Result-oriented
business models

Strategic
embeddedness

business model
design and revenue
model

Organizational and
process design

internal
ecosystem

IT/digital
readiness

Develop deep understanding
of the customer problem/needs

Material throughput and
energy efficiency

Envision the system and
pathways for sustainable impact

Optimize towards
maximum utilization

Design and develop product
for lifetime and quality
Optimize material supply
and production

Build phase
design

use phase
design

Improve repair/service/
maintenance/updates

Reuse/Refurbish

loop phase
design

Source: SYSTEMIQ.

Remanufacture/Recycle
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3.1.1

Develop a deep
understanding of the
customer’s problem and
underlying needs

A user-centred value
proposition is critical for

Designing an XaaS model should start with pro-

XaaS models. Product-

foundly understanding the respective customers,

service-bundles need to be

the underlying problems and user needs (see Case
box 2). For developing an XaaS model, a custom-

closely tailored to underlying

er-problem-first approach is favourable above a
technology-first or product-driven approach, which

user needs. Beyond that,

often takes a narrow perspective. Ideally, the am-

oftentimes the users are

bition of XaaS models must be that the underlying
human or societal need (e.g. housing, mobility,

needed to enable systems to

nutrition) or the customer problem is better solved

work in a circular way – they

by shifting from selling a product to turning that
product into a product-service-bundle – which is

may for example need to

then more effective and sustainable in terms of

return an item post

utility provision. The utility is what the customer buys
and considers as intangible value, not the physical
product. In the end, customer utility counts and

use or share usage data.
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is the ultimate measure of customer value.

Chris Grantham

Common types of customer needs include

example 1

affordability, functionality, quality, reliability, low

Circular economy portfolio director at IDEO

costs, transparency, accessibility, or controllability.

The basic need of a car might be mobility, getting

Most of these customer needs work together

passengers from A to B (without the need for

to bring about a purchase decision. There are

ownership of the car that provides mobility whenever

various tools which can help to discover underlying

needed).41

42

needs that companies aim to address with serviceoriented offerings (see Appendix B.1).

example 2
The basic need of clothes might be to express
personality on different occasions without necessarily
owning all the clothing items but having access
to them.

example 3
In the case of housing and building products, the
valued purpose might be protection and safety.
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3.1.2
Case Box 2:
CWS – providing systemic solutions
for hygiene and workwear

Envision pathways for
systemic impact

Producers should assess their own environmental,
social and governance (ESG)iii related footprint in
the wider system they are active in. To discover

By focusing on solving customer needs

systemic issues within a respective system, producers

from a systemic perspective, CWS offers

need to assess the sustainability impacts of their

full-service solutions for hygiene/washroom

company and products throughout the value

and workwear. The Hygiene-as-a-Service

chain. This is often important to put the aspired

model involves everything from equipment to

XaaS model into perspective and create a fact

operations and professional support services.

base for optimizing environmental, economic, and

The Workwear-as-a-Service model integrates

social impacts. For example, on a product level,

product design strategies for durability, repair

lifecycle assessments (LCAs) can be a way to

and professional washing services, as well

discover the environmental impacts quantitatively

as recycling partnerships. Products and

and qualitatively along the product life and help

services are part of a circular system: for

to mitigate negative effects.94,95 Next to LCAs

example, textiles are cleaned in a resource-

companies can use circularity metrics on an

efficient way and can be reused extensively,

organizational and product level to assess the

thereby significantly increasing customer

extent to which circularity strategies (e.g. reduce,

convenience.43,44

reuse, recycle) contribute to a decoupling from
resource consumption. Material footprints, which
assess the material input along a value chain, are
particularly helpful.
Each XaaS model operates in a specific system
and producers need to understand their individual
impact in the system related to ESG on a macro level.
As described, besides addressing a fundamental
customer problem and understanding underlying
needs (in the narrow sense), it is important for
producers to understand that their XaaS model is
typically related to human societal needs in the
wider sense. Hence, it operates in a wider system
with impacts such as on CO2 emissions, biodiversity,
and other planetary boundaries, as well as social
impacts such as on health or pollution. To successfully
operate an XaaS model in a world where society

iii

Environmental, social and (corporate) governance refers
to the three pillars in measuring the sustainability impact
of businesses. However, this publication focuses on the
environmental and economic impacts of XaaS models.
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must aim to achieve absolute resource decoupling,

Maximizing system impact also means mitigating

companies should envision how the system develops,

unwanted systemic effects (e.g. rebound effects). This

what the critical systemic challenges are (e.g.

means evaluating consumer behaviour, especially

in the mobility system, systemic issues would be

during the use phase of XaaS models. On the

low utilization, carbon emissions, or high primary

one hand, this requires an integrated perspective

resources demand) and how the XaaS offer interacts

on the product and operating model, especially

with the system (e.g. consider emerging rebound

regarding how different options for addressing

effects). When developing XaaS models, many

customer needs can be compared to objectively

producers purely focus on the product, which often

evaluate and quantify their environmental

results in models which don’t work successfully in

performance. But perspective is also needed on

the wider system.

how to comprehensively think about critical design
choices to avoid direct negative effects within an

For producers, it is critical to explore the individual

XaaS model (e.g. if consumer behaviour leads to

possibilities to improve the systemic impact.

faster product attrition). In the age of digitalization,

Based on the understanding of systemic issues,

producers have opportunities to use tracking and

companies can decide which topics can be

tracing technologies to enable their consumers

addressed (especially in the context of the XaaS

to use their products in a more environmentally

model) and where specific activities could have

friendly way. For example, carsharing providers

the highest impact. For example, offering Batteries-

can nudge more careful customer behaviour

as-a-Service requires IoT technology to control

through telematics-driven incentives. On the other

functionality of the batteries, hence the increased

hand, a systemic lens is needed to circumvent

transparency in the value chain could in turn

undesirable rebound effects (see section 2.2.2).

avoid environmentally harmful disposal at the

For example, such effects may be triggered by

end-of-life. Questions that need to be addressed

relative price changes and respective behavioural

are “what systemic challenges can the company

changes, hence producers should evaluate how

influence, and where does the XaaS model with

pricing may induce environmental rebound

its focus on access, utility and performance really

effects and explore pathways to proactively

make a difference?”

mitigate these.
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Business model and financial design: explore XaaS business
model archetypes and risk mitigation strategies

3.2

3.2.1

Business model design:
configure a XaaS business
model orientation

(obsolete) components (e.g. for remanufacturing
new products, spare parts), want to control the
secondary market, or want to secure supply of
critical resources (see Case box 3).

There are four main archetypes that guide XaaS
business model design. Exhibit 10 introduces the
four archetypes, which are either product-, useor result-oriented. The fourth archetype includes
sharing platforms.iv In practice, however, these
models cannot always be clearly distinguished
from each other and there are many different
combinations. For example, there are productoriented business models with linked subscriptionbased services. Companies may offer different
business model orientations and payment schemes
at the same time, depending on the market they
are operating in.
A critical design choice is whether the XaaS provider still transfers product ownership or keeps the
ownership (producer ownership). Transfer of ownership indicates a product-oriented XaaS model.
Those XaaS models build on selling products but
add extra services for substantial value creation.

Case Box 3:
Philips – circularity and takeback schemes
Philips is successfully applying various
XaaS business models to operationalize
the company’s strategic objective of
generating 25% of sales from circular
products, services and solutions by 2025.
To do so, Philips committed to take back
all large medical equipment by applying
product-oriented XaaS models. Typical
equipment to be recycled or repurposed
by Philips includes MRI and CT scanners.
To execute the product-oriented business
model, the company is collaborating
with various partners across the globe.45

Some product-oriented XaaS models may even
move into use-based value creation through
services rather than actual product sales. Such
services are part of the sales proposition and can
include maintenance agreements, consumables
subscriptions and take-back provisions. Service
contracts are typically based on a use- or result-oriented business model. For example, maintenance
agreements or delivery of consumables can be
billed on a subscription basis. Take-back provisions are particularly suitable for service providers,
which have a continuous demand for their own

iv

Keeping ownership as a XaaS provider indicates
a use-oriented, result-oriented business model
or an XaaS model based on sharing platforms.
Assuming responsibility for the product over the
use phase until the end-of-life can create an
incentive to design products that are amenable to
life extension and value retention processes (e.g.
remanufacture, refurbishment, or repair). Producers

The four archetypes already served as a guiding structure for the XaaS landscape overview in Chapter 2.
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exhibit 10
the four
archetypes
of xaas
business models for XaaS models.
Key
business
model
configurations

provider transfers ownership

Availability/Use-oriented
time-based

(Subscription, renting)

DEMAND-BASED

(Pay-per-Use, renting)

product-oriented
take-back schemes

service contracts

sharing platfroms
Peer-to-peer

XaaS Business
model design and
revenue model

result-oriented

(Repair, maintenance, insurance)

B2B/B2C

economic performance-based

needs performance-based
(Pay-per-Outcome)

provider keeps ownership
Source: SYSTEMIQ collation based on Tukker, A. (2015).

7
or XaaS model providers sell the access to utility,

models can reduce the overall TCO for customers.

availability or function of products which may be

Only the access to and utility from using the product

shared with multiple users (e.g. through renting,

are remunerated instead of the entire product. This

sharing, pooling). Since recurring revenue streams

eliminates upfront investment costs (CapEx) and

replace one-time revenue recognition, financing

shifts these to the recurring operating expenses

XaaS models emerges as an important topic. In

(OpEx). Hence, in a B2B context, capital-intensive

the B2C context, these models fulfil customer

investments and acquisition costs are shifted from

desires for maximum flexibility and convenience.

the balance sheet to the P&L and reduced to the

In the B2B context, these models allow customers

amount of access/utility provided. This provides

to focus on their core business, while the XaaS

opportunities for balance sheet improvements

model ensures the performance of the product.

compared to other financing models such as
leasing, since the introduction of IFRS 16 prevents

An important characteristic, from a financial

leases from being accounted for off-balance

perspective, is that these models enable customers

sheet (see Info box 2 in Appendix B.2). At the

to shift from capital intensive upfront investments

same time, the CapEx to OpEx model increases

(CapEx) to recurring operating expenses (OpEx)

cost transparency and planning certainty as

with a possibility for off-balance sheet accounting

customers shift to pay-as-you-earn models.

in a B2B context. Use-oriented and result-oriented
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Companies adopting use-oriented business models
typically offer a product-service-bundle (including
added services) through an availability/use-based
model and payment scheme. Added services
often include repair, insurance (e.g. against theft),

Case Box 4:
Hilti – Fleet Management

breakdown replacements, transport services or

Hilti has established a circular economy

collection of products at the end-of-life. In use-

programme with the goal to lead the

oriented XaaS models, the provider can decide

construction industry. The company pro-

between either a fixed contract duration (e.g.

vides construction tools in a service-based

subscription model), or usage-based pricings (e.g.

fleet management solution as a one-

Pay-per-Use). Several companies offer both models

stop service to customers (time-oriented

to their customers. For example, the machine tool

XaaS model). For a fixed monthly fee, a

producer Hilti offers both a fleet model for tool

customized fleet of power tools can be

lease (see Case box 4) and a peak demand pool

accessed. Complementary services are

for tools based on Pay-per-Use.

provided: inventory management, repair
and replacement, insurance and access
to new models after the initial term has
expired. The model reduces downtime
and increases flexibility. Additional tools
can be ordered to compensate for peak
times (use-oriented XaaS model) while effectively reducing the investment risk for
the customer.46
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Companies adopting result-oriented business

product utilization and contract terms). Value-

models offer the product-service-bundle based

calculation tools and TCO analyses with pooled

on results/performance or output of a product

data from several customers are key tools to

(e.g. parts produced by a machine). Offering

determine the value of result-oriented business

products in result-oriented business models

models.48 Academics argue that result-oriented

provides maximum flexibility for customers and

XaaS models have the greatest potential for the

fundamentally aligns incentives between XaaS

circular economy, but also require the most radical

providers and their customers (see Case box 5).

change of the business model. Therefore, to date,

According to Walter Stahel, the real difference

these lack widespread adoption. Compared to

is between service offerings that guarantee the

use-oriented XaaS models, producers have the

performance of the service – and those that

built-in business incentive to use fewer products

do not. Performance guarantee equals liability.

(dematerialize) or use refurbished/remanufactured

Focusing on a guaranteed outcome is the most

products to keep costs low while delivering the

systemic solution in terms of value creation. In

agreed outcome.49 In case of higher uncertainty

order for this model to be successful, producers

on how to measure or determine the outcome/

must be able to measure the performance or

value, use-oriented business models based on

output that the customer receives precisely in

other factors (e.g. use and time) may be more

advance. Therefore, producers should closely

suitable. But technological innovation in terms

collaborate with their customers to assess how

of IoT sensors and data analytics makes result-

well the model is accepted and agree on how

oriented models more and more feasible and

to determine the value and overcome emerging

attractive.
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uncertainties (e.g. in terms of ownership costs,
Sharing platforms are an additional XaaS business
model type, typically representing a platformmodel that goes beyond the use-/result-oriented
models offered by single producers/providers and
typically offering multiple products (e.g. beyond

Case Box 5:
Kaeser Kompressoren –
Compressed air-as-a-Service
Kaeser Kompressoren offers compressed
air in a result-oriented business model. In
the SIGMA AIR UTILITY model, customers
only pay for the compressed air provided via the equipment that is built, installed, and operated by Kaeser (e.g.
pricing per cubic metre of compressed
air). A global service network and digital services ensure reliable availability
of compressed air with highest possible
energy efficiency and continuous optimization of the system. Kaeser not only
cover operation and maintenance,
but also the responsibility for safe and
legally and regulatory compliant operation.50

single brands). The models are increasingly adopted
by platform providers (often start-ups), not only
by producers (see Case box 6). Sharing platforms
mainly facilitate the sharing of overcapacity or
underutilization; they thereby increase productivity
through efficient matchmaking of supply and
demand and often allow customers to choose
among different brands. After models such as
AirBnB in the building sector and Uber in the
mobility sector have experienced a strong
upswing in recent years, they are also becoming
increasingly popular in the manufacturing sector
(e.g. Grover, Whirli, unown). The business model
appears to resonate not only with customers but
also with investors: since its beginnings in 2014 the
sharing economy market is expected to grow
twentyfold by 2025 (335 billion USD).51 As sharing
platforms have so far often not been offered by
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Case Box 6:
Grover – sharing platform for
collaborative consumption

the producers themselves, the question naturally

Grover is a sharing platform for technologi-

integrate sustainability aspects – beyond the

cal devices such as notebooks and TVs replacing traditional ownership models with
flexible subscription services. After the subscription term, products are returned and
offered again. On average, products are
recirculated four to five times, thus increasing the utilization of unused devices. Reuse
and repair services effectively extend the
life of the equipment. Grover aims to enable large retailers and OEMs to adapt
their business model by integrating consumer-electronics providers on the platform.52,53 With plans to triple subscriptions
by the end of 2021, Grover has recently
closed a new funding round that will enable it to meet the growing demand for
rental services.54

arises as to what extent platform providers can
higher utilization rates – into their product portfolio
composition or even the product design and
manufacturing processes of suppliers. However,
due to their increasing market power, it is now
possible for platform providers to exert greater
pressure on producers in terms of sustainability.
Last year, for example, Uber announced that
100% of rides will take place in electric vehicles
by 2030 in the US, Canada and Europe, and by
2040 for the rest of the world. Depending on the
increasing market power of Uber, these strategic
goals can greatly increase the demands on
producers for more sustainably designed cars, in
this case battery electric vehicles (BEV). Sharing
platforms which help to maximize utilization could
benefit producers whose products and assets
have a low utilization or ownership rate.
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exhibit 11
Managing financial challenges and risks is a critical design choice for XaaS models.

managing financiAl challenges and risks is a critical design choice for xaas models
financial challenges and emerging risks

3 design parameters to manage financial risks

financing risks
• Bridge initial revenue gap (“the fish”)
• Remove products from balance sheet
• Cover additional investment needs

funding partner choice
• (Institutional) investors/pension funds/asset managers
• (Commercial) banks/financial services
• (Re-)insurance companies
• In-house banks/financial services

operational risks
• Cover technical risks (e.g. product failure)
• Address behavioural risks (e.g. underutilization)
• Delivery and competence risks (e.g. logistics)

commodity risks
• Manage price volatilities of energy and
material throughput also with respect to
increasing CO2 pricing
• Guarantee supply

financial
capital
and risk
design

legal/capital structure design
• Integration in organizational unit
• Special purpose vehicle (SPV)
• Carve-out
• Joint venture (JV)

risk cover/management
• Insurance
• Risk sharing
• Risk hedging (e.g. pension funds, portfolio management)
• Predictive risk mangement through digital services

information risks
• Settle transaction risks
• Manage default uncertainty
• Increase cost transparency

Source: SYSTEMIQ collation.
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3.3.1 Design the financial set-up
and manage related risks

Four types of financial challenges and risks must
be considered in XaaS models and can be shared
with other partners or mitigated through risk
management strategies. These include financing
risks, operational risks (technical, behavioural,
delivery risks), commodity risks and information risks
(see Exhibit 11). For example, financing risks refer to
capital risks associated with funding/ investment
requirements and risks related to bridging initial
revenue gaps (see Info box 1). Not all business
models are equally affected by these challenges
and risk types to the same degree (e.g. productoriented business models might not be affected
through financing risks as products are still being
sold to customers).

exhibit 12
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INFO Box 1:
The move towards XaaS models (e.g. use- and result-oriented models) is
economically challenging for businesses, especially in the first 5-10 years.
Producers or XaaS model providers need to plan for an interim period when costs will be
higher and revenues lower before the financials find their new trajectory, called “swallowing
the fish” (see Exhibit 12). The term refers to the shift from technology (products) as an asset to
technology (products)-as-a-Service. During this time, initial revenues drop as upfront contracts
are replaced by smaller but regular income streams. Simultaneously, operational costs rise
(e.g. in customer services, organizational change) to establish and support the XaaS offering.
When the transition gains momentum and scale, regular revenue streams overtake costs
which continue to fall (as scaling effects and delivery increase).

exhibit 12
XaaS transformations typically need to bridge a critical transition phase from
a financial and risk perspective.

Xaas transformations need to bridge a critical transition phase from a financial perspective

Status Quo

Before the XaaS
transition, revenue
is higher than costs

Costs will rise and revenue
will drop as investments are
made in new capabilities

Faster revenue growth and
lower costs as efficiency and
retention improve

revenue

cost

start of
transformation

transformation
time

transition largely
complete

Source: Technology Services Industry Association (TSIA) (2013).

10 on the respective context. For
Pathways to mitigate these challenges are dependent
example, producers may adjust their pricing model and charge a premium, which is
particularly interesting for product-bundles in use-oriented business models (e.g. tool
fleets) that can significantly generate value through the added services beyond the
original product. Other examples include partnerships with financial institutions (e.g. banks,
insurances).

new models
scale
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As more and more XaaS models emerge across
sectors, the financial and risk management
ecosystem tailors solutions as well, paving the
way for the XaaS industry revolution. Related to
the above-described developments, there are
three design choices to manage the emerging risk
profile of XaaS providers and ecosystem partners
(see Exhibit 11).
(a) Collaborating with funding partners can mitigate
financing risks – a major challenge for the XaaS
implementation, especially for capital-intense
goods and in stock market-driven organizations.
The investment climate increasingly demands
assets that enable decarbonization. Asset
managers committed to sustainable finance
seek new investment opportunities to diversify
their portfolios and look at XaaS as a new asset
class. Banks, (re-)insurance companies, institutional
investors or venture capital investors have the

transfer) to the financing partner secures revenue/
liquidity for the XaaS provider (Case boxes 7-8).
This seems to be especially relevant for use- and
result-oriented models. If the financing partner is
from within the same organization (e.g. internal
bank), aligned interests for use-phase optimization
exist. If it is external, profit-sharing mechanisms
and participatory rights enable the producer to
maintain control over the use and loop phase,
a crucial aspect of sustainable XaaS models.
(b) Designing legal and capital structures to alleviate
financial and operational risks can follow
different routes. One option is the set-up of an
intraorganizational unit within an established
organization (e.g. departmental set-up or internal
business building). This can help to leverage
benefits from the parent company’s brand,
capabilities, and financing power. Another

ability to provide funding and risk coverage.
In some cases, selling the assets (including risk

Case Box 7:
BNP Paribas Leasing Solutions – a
financial partner to realize XaaS
models
The subsidiary of BNP Paribas offers rental
and financing solutions that promote a shift
from an ownership to an access economy
for apparatus such as medical equipment,
construction equipment, utility and industrial
vehicles. The company buys the equipment
from the manufacturer on behalf of the
customer in exchange for a monthly rent
fee. Full-service leasing offers include repair,
maintenance and spare parts services. At
the end of a contract, the equipment is
rented out again, promoting the reuse of
unneeded assets.55

Case Box 8:
Intesa Sanpaolo Rent Foryou –
offering operational rental of
capital goods
With its services, the Intesa Sanpaolo Group
promotes the transition towards a circular
economy by providing financial support for
investments to redesign the industrial system.
Since its launch in 2018, the disbursements
provided by its circular economy credit facility amounted to 2.2 billion EUR.56 Intesa Sanpaolo Rent Foryou, a company of the Intesa Sanpaolo Group, supports the uptake of
XaaS models by offering operational rental
of capital goods for producers and companies that prefer access to goods instead of
ownership. With its offerings, it aims to focus
on the needs of producers and customers
by maximizing the value of goods and rental
contracts.57
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option is to create new standalone entities

machinery and equipment company TRUMPF

(e.g. for start-ups, or carve-outs), to ensure

launched their first XaaS models, for example,

the highest degree of flexibility. This can also

they joined forces with reinsurance companies.58

take the form of special purpose vehicles

Second, the contractual design of formalized

(SPV), a ringfenced investment opportunity

partnerships with customers and other support

for a consortium of operating XaaS partners.

companies can be important to limit operational

Producers also have the option to form a

risks (e.g. extended service periods, downtime

joint venture (JV) with their customers and

agreements). Third, contractual arrangements

potentially other partners.

between producer and buyer can hedge
commodity risks (e.g. price fluctuations of

(c) Beyond that, there are further approaches for

commodities, scenario-based limits). Fourth,

managing and covering specific operational

digital services help XaaS model providers

risks. First, depending on the specific risk-types,

and partners to better predict occurring risks

an insurance partner can underpin the XaaS

(e.g. performance transparency, pre-emptive

model. When printing company Xerox and the

maintenance).

Case Box 9:
Siemens Smart Infrastructure –
Energy efficiency-as-a-Service
Siemens Smart Infrastructure (SI) offers a
range of result-oriented business and financial models for energy efficiency projects
such as pay-as-you-save and performance
guarantees to Energy efficiency-as-a-Service (EEaaS). The value propositions of such
models include minimizing risks (project and
execution, financing and performance),
eliminating upfront capital expenditure
and shifting CapEx to OpEx accordingly as
a balance sheet neutral solution. However,
all these models differ in risk and ownership
transfer. For EEaaS models, Siemens SI assumes full producer responsibility: Siemens
bears the financing and operating risk and
retains ownership. In an extension of the
model, namely Energy-as-a-Service contracts, the customer is compensating for
the delivered energy and does not have to
bear any upfront costs. Whereas Siemens
SI is providing the technical expertise, Siemens Financial Services (in-house bank) is
providing the necessary financing.59
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3.3

Product and operating model design: optimize for TCO and
environmental benefits
A System Change Compass - Implementing the European Green Deal in a time of recovery

XaaS models can be designed to achieve

Academic research confirms that XaaS models

sustainability effects while offering benefits to

can contribute to achieving dematerialization and

customers in terms of TCO optimization – provided

decarbonization of industrial production systems –

exhibitthat
13 the product and operating model is designed

under the condition that circularity levers reinforce

in line with circularity principles (Exhibit 13). In

resource and energy efficiency.49,60 The specific

other words, unlocking sustainability effects and

configuration of XaaS models along a set of key

decarbonizing the product and its use means that

circularity levers is critical. Exhibit 13 highlights that

a circular product and operating model design

XaaS models should optimize the entire lifecycle

needs to be implemented in the XaaS model. The

of a product which consists of (a) the build phase

configuration of the business and financial model

(encompassing the design stage and production of

influences all lifecycle stages of a product. For

the product, including the materials and resources

example, producer ownership and the associated

required), (b) the use phase (the operative stage of

internalization of use and loop phase costs incentivize

the product-service-bundle in its use by a customer),

producers to consider these phases in the design

as well as (c) the loop phase (the stage of the

of the product.

product after its end-of-use or end-of-life, which

exhibit 13

Seven Circularity
leversaddress
addressallall
three
lifecycle
phases
product
Seven
circularity levers
three
lifecycle
phases
of of
thethe
product.

Optimize towards
maximum utilization

3

Improve repair/service/
maintenance/updates for
better availability

SE

Product
and Operating
Model design

LOOP PHASE
6
Reuse/ refurbish
Source: SYSTEMIQ.

4

PHA

2

bui
ld P

HAS

use

Optimize material
supply and production

Optimize material throughput
and energy efficiency

1

E

Design and develop product
for lifetime and quality

5

7
Remanufacture/ recycle
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entails that it is either reused or the materials are

Producers can design for modularity which

recovered). The three lifecycle phases embed a

facilitates the replacement of defective parts

set of seven interdependent circularity levers that

and maintenance. Since end-of-life treatments

can lead to positive environmental impacts and

such as dismantling and recycling are the

TCO improvements at the same time.

responsibility of XaaS model providers (or

a) In the build phase, product lifecycle effectiveness is more strongly considered. Retained
ownership in particular, but also take-back
obligations, shift the perspective towards seeing
products as revenue-generating assets (for as
long as possible) and internalizing end-of-life
considerations. Two levers address this effect:

respective partners), they have incentives to
improve design for disassembly, refurbishment
or recycling. Beyond that, producers should aim
to design for connectivity to increase uptime/
lifetime (e.g. through predictive or preventive
maintenance measures). Using sensors and
data analytics, product performance can
be measured, helping to create feedback

Lever 1: design and develop products for lifetime

loops for the product design to meet new

and quality. The design phase is critical in

requirements.

determining the lifecycle impact of products:
over 80% of the lifecycle environmental impact

Lever 2: optimize material supply and pro-

is determined in the design stage. Offering

duction. Designing XaaS models towards de-

XaaS models increases incentives to design for

carbonization involves sustainable material

lifecycle productivity. Accordingly, producers

choices and resource productivity in production.

can opt to design for durability, choosing

This particularly relates to the quality of the

materials which are potentially more costly but

materials but also the sourcing according to

last longer, reducing exchange and wear-off

sustainability standards throughout the value

of parts and components – making the asset a

chain. XaaS models can strengthen integration

revenue-generating entity over an extended

in the value chain and often require stronger

lifetime, eventually resulting in better economic

collaboration with other partners in the eco-

effects for both the XaaS provider and customer.

system, such as end-of-use/life managers and

For producers, the monetary boundaries of their

material providers, ensuring better access to

customers may be less directly limiting of some

recycled or other low-carbon materials (e.g.

product design choices (e.g. more durable

green steel). For example, frontrunners in the

materials, use phase improving technology).

motor vehicle industry recognize the environ-

Product design in general is typically less driven

mental and economic benefits and start to act:

by cost optimization than by quality optimization.

BMW recently introduced a “secondary first”

61
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policy.62 XaaS models are particularly relevant

customers than traditional models (e.g.

in that context as end-of-life control over the

sequentially or at the same time). Thus, the

car can accelerate reverse material flows

utilization of products can be massively

and the creation of closed loop systems (e.g.

increased. Maximizing utilization spreads

reintroducing recycled materials as secondary

the build-phase emissions, material resource

inputs). This also applies to waste waste from

requirements and costs of an asset over

a company's own production, which can be

“more utility” provided (e.g. the passenger

introduced into the emerging material recov-

kilometres provided by a car). Often platform-

ery networks. Technology can support the

based XaaS models can increase utilization

purchase of low-carbon or recycled materials/

through linking with digital marketplaces,

components with the help of traceability tools

user platforms or social networks. Use-phase

(e.g. blockchain-based), platforms (e.g. for

process optimizations through monitoring,

recycled materials) or IoT technologies (e.g.

maintenance and training can result in

test and assess used products with sensors

increased uptime and operative functionality.

and data analytics).

Digital technologies can facilitate a higher
utilization (e.g. machine learning applications

b) In the use phase, XaaS providers can significantly
influence resource productivity. This builds on

and data analytics can improve the product
effectiveness in the use phase).

three levers:
Lever 5: material throughput and energy
Lever 3: improve repair/maintenance/servicing/

efficiency can be improved. The internalization

updates. Since the producer or XaaS model

of use-phase costs incentivizes producers

provider often has more and deeper knowledge

to be as resource-efficient as possible in

about the product than the customer, this can

terms of utility provision. In XaaS models,

significantly improve service and operational

being competitive does not depend on the

support solutions. Customized XaaS models

build cost, but on the entire lifecycle cost

(e.g. result-oriented models) aim to increase

and service quality. If energy and resource

the productivity of products (i.e. reduce

consumption in the use phase are internalized

downtimes and associated costs), whereby

as costs for the producers, investing in more

improved repair-maintenance systems are

use-phase efficiency becomes viable as it

important to achieve uptime improvements

improves the profit margin in the long run.

with corresponding positive TCO effects. Smart

This is especially relevant for products with a

usage with sensors, IoT, data analytics, and

high energy consumption (e.g. electricity) or

integration with ERP and MES systems can enable

material intensity in the use phase (e.g. in the

continuous monitoring of the product status

case of machinery, the material flow related

or usage. This allows predictive or preventive

to production processes on the machines),

maintenance schemes to be implemented,

which can be influenced by the XaaS provider.

technical progress to be integrated more

The strong service orientation of XaaS models

quickly (e.g. over-the-air updates or upgrades),

improves the quality of the product’s operation

or trainings to be tailored (e.g. advanced

and strengthens the customer relationship,

machine handling).

ensuring aligned interests between producer/
service provider and customer to optimize

Lever 4: optimize towards maximum utilization.

the use phase of a product continuously.

XaaS models typically democratize consumption

Improving resource efficiency has a positive

and can enable product access for more

impact on both environmental and economic
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outcomes. Again, technology can further drive

costly virgin material and energy inputs are

material throughput and energy efficiency (e.g.

prevented. Since the XaaS solution ecosystem

digital twins can optimize product use and

enables a closer partnership of actors along

associated energy consumption by tracking

the value chain, reuse/refurbishment activities

operations and simulating outcomes).

can be better coordinated.

c) In the loop phase, XaaS models create incentives

Lever 7: remanufacture/recycle. Retaining control

for producers to take responsibility for an asset at

over the asset and embedded materials until the

the end-of-a-use phase or end-of-life, enabling

end-of-life increases the potential for material

them to steer further use cycles of a product,

recovery. This entails remanufacturing practices,

reuse components or even manage closed

where components or parts are reused to produce

material loops. Two circularity levers address

new products. In addition, XaaS systems can

this:

play an important role to create closed loop
material systems and recycling streams at high-

Lever 6: reuse/refurbish. The extended respon-

quality (e.g. currently in the automotive sector,

sibility for assets leads to increased reuse of

vehicles are mostly downcycled and value is

products (e.g. through sequential use phases,

lost). Accordingly, this can increase recycling

second-life, resale) to keep and restore em-

rates and allows the capture of the actual value

bedded value. In addition, especially when

embedded in materials at end of use/life. This

based on a modular design, products can

can be further reinforced through ecosystem

be refurbished by exchanging worn-off parts

effects from a deepened collaboration with

or replacing more technologically advanced

complementors along value chains (e.g. material

(and energy-efficient) core components. Hence,

recovery partners) and technologies (e.g. digital

resource flows and cycles are slowed and

product passports providing lifecycle information

narrowed. This decreases the TCO because

for appropriate end-of-life treatment).

partner feature

Definition: Cradle to Cradle® is a design concept
which is inspired by nature. It describes the safe

use phase and loop phase are interrelated and

is considered and logistics for collection and

should be thoroughly considered during the design

recycling are set up.

e.g. flooring, electronics, furniture).
use

• 100% compatibility for humans and nature; no

PHA
SE

toxic substances leach from textile

paste
LOOP PHASE

renewable energy of the sun in many ways. Wind
power, hydroelectric power, geothermal energy

safe for humans and the environment.

with good performance are chosen.

variety of designs, making systems flexible while
at the same time resilient. When applying this
principle to our economic and value system,
biological, cultural, social and conceptual diversity
is promoted, and context-specific solutions are
favoured.

and product-as-a-service

trustee steps in, receives the recipe from the supply

• Wood polymer composite boards designed for

the manufacturer. This way, both confidentiality

a use-time of up to 30 years
• Ingredients fully defined and positively assessed
• Take-back after use-time; fully recyclable: old
boards serve to 100% as input for new boards
• Produced with renewable energy
• Transfer of usage rights possible and encouraged
by Novo-Tech

ld P

chain, and delivers only the C2C assessment to

Product and
Operating
Model design

LOOP PHASE

and C2C eligibility are ensured.
• Not only should the products be designed
for regeneration, the energy used during the
production process should be regenerative as
well. Therefore, C2C products must be produced
with rapidly renewable energy.
• Designers and product developers need to ensure
that products are made without problematic
substances. In a C2C product, the selected
materials are safe for humans (no toxicity issues)
and do not impede the cyclability in the loop

© EPEA GmbH - Part of Drees & Sommer; Dr. Jan-Christoph von der Lancken

bui

to the molecular material information, a material

SE

complexity; i.e. nature promotes an almost infinite

NOVO-TECH: Floorboards for the technical cycle

PHA

• Natural systems work and thrive through their

• As the manufacturer usually does not have access

use

Principle 3: Support diversity

HAS

E

energy.

phase.

HAS

ld P

HAS

ld P

bui

cycles of use and reuse are made possible.

Product and
Inputs for the manufacturing of a product
are
LOOP
PHASEOperating
• As all ingredients are known and positively evaluated,
known down to the molecular level regarding their Model design
LOOP PHASE
no toxicity emerges from C2C products, making it
ingredients and evaluated for their toxicological
LOOP PHASE

and circularity performance. Only ingredients

and biomass are further sources of renewable

positive material definition. With this, perpetual
SE

environment due to biodegradability

(contrary to the common “free from” approach).
Model
design
build
PHASE

PHA

• The creation of products and systems is powered by

• In the event of system leakage, no littering of

use

Operating

Principle 2: Use of renewable energy

value of C2C products is maintained owing to the

ASE

Product and
• C2C works with a positive material definition

E

• In the use phase, material information and material

bui

B2B sector

Build phase

E

integrated service system of workwear in the

LOOP PHASE

Use phase
E

• Take-back and recycling possible due to already

SPEH
uPsHeA

nutrients.

LOOP PHASE

use

make-waste model will no longer exist, only useful

build PHASE

• Biodegradable fibres, sewing thread and printing

HAS

is generated according to the pre-existing take-

E

recyclable. Waste as we know it today and which

ld P

HAS

• All constituents are chemically harmless and

Product and
Operating
USE PHASE
Model design
Product and
Operating
USE PHASE
Model design
LOOP PHASE

HAS

P
use

build PHASE

• Produced with renewable energy
Principle 1: Nutrients remain nutrients

products made for the circular economy.

packaging) or the technical cycle (service products,

bui

cycle and product-as-a-service

design stage ensures safer, more sustainable

e.g. cleaning products, natural fibres, degradable

HAS
E

ecological footprint. As a result, products, processes,

• Applying the Cradle to Cradle principles in the

dP

BRANDS FASHION: Apparel collection for the biological

for business.

• Already in the build phase, material regeneration

bui
l

negative influences but also to create a positive

humans, healthy for the environment and successful

From a Cradle to Cradle perspective, build phase,

for the biological cycle (consumption products,

nutrients in cycles. The aim is not only to minimize

buildings, and cities will emerge which are safe for

How are the C2C principles implemented along the key value levers?

process. Loop scenarios are constructed either

and potentially infinite circulation of materials and

54

E

Which companies have adopted the
C2C approach?

ld P

What is the Cradle to Cradle (C2C)
philosophy?

partner feature

bui
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Loop phase
• Since it was considered in the build phase of
the C2C products, the technical systems for the
collection and recycling of materials are in place.
• As envisaged and carefully incorporated in the
product design, the product has 100% recyclability
in the biological or technical cycle. With this, an
actual regeneration of the material sources is
achieved at the end of the use time.
• No degradation or pollution of biological or
technical material flows occurs in the loop phase.

Product and
Operating
USE PHASE
Model design

LOOP PHASE
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3.4

establish the internal and external structures to manage
resource and information flows
A System
Change
- Implementing
the European
Green Deal
a time
of recovery
requires
a intrue
system
perspective. For instance, it
To implement XaaS
models,
itCompass
is important
to take

an ecosystem perspective both with respect to the

is not sufficient to design the value creation and

internal organization as well as external collaboration

delivery model, it is also necessary to explicitly consider

partners. Few, if any, businesses have the financial

value distribution among ecosystem members.63

resources
and organizational capabilities to successfully
exhibit
14

The ecosystem perspective should differentiate

design, develop and implement these service-oriented
models by themselves at the necessary speed. For
incumbent companies, switching to XaaS models
can involve significant organizational change. For
emerging companies, establishing XaaS systems from
scratch involves a complexity of design choices.
Seeking alliances with partners for jointly delivering
the XaaS model can be critical (e.g. specialized

between three levels (see Exhibit 14).
1) Internal ecosystem: intraorganizational activities
and structures to manage the XaaS model.
2) Solution ecosystem (micro): coordinating
activities among partners to deliver the XaaS
model.

service companies, digital/technology innovators, or

3) Enabling ecosystem (macro): collaborations

suppliers). Typically, one of the actors in the partnership

and networks among partners within, across

network is taking the role of a central orchestrator.

and beyond industry boundaries (e.g. to scale

What makes ecosystem design distinctive is that it

XaaS models).

exhibit 14

The ecosystem
ECOSYSTEM perspective
needs toneeds
differentiate
between Threebetween
levels
The
perspective
to differentiate
three levels.

3
authorities

politicians

ngos

municipalities

2
1

materials

enabling ecosystem (macro)
standard SETTING bodies

associations

...

solution ecosystem (macro)
financial service specialist

internal ecosystem
iot specialist

provider/manufacturer
Components

customers/consumers
material supplier

...
...

KEY
broader ecosystem
players

suppliers

provider/manufacturer

Source: SYSTEMIQ collation based on Boston Consulting Group (2019).

INTRAORGANIZATIONAL
stakeholders

complementors
(service provider)

customers/consumers
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3.4.1 Internal ecosystem:
strengthen the
organizational structure
and processes

3.4.1.1 Strengthen strategic
embeddedness, organizational
structures and capabilities
The strategic embeddedness of XaaS models is
of utmost importance and requires support by

For many companies, establishing a consumer-

the senior decision-makers within the company.

centric (vs. product-centric) XaaS model requires

Putting XaaS models high on a company’s strategic

a collective effort and changes within the internal

agenda is not only important to ensure a high

organizational model. In particular within established

ambition level that combines economic and

incumbents, XaaS transitions have to ensure strategic

environmental impact, it also ensures that internal

embeddedness, adapt organizational structures and

XaaS initiatives receive the required buy-in and

build new capabilities. Beyond that, it is essential to

resources. Hence, there is a need for committed

assess whether the IT/technology stack is ready to

C-level managers (and potentially even key

manage a circular business model and processes

shareholders) to sponsor such a change.64

(e.g. ERP, predictive analytics).
In some organizational areas, XaaS models entail
a fundamental shift to key activities and processes.
For example, a stronger service orientation and
lifecycle product responsibility may require new
structures and processes. Companies need to (a)
decide on how/where to integrate XaaS models
within the actual organizational structure to ensure
flexibility and independence for XaaS initiatives
but also to synergize with the core business and
strengths. In addition, (b) controlling/KPI processes
and (sales) incentive schemes may need to
differ for XaaS models and adjust for the initial
revenue gap and the recurring revenue logic.
Moreover, traditional sales companies may need
to adjust sales incentives and an accounting
mindset that properly reflects the material value
and is tailored to product-service-bundles that
represent revenue-generating assets. Overall,
(c) processes need to be streamlined towards
agility to deal with more (internal and external)
information and be responsive.
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Since XaaS models typically require more

soft skills and hard functional skills (e.g. carbon

interdisciplinarity among different organizational

footprint/LCA expertise). Please refer to Appendix

units (e.g. sales, product development, customer

B.3 for further details on strategic embeddedness

service, controlling, finance, treasury, and supplier

and organizational change.

management)
and potentially new company
exhibit
15

activities, collaboration may require breaking
organizational silos. Simple measures such as
creating positions of responsibility that promote

3.4.1.2 Address IT/digital requirements
for XaaS readiness

the exchange within the departmental teams are
essential. This can be achieved by, for example,

Leveraging IT and analytics capabilities is important

linking the development department, the design

to achieve XaaS readiness. With value creation

department and the repair/aftersales department.

increasingly relying on IT/digital capabilities and

Optimizing the organizational structure may benefit

ecological regulation raising data requirements,

from exploring new ways of working (e.g. agile

investments in digitalization and associated

sprints, scrum). A new set of capabilities may be

capacities are rising steadily.11,65 The IT/digital

required to realize XaaS offerings – including both

infrastructure and application landscape of an

Internal ecosystem: IT/Digital capabilities will need to reflect change
IT/digital capabilities will need to reflect change requirements of XaaS (non-exhaustive).
requirements of xaas (non-exhaustive)

exhibit 15

Optimizing information technology infrastructure and software towards circular business and operating models

Automated
solution-focused billing
(vs. asset focus)

Advanced XaaSfocused cash flow
management
models

Data-driven product
optimization based on
performance analysis
(LCAs, usage data)

Integration of IoT
hard- and software
for lifecycle
optimization

Supply chain
transparency
technology for
increasing material
requirements (e.g.
carbon content)

Data and analytics for
optimized planning of
risk patterns based
on usage data

CRM solutions for
flexible contracting
(usage behaviour
based) and upselling

Analytics-based
monitoring and
automated learning
towards customer
needs optimization

Product access
and control solutions
(remote, temporary,
shared) to optimize
use phase

Smart maintenance
service optimization
(predictive/ preventive)
and upgradability
(over-the-air updates)

Micro ERP solutions
for connecting and
managing use
phase processes

Digital availability of
product information
and technical
specifications (e.g.
digital product
passport)

Advanced partner
management and
connectedness for
closed loop resource
flows

Smart steering
of end-of-use
applications and
logistics for resource
recovery

Build Phase:

Use Phase:

loop Phase:

Technology-enabled design for longevity,
circularity and serviceability

Digitally-enabled use phase productivity

Enhancing smart end-of-life circularity

Source: SYSTEMIQ.
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internal ecosystem has to be ready to enable XaaS
models from several perspectives; in particular, by
supporting involved business units to manage changed
processes and data needs, by interconnecting the
business functions internally, by actually offering the
XaaS services along the full product lifecycle, and by
ensuring necessary data flows through interoperability
with the external partner ecosystems. A set of important
IT/digital change requirements for key applications in
the business and operating model is summarized in
Exhibit 15. Appendix B.4 presents a further elaboration.
For many organizations this might require a substantial
investment in their IT/digital capabilities or a more
intense collaboration with (new) technology service
providers. Developing IT/digital solutions that enable
and accelerate corporations to shift to XaaS models
represents a vital field for entrepreneurial innovation
(see Case box 10).

3.4.2 Solution ecosystem (micro):
set up complementary
partnerships for XaaS
delivery
The micro-level solution ecosystem entails a
collaboration of complementary partners that
focuses on jointly delivering a XaaS model as
well as possible. As indicated in Exhibit 14, the
solution ecosystem typically includes suppliers and
customers, but also complementary service providers
or functional specialists which help to deliver the
XaaS model. Beyond just defining relationships as
in linear value chains, the development of XaaS
models may shift the classic boundaries of the
company (e.g. managing data or new service levels,
or establishing material loops). In XaaS models, the
success of all partners involved should be linked to
the outcome/ performance of the product-servicebundle, to fully align incentives towards customer

Case Box 10:
NITROBOX – enabling billing and
payment for service-oriented
business models

success. To meet customer needs, XaaS providers

Nitrobox is a smart software solution (SaaS)

to traditional companies that seek to experiment

provider enabling companies to implement

with XaaS models, e.g. support logistics, online

monetization models for complex digital

retail and predictive maintenance.

may have to go beyond existing relationships and
search for partners that contribute new resources
and capabilities. For example, technology platform
start-ups such as Nitrobox, circuly and lizee now
offer complementary digitalization capabilities

business models (transaction-based, usagebased, as a subscription or hybrid models).

Ecosystem partners should develop a shared

The Nitrobox Agile Monetization Platform

vision in line with the sustainable customer value

connects customer and order applications

proposition. This is why ecosystem partners should

with existing backend systems such as SAP.

be involved in the development of the XaaS model

It provides comprehensive order-to-cash/

early on to co-create the vision, business case, and

partner-to-pay functions such as convergent

roadmap for the service-oriented business model.

billing and invoicing, payment automation,
contract management, and revenue rec-

Solution ecosystems should be very clear with

ognition. Hence, it allows companies to roll

respect to roles in the ecosystem. A well-designed

out their new monetization strategies with-

governance structure secures ecosystem partners’

in weeks without having to change legacy

mutual agreement about positions (where each

ERP systems and supports the transformation
towards innovative business models such
as multi-sided platforms and marketplaces, Equipment-as-a-Service and IoT models,
on-demand and smart mobility services.66,67
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partner is situated) and activity flows (what each

• The orchestrator (e.g. producer or platform host)

partner is responsible for doing).68 Importantly,

wants to scale the XaaS model and is looking

partners have to clarify roles such as the orchestrator:

for cooperation with politics or industrial unions.

a core firm (e.g. the producer or platform host)
that acts as XaaS model provider who builds
the platform and assembles the partners. The
orchestrator plays a critical role within the ecosystem
and must ensure a fair and sustainable value
distribution. The role of the lead firm or orchestrator
of the ecosystem (which could, in theory, be

• The orchestrator wants to go beyond existing
relationships to strengthen value creation in a
specific region and is looking for cooperation
with regional partners.
• Companies (within an industry or specific XaaS
model archetypes) may set up alliances to further

any actor in the solution ecosystem) cannot be

develop specific innovations of common interest

overstated as it can provide a clear vison and

that support everybody’s circular business models.

narrative as well as sufficient incentives for the

• Companies want to use enabling ecosystem

ecosystem to thrive.32 The orchestrator needs to

partnerships to accelerate decarbonization

balance three competing objectives: maximizing

across a sector.

the size of the total pie; enabling all important
domains (groups of participants) of the ecosystem
to earn enough profit to ensure their ongoing
participation; and capturing its own fair share of the
value.69 Suppliers and complementors contribute
a specific product or service to the XaaS model
and can participate in more than one ecosystem,
particularly if they provide important components
that represent a bottleneck for various ecosystems
(e.g. reverse logistics competencies, material
recovery). Complementors may also include financial
institutions to help bridge the initial revenue gap
associated with these models and assume part
of the transferred risk.35

3.4.3 Enabling ecosystem (macro):
develop an extended
network for scaling XaaS
The enabling ecosystem focuses on creating
supporting structures and networks beyond
the boundaries of the solution ecosystem. The
design (e.g. shared vision, roles, interaction) of
the enabling ecosystem depends on the goals
that the orchestrator and respective partners
want to achieve with it. Several objectives can
be pursued through enabling ecosystems and
drive respective partner constellations:

• Companies aim to partner towards shaping a
new industrial vision (e.g. Industry 5.0 transition
to a sustainable, people-centred and resilient
European industry).
The macro-level enabling ecosystem may include
a diversity of relevant stakeholders from politics
(e.g. relevant communities, municipalities, nations),
society (consumer associations and NGOs),
business/industry (e.g. associations, standardsetting bodies) and research (e.g. universities,
research institutions, innovation hubs). Exhibit 26 in
Appendix B.5 summarizes a set of potential activities
that enabling ecosystem players can contribute
to foster the economic and environmental value
creation potential of XaaS models. To design the
respective ecosystem activities, initiating XaaS
orchestrators may be guided by questions like:
Which topics related to building and scaling XaaS
impact require support from outside of the solution
ecosystem? What should be the key objective
of the enabling ecosystem? Who can help to
scale environmental impact at the necessary
speed? Who are the right parties to collaborate/
join forces with?

partner feature

Ecosystem design is a deeply strategic design pursuit
ECOSYSTEM DESIGN NEEDS A MINDSET SHIFT
• XaaS model development at scale and the wider shift towards a circular economy requires thinking
about system fitness – versus the linear economy mindset that is typically focused on having more slices
than growing the value pie.
• Mindsets are needed that do not focus only on narrow proprietary services platforms, but drive an
industry-wide shift to a new digital playing field that offers a more attractively convenient and diverse
experience to users.
• XaaS ecosystems describe an upstream opportunity for developing a new business system, including
new partnerships and infrastructure, rather than a downstream opportunity to improve efficiency within
the current system.

ECOSYSTEM DESIGN REQUIRES COLLABORATIVE SCALING
• Achieving far higher levels of circulation challenges current system boundaries – a single organization
may not be able to deliver the kind of interoperable platform that will make this scalable from a user
perspective, resulting in fragmentation of user experience.
• Most organizations will not have a core business that offers the full range of circular services from
swapping, repair, resale, rental to recycling or the data infrastructure capabilities across data
production, access and analytics that fuel them.
• In order to scale, XaaS ecosystem design can learn from digital ecosystem platforms, where companies
change their operations from linear supply chains to value networks as part of a wider tech ecosystem.

ECOSYSTEM DESIGN HAS TO BUILD ON A DATA/TECH BACKBONE
• Designing and scaling up data production, access and analytics requires a high degree of
interoperability and shared ownership within the data ecosystem in order to lower barriers for the
development of new data infrastructure.
• Industry needs to uncover the drivers that will enable common data standards, interoperability and
data exchange (e.g. between different platforms, apps and ‘retailers/brands’ systems) and avoid the
proliferation of various competing identification and meta-data standards, e.g. for product, inventory
and usage data.
• A strong data backbone is key to facilitating information flows and improving economic value creation
potential for all actors in circular XaaS models (e.g. customer apps, recyclers, brands).
© IDEO; Interview with Chris Grantham

Illustration by Khyati Trehan
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Deep dive cases:

4

three examples of
circular XaaS models
simultaneously enabling
environmental benefits
and economic value
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Configuring XaaS models to unleash their full potential requires the embrace of circular economy design
principles and depends on the respective product and context. On average, only 1/4 of a product’s
lifecycle footprint arises from a company’s direct operations; for some product categories, use-phase
emissions (Scope 3 downstream) are the biggest source of emissions (e.g. ~50% for computer equipment,
~60% for capital goods, ~80% for automobiles (internal combustion engines)).22 This chapter investigates
three exemplary product-service-systems and quantifies the environmental and economic effects of a
product and operating model designed for circularity. The modelling illustrates feasible combinations
of circularity levers that can be reinforced by XaaS models. The analysis explores the impact potential,
especially with respect to decarbonization and TCO dynamics. The approach compares traditional
product-sales-based models to selected XaaS scenarios for different use cases. For this, first, each deep
dive builds a Business-as-Usual scenario (BAU) that captures the CO2 emissions and TCO. Second, the
circularity levers to optimize product and operating models (see Exhibit 13 in Section 3.3) are specified
and clustered. Third, scenarios are defined and quantified, representing different realizations of XaaS
models and respective lever combinations or assumptions.
The models show that designing the XaaS model for circularity can reach CO2 emission reductions of
up to 44% (Car-as-a-Service), 65% (Equipment-as-a-Service), and 35% (White Goods-as-a-Service)
(Exhibit 16).
The Car-as-a-Service (CaaS) example highlights that retaining ownership and related material efficiency
strategies as well as a more intensive use of vehicles can drive improvements of the CO2 footprint. For
instance, increasing utilization in a free float carsharing model decreases CO2 emissions by 25% – but
if coupled with lifetime extension and material recovery this impact can grow up to 44% compared
to a traditional sales model. Thus, critical considerations are the full integration of the model levers:
maximize utilization, lifetime extension, and material recovery. To illustrate, assuming that the mobility
demand of the European BEV fleet in 203070 would be met by 20% circular subscription models and
20% carsharing, the BEV stock could be reduced by 5.8 million (17%) vehicles equalling ~70.9 Mt CO2
avoided. Further annual BEV-related emissions can be decreased by 8.3 Mt CO2.
The Equipment-as-a-Service (EaaS) use case shows that the digitally enabled model can improve the
equipment’s lifetime capacity and resource efficiency, facilitated by smart services and access to the
equipment throughout the lifecycle. Optimizing the material throughput and material recovery are key
to decarbonizing the use-phase emissions. The example of a sheet metal laser cutting machine shows
that a large share of emissions lies in the use-phase material flows and, for instance, decreasing scrap
through improved processes can reduce CO2 emissions by 19%. Increasing the share of secondary
materials in both build- and use-phase saves an additional 22%. Aggregating the results illustrates that
6.3 Mt CO2 emissions could be avoided by 2030, if 30% of newly installed reference machines are offered
in comparable EaaS models until then. Fabrication yield improvements and reduced scrap are key for
decarbonization: with the energy required to produce 1kg of metal raw material, an average metal
processing machine can be operated for over one hour.
The White Goods-as-a-Service (WGaaS) example showcases that washing machine subscriptions can
lead to increased lifetime utilization and use-phase resource efficiency. Combining both, lifecycle CO2

iv

Not included in the overview, but in the detailed use case descriptions.
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emissions of washing machines can be reduced by 22%. With electricity being the largest share of usephase emissions, bundling renewable energy contracts by a service partner in an integrated service
offer could additionally reduce the lifecycle emissions by 51%iv.

exhibit
16 of washing machines sold in the EU until 2030 were provided by circular subscription models and
If 20%
10% by pooled Pay-per-Wash solutions, the consumption of 49 million m³ water and 1.2 TWh electricity
and – coupled with material efficiency in the build phase – 1.3 Mt CO2 could be avoided. From a TCO
perspective, households could save between 43-76 EUR per year (in total ~2.2 billion EUR until 2030).

exhibit 16

Transitioning to XaaS: Measuring the ecological and economic

Transitioning to XaaS: Measuring the ecological and economic effects of three
use
cases of
optimized
for cases
circularity.
effects
three use
White goods-as-a-Service (WGaaS)3

EaaS can optimize lifetime capacity and material
throughput, addressing structural inefficiencies.

WGaaS can enhance resource efficiency in the
build and use phase and lifetime functionality.

Decarbonization is driven by a higher utilization,
smart servicing and design for extended lifetime.

Decarbonization is driven by optimizing the cutting
process and lifecycle smart support services.

Decarbonization is driven via longer lasting, more
efficient appliances and optimized user behaviour.

TCO improvement as customers only pay for utility,
but depends on the pricing strategy of producers.

TCO improvement due to increased capacity and
decreased waste, shifting CapEx to OpEx.

TCO can be decreased through higher utilization,
but depend on the pricing strategy of the producer.

Seamless integration of CaaS into intermodal
transport towards future of sustainable mobility.

Optimizing material flows and utilization in closed
value networks for a sustainable manufacturing.

Leveraging efficient domestic appliances to
reduce residential resource consumption.

Battery electric vehicle as case example.

Metal laser cutting machine as case example.

Washing machine (WM) as case example.
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4.1

Shifting to Car-as-a-Service (CaaS)

Offering circular Cars-as-a-Service (CaaS) can be an important element to shape the future of
sustainable mobility and address current structural challenges associated with passenger car transport.
Road transport is a major driver of carbon emissions accounting for 20%v of Europe’s total emissions.71
It is the only sector without significant reductions in recent years, increasing emissions by 33% since
1990.71 Including lifecycle CO2 emissions embedded in materials and production, it is estimated that the
automotive industry alone emits 4.8 Gt of CO2e globally (9% of global emissions).72 The mobility system
centred around individual car ownership inherits significant structural inefficiencies: the car is only used
5% of the time for driving, occupancy rates are on average 1.5 persons, 50% of city land is dedicated
to parking spaces and roads. Besides, road transport can cause negative social consequences such
as local air pollution, accidents, or stress.73
Without circularity and resource efficiency strategies, the transition of the transport sector towards
sustainable mobility is incomplete. CaaS can facilitate moving from traditional ownership towards an
intermodal mobility system that decouples environmental impacts from mobility provision. The uptake
in electrification of road transport powered by more and more renewable energy will eliminate tailpipe
emissions in the long run. As this transition takes shape, emissions embedded in the build phasevi become
increasingly dominant (up to 60%).74 Decarbonizing the build phase through material efficiency strategies
will become crucial to reach climate neutrality for the automotive value chain.
CaaS begins to shape the wider mobility market and is a first step to changed use patterns decoupled
from ownership (i.e. providing access to mobility when needed). From a systems perspective, the
integration of cars with more sustainable modes of transport is crucial to decarbonize the transport sector:
for example, integrating carsharing into existing public transport systems through digital booking and
routing systems can lower the threshold for users to switch to those more sustainable modes seamlessly.
The automotive industry increasingly offers cars in the form of subscriptions, carsharing or other forms of
mobility service solutionsvii – but sustainability often seems not to be a strong focus yet.75,76 The market
for alternative vehicle ownership models for smart and flexible mobility is expected to increase by a
factor of 4 to 463 billion EUR until 2035.77 To unleash the full environmental benefits, current CaaS models
need to adhere to circular strategies enabled by producer ownership, such as increased utilization,
remanufacturing and reuse, product life extension, and enhanced end-of-life recovery.78 Two CaaS
models are the subject of further investigation in the following: car subscriptions and free floating
carsharing.

v

Passenger cars and vans are responsible for 15% of carbon emissions within the EU.

vi

Materials such as steel, aluminium, and plastics contribute ~55% to the vehicle’s cradle-to-gate emissions.180

vii

A variety of on-demand shared mobility services have emerged: carsharing, on which the focus of this report will be, means the
provision of a vehicle for individual users as needed (e.g. car rental (station-based) or free float carsharing operations). Ridesharing
is the shared use of vehicles from private ownership (peer-to-peer). Ride-pooling is the shared use of commercially operated
fleets (bundling of trips in minivans through applications). Other on-demand mobility services include ride-hailing, which connects
passengers with local drivers via digital platforms.
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Car subscription models are currently a wider industry trend targeting customers that no longer want to own
a car. A wide variety of subscription models are brought to market, directly by car manufacturers such as
Volkswagen or Volvo or via service providers such as finn.auto or Cluno. However, if cars are only offered
as a subscription to increase sales without adjusting the product and operating model, the sustainability
impacts will be limited. CaaS has the potential to leverage systemic effects, if producer interests are aligned
with those of the customers in terms of mobility provision over a maximized useful period, including design
adjustments to optimize for longevity, for example. At the same time, retained ownership streamlines reverse
material flows and facilitates value retention strategies such as refurbishment at scale. This is especially
relevant for traction batteries, as recovery of used battery materials will be crucial to meet the demand
of the battery electric vehicle (BEV) uptake.
Carsharing solutions gain popularity but face substantial limitations in creating sustainability impacts: often
product and operating models are not adjusted and rebound effects occur. Carsharing solutions are more
and more available in urban areas: in Germany alone, 2.29 million customers are registered across the
country with 226 providers (station-based and free floating).79 According to the International Resource
Panel (IRP), besides downsizing of vehicles, a more intensive use of cars through car- and ridesharing is the
most important strategy to reduce lifecycle CO2 emissions: shared mobility makes up ~70% of the estimated
decarbonization potential.78 But current modes are typically not optimized for sustainability: vehicles are not
designed for the purpose of carsharing. Users are not incentivized to drive considerately and fuel-efficiently.
Both limit the vehicle’s useful life to short periods. After this, minor reconditioning works are performed, and
cars are sold to the secondary markets shortly after. Lastly, carsharing is currently rather a substitution for
public transport, but nevertheless has the potential to significantly reduce car ownership.80,81
New mobility services should be socially inclusive – otherwise much of the sustainability potential can be
lost. Shared mobility must be available in regions where public transport is not well developed to provide
a real alternative for car ownership. Various forms of sharing are conceivable: peer-to-peer, station-based,
and free floating. Low income areas should not be left out from offers. Policy steering and regulation is
required to provide an effective framework in which carsharing can contribute to reducing vehicle-related
emissions and making mobility more accessible.78

4.1.1

Circular CaaS models can decarbonize the battery electric vehicle
footprint by 25-45%

To measure the decarbonization effects of a circular CaaS product and operating model, the analysis
takes the lifecycle emissions of a standard BEVviii sold to customers as the BAU reference scenario. Based
on this, circularity levers are applied in clusters, quantifying the direct and indirect effects for two CaaS
scenarios optimized for circularity.
Car subscription model: vehicles are provided via flexible time-based subscriptions, where access to the
car can be purchased on a monthly basis, while the provider retains ownership. The service offer includes
everything except fuel, i.e. servicing, maintenance, insurance. Once returned, the car is retrofitted and

viii

The baseline scenario models the VW ID.3 – a standard C-segment BEV with the latest technological features (especially battery
technology). Since road transport will be electric and with renewable energy shares in the electricity provision growing, the
decarbonization focus will shift to build-phase emissions. Therefore, BEVs are used as the reference case.
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provided to other customers. Comparable models can be observed with Riversimple, a pioneer of circular
car subscription (see Case box 11), and based on a wider industry trend without specific circularity focus,
e.g. Volvo CARE, VW Auto Abo, and finn.auto.
Free floating carsharing model: electric vehicles are offered in a free floating, data-driven (urban)
carsharing system where access to the car can be purchased flexibly on a trip-by-trip basis. A platform – in
our scenario provided by the car producer – connects customers to the available vehicle fleet. This results
in more trips per car per day, at best with a higher occupancy rate (persons per vehicle). Comparable
models are offered by ShareNow, ZITY, and WeShare (see Case box 12).
Exhibit 17 highlights the overall effects of shifting from a traditional sales model for BEVs to a car subscription
and carsharing model designed for circularity. The inherent logic of XaaS models (i.e. producer ownership
and (partial) use-phase cost internalization) enable the design of the respective CaaS product and
operating model for circularity to maximize the lifecycle decarbonization in the build and use phase.ix
Three clustersx and corresponding underlying levers drive the circularity of the respective CaaS scenario. A
detailed analysis of both scenarios and the cumulative application of the circularity levers are presented
in Appendix C.1: Deep dive Car-as-a-Service.

Case box 11:
Riversimple – pioneering a
circular CaaS subscription model

Case box 12:
WeShare – promoting flexible
e-carsharing solutions

Riversimple operates hydrogen-powered fuel

WeShare, a subsidiary of Volkswagen, is an

cell electric vehicles in a full-service subscription

e-carsharing provider currently operating in

model. From the business model to the design

Berlin and Hamburg. The vehicles are charged

of the car, circularity principles are applied.

with 100% renewable energy from the public

The model internalizes all use-phase costs (e.g.

charging network and from charging stations

hydrogen for the fuel cells), which generates

of cooperation partners. Customers can access

incentives to produce/procure for maximum

the vehicles flexibly via apps and can choose

efficiency. Furthermore, it optimizes the design

between a minute model or a fixed rental period.

for longevity (i.e. maximized quality), treating

A reduced standby price is also introduced.

the vehicle and its materials as a lifetime

Frequent users can opt for an additional

revenue-generating asset. The company aims

subscription to decrease the minute-based

to implement XaaS models along the supply

use rates. WeShare also provides carsharing

chain, from the materials to the fuel cell.

services for businesses as a substitution option
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for company cars.97

ix

The build phase encompasses all emissions embedded in the vehicle: from materials and components – esp. battery – (Scope 3
upstream) to the energy used in the respective manufacturing and assembly process (Scope 1 and 2). Use-phase emissions consist
of the emissions required to run the car – electricity in the BEV case (Scope 3 downstream).

x

Maximize utilization, lifetime extension, and material recovery.
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Source: SYSTEMIQ analysis based on OECD & ITF (2020), IRP (2020), Ecoinvent (2020), Volkswagen AG (2021a), Volkswagen AG (2021b) and expert interviews

A CaaS product and operating model optimized for circularity can decarbonize the CO2 emissions
caused by BEVs by 25% (car subscription) to 45% (carsharing).
The circular car subscription model can decrease CO2 emissions embedded in the vehicle by 19 g CO2/
pkm compared to the BAU scenario mainly through life-extending measures and material recovery
strategies. Car subscriptions only slightly increase vehicle utilization compared to a traditional car
sales scenario. The highest decarbonization potential in the car subscription scenario lies in extending
the useful life of a vehicle: a lifetime extension by 50% leads to a decarbonization effect of 13% per
passenger kilometre. Retaining ownership of the vehicle incentivizes the producer to increase lifetime
per design as the vehicle generates revenue over the associated extended useful life. Vehicles that
become a revenue-generating asset over a longer period can offset increased costs resulting from
design for lifetime efforts. From a sustainability perspective, the design for lifetime lever is crucial: the
design of the car determines its lifecycle environmental performance. With producer ownership,
extended refurbishment strategies become viable: reconditioning the car throughout its lifecycle and
exchanging outdated technical components can further increase the lifetime and corresponding
lifecycle efficiency. End-of-life value retention and material recovery decrease the carbon footprint
by 11%, facilitated in a circular scenario by stable reverse material flows and a closer cooperation with
ecosystem partners. Moving towards closed-loop recycling and correspondingly increasing the share
of secondary materials alongside remanufacturing, reuse and refurbishment of used cars reduces virgin
material and energy consumption. Bundling renewable energy contracts and smart home charging
stations in an integrated offer – as done by Octopus Electric Vehicles – can reduce use-phase emissions
substantially.84
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A free float carsharing model optimized for circularity could decrease CO2 emissions by 35 g CO2/pkm,
which is driven by a higher overall utilization of the vehicle, coupled with lifetime extending measures.
Carsharing can increase the initially low utilization of vehicles by a factor of 4 to 5 (in pkm provided),
from 5% in the BAU scenario to 23%. Providing access for multiple customers to one car is the biggest
lever to maximize utilization and reduces the vehicle’s CO2 footprint by 25%. This could lead to 54%
fewer BEVs being required to meet the overall mobility demand compared to BAU.xi Increasing the km
provision (as more persons can access the car on a daily basis) and the occupancy rate (assuming
two persons per vehicle due to cost sharing) per vehicle lead to the build- and use-phase emissions of
the car being distributed over more mobility (pkm) provided, thus decreasing the footprint per pkm.
The effect of a higher occupancy rate through pooling and sharing rides is the main driver of the CO2
reductions. Hence, strategies to increase the occupancy per ride should be considered. Potentially,
incentivizing higher occupancy rates through discounts for ride-splitting or exploring dynamic pick-up
options could lead to an increase. Coupled with a lifetime extension per car the overall vehicle stock
in circulation can be significantly reduced and consequently decarbonized. While the higher utilization
can lead to vehicles reaching their end-of-life within a shorter period,xii extending the lifetime mileage
of the vehicle (per design, purpose-built vehicles, maintenance, reconditioning) can enable the full
decarbonization benefits. A suitable example for
a vehicle design to optimize lifetime productivity is
the Mobilize by Renault EZ-1 prototype (see Case
box 13). Optimizing the vehicle design for lifetime
can lead to producers generating revenue over
this increased period: retained ownership creates
incentives to maximize profit over the longest
product period possible. End-of-life value retention

Case box 15:
Mobilize EZ-1 – a city vehicle
designed for shared mobility

and recovery (loop-phase material recovery,

The Mobilize EZ-1 prototype by Renault is

remanufacturing, and improved production input

conceptualized for urban, electric carsharing

materials) can save up to 14% of the CO2 footprint,

models. Digital solutions (digital key access,

provided materials are kept in closed loops and

interaction via smartphone, payment per

secondary material is prioritized as input. If the car

drive-time or kilometres), the future energy

producer operates the sharing platform and retains

ecosystem (battery exchange system, smart

ownership of the vehicles, enhanced end-of-life

charging) and resource-saving mobility provision

value retention and material recovery strategies

(small vehicle size) are bundled in this concept:

can be applied. Full-scale refurbishment of used

thereby it addresses the shift of customer needs

vehicles can lead to their lifetime extension and

from owning to using in an affordable and

related material savings. Partnering with renewable

sustainable way. The EZ-1 is built according

energy charging station providers to power the

to several principles of the circular economy.

shared vehicles can contribute to a decarbonization

For example, the vehicle is purpose-built and

of the use phase.

downsized, reducing material inputs. Servicelife is extended through the battery exchange

xi

xii

Only accounting for maximizing the utilization would lead
to a vehicle stock reduction of 31%. This is in line with the IRP
Shared Socioeconomic Pathway 2 (SSP2) scenario which
shows a decrease of the vehicle stock by 33%.78
Carsharing can be a viable strategy to address
accelerating technological cycles (especially battery
technology and digital equipment of the car) as a more
intensive use reduces the lifetime in years.

system. If the batteries of the electric vehicles
are no longer suitable for use in the vehicle,
they are given a second life as a stationary
energy source or recycled. Beyond that, the
EZ-1 consists of 50% recycled materials and is
95% recyclable. At the end-of-use, maintenance
and recycling services are performed at the
Renault Re-Factory.99
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4.1.2 Circular CaaS models can reduce mobility costs by 2-39%
CaaS can decrease TCO by 2% (car subscription) to 39% (carsharing), but the overall customer cash-out
costsXiii depend on the price assumptions for the respective CaaS offerings – opening possibilities for value
pricing strategies for producers (Exhibit 18)xiv.
Opting for a car subscription eliminates upfront investment costs for the customer and shifts the payments
over the time of usage with a potential effect on BEV uptake. BEVs on average have higher upfront prices
compared to ICEs due to associated battery costs. BEVs are projected to reach upfront price parity with ICEs
by the mid-2020s.86 Lower upfront investments can thus incentivize customers to opt for BEVs, accelerating
the uptake of electrified passenger transport. Build-phase costs in the modelled scenario increase, as the
lifetime extension per design is driving costs. These are partly offset by improving the use-phase cost base. In
car subscription models, costs occurring in the use phase (insurance, maintenance, tyres) are all included in
the subscription offer; typically electricity and parking are the only additional use-phase costs. The provision of
additional services increases the share of producer costs – but in sum decreases these costs as CaaS providers
should have better financing and procurement conditions than private customers. End-of-life material value

exhibit 18
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Source: SYSTEMIQ analysis, Schwacke (2020), and Volkswagen (2021c).

retention and recovery (reuse, refurbish, recycle) can decrease TCO, as fewer primary resources are
required as input factors. These effects can decrease TCO by 2% in the circular car subscription case,
assuming that profits stay constant for the OEM. However, depending on the pricing of the provider, TCO
could even increase for the consumer compared to buying a car. This indicates that the potential profit
pool for the producer increases. The customer pays for the value offer that consists of higher flexibility (in
terms of contract duration) and more services included. Yet, mobility pricing of alternative car ownership
models continues to converge with traditional ownership models.77
Carsharing can reduce TCO by up to 39%, as fewer cars are required to meet mobility demand while
users only pay for the usage of the car per trip, eliminating upfront and associated costs occurring in
the use phase. All use-phase costs (also electricity) are bundled in carsharing offers. As a result of the
higher utilization, producers would have to produce fewer cars to provide the same mobility demand,
which reduces the manufacturing costs. Hence, if a customer were to travel only by carsharing, the
user would only pay for the respective mobility in terms of (passenger) kilometres travelled and not for
the ownership and corresponding unused capacities. End-of-life material value retention and recovery
can further decrease TCO as reusing the resources employed results in cost reductions. While costs to

xiii

Total customer cash-out cost is the sum of the build phase/use phase/pricing differential split. The split indicates who bears the costs
initially.

xiv

The build phase/use phase split indicates in which lifecycle stage the costs occur. The consumer pays the total costs (= consumer
cash-out costs) as indicated for one year of mobility in terms of passenger kilometres travelled (27,600 pkm).
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produce vehicles decrease, the specific pricing per drive-time or kilometre determines what the user
pays. This currently entails a price differential, depending on the pricing strategy of the provider. This
indicates that the profit pool increases with the customer paying for the increased value offer (e.g.
higher provider risk or customer flexibility as the car can be accessed only when needed).

4.1.3 From CaaS to Mobility-as-a-Service: a systems perspective
CaaS can radically shift consumption patterns – owning is no longer required to meet the mobility
demand. Sharing of unused capacities can significantly reduce the number of cars needed to meet
mobility demands. Where utilization is maximized, the asset productivity in terms of utility delivery per
employed resources is optimized. As a result of the free float carsharing model, ~54% fewer cars are used
to provide the same utility. This has a wide range of systemic effects: less city space needed for parking
(unproductive) cars (95% of parking space could be reallocated for public uses),87 reduced externalities
such as stress, congestion, noise, etc. Car manufacturers can include sharing solutions and systemic
productivity levers per design. For example, Sono Motors implements digital solutions that integrate peerto-peer carsharing, ride-pooling, and power-sharing based on solar charging. The provider’s application
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serves as digital key, sharing platform, and generator of real-time usage data.88 Furthermore, company
fleet management solutions could become more cost-effective and flexible through shared mobility
services. For example, Greenmove provides station-based B2B e-carsharing services.89
From a systems perspective, a free float carsharing system must be seamlessly integrated into other
even more sustainable modes of transportation (e.g. walking and bike riding for short distances; public
transportation and railways) to maximize the overall environmental benefits – or else carsharing would
substitute more sustainable modes of transport due to comfort instead of car ownership. Switching to
an integrated, multi-modal, on-demand mobility system can reduce CO2 emissions by 70% until 2050.90
Public and private networks must be integrated and conveniently connected. This can be facilitated
by full-scope Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS) platform providers such as Whim (see Case box 14).
For the above advantages to materialize and to complete the sustainable transport transition, some critical
conditions need to be put into place – either through design of the CaaS models or policy facilitating
integrated, intermodal transportation systems. The integration of cars and MaaS services with public
transit offers should not lead to an increase in total car mileage by substituting public transit. Therefore,
sustainable public mobility offers need to be expanded alongside the spread of MaaS, including the
development of an active urban mobility infrastructure.90 MaaS should ideally be combined with policy
tools like dynamic road pricing, preferential high
occupancy vehicle lanes, or parking spaces for
shared vehicles close to public transport.93 The way
city governments plan and design cities influences
the way people move. Smart urban planning is
critical for a sustainable mobility system.87 Making
public transport systems seamlessly connected to
carsharing solutions (also in less accessible areas)
can support the desired shift to fewer cars being on
the road. This accessibility must be accompanied
by affordability: policy changes in combination
with digital innovations can facilitate this shift.94
Furthermore, shared mobility services should also be
available in low-income areas as mobility is crucial
from a socioeconomic perspective (especially
access to jobs).87 Lastly, per the offer, carsharing
providers could incentivize customers to drive
more carefully and increase occupancy rates
through ridesharing. Existing CaaS models need to
be extended to cover the entire vehicle lifecycle,
such that life extension measures (including the
design of the vehicle) become more relevant
for vehicle manufacturers. This could take place
either through dedicated business model design
or policy (e.g. producer ownership schemes).95

Case box 14:
Whim – a platform solution
connecting intermodal
transportation modes
Funded by the Finnish government, Whim is
a full-scope Mobility-as-a-Service platform:
it connects public transport, e-scooters and
city bikes, as well as rental and shared car
services, in one as well as rental and shared
car services in one integrated mobility app.
Trips are optimized via an integrated journey
planner and connected to ticketing services.
Customers can pay on a pay-as-you-go or allinclusive subscription basis to obtain seamless
access to different modes of urban mobility.
Thus, Whim aims to increase convenience for
customers and to reduce overall demand for
individual road transport with a stated goal
of 1 million private cars replaced with Whim
subscriptions by 2030.91,92
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partner feature

Equipment-as-a-Service
Result-oriented: Pay-per-Part

Highly automated production cell

Increased operating effectiveness

Digitalized from drawing to sorted part

All-inclusive carefree package

Financial flexibility and cost transparency

partner feature

WHAT IS THE VALUE PROPOSITION AND VISION BEHIND YOUR EQUIPMENT-AS-A-SERVICE
(EAAS) MODEL?
The Pay-per-Part model directly addresses customer challenges. The model allows us to unleash
technology and innovation potential by focusing on the process and the efficiency in the production
phase. It fully aligns incentives with customers for improving their performance, transparency and
flexibility. TRUMPF and Munich Re take over operational risk and upfront investment. Customers
pay only for what they need – the cut sheet metal part – and can focus more on their core
business, sales and own customers. Operating effectiveness is increased and inefficiencies are
resolved through learning algorithms and advanced services. EaaS can shape a new era of
manufacturing, fully leveraging and advancing digital readiness and automation – eventually
allowing every partner to contribute their key strengths for improving customer benefits.

HOW DID YOU EXPLORE AND DECIDE ON THE EAAS BUSINESS MODEL DESIGN?
Customer centricity is key in developing the EaaS model. We focused on understanding current
inefficiencies but also future challenges, anticipating the continuous changes through digitalization
and automation, and how system boundaries shift. TRUMPF’s most automated full-service
laser machine – the TruLaser Center 7030 – was chosen as the EaaS pilot. From the customer
perspective, we developed the most ambitious performance-oriented EaaS vision as a starting
point. This requires that the business model is designed for a reliable and flexible process chain
– taking over operational and financial risks of the production process. With Munich Re, we set
up a strong solution ecosystem that bundles these competencies in an integrated service offer.
Developing a comprehensive EaaS model is complex and requires substantial efforts. Focusing
on customers and collaborations with the right partners is critical to unleash the full potential of
this new form of value.

HOW CAN YOUR EAAS MODEL CONTRIBUTE TO THE DECARBONIZATION OF SHEET METAL
PROCESSING?
Economical and ecological considerations go hand in hand in the EaaS business model. Our
model builds on several principles of the circular economy such as increasing lifetime capacity
while improving resource efficiency. The Pay-per-Part model moves the productivity in the use
phase of the equipment to the centre: enhancing utilization, reducing scrap, or improving material
flows become relevant influencing factors to optimize. Access to the machine throughout the
lifecycle combined with smart services can enable further decarbonization of operations. From
an industry and value chain perspective, EaaS can be an important puzzle piece to create more
sustainable material flows. Scaling EaaS models and leveraging its systemic potential may require
support from regulations that reflect shifting system boundaries, consider future environmental
requirements, and support creating the required data/information infrastructure.

© TRUMPF Group; Interview with Benedikt Braig Head of Business Development EAAS. TRUMPF Werkzeugmaschinen GmbH+Co.KG.
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4.2

Pioneering Equipment-as-a-Service (EaaS)

Machinery and Equipment-as-a-Service (EaaS) models can contribute to sector-specific decarbonization
as well as resource-efficient and competitive production processes in general. On the one hand, the
machinery and equipment sector is a cornerstone for economic value creation in Europe contributing
17% of European value add.96 Exploring EaaS-based value propositions can be an important driver for
competitive differentiation with digitalization and service orientation moving centre stage. On the other
hand, the machinery and equipment sector accounts for 18% of extracted resources, mostly CO2 intensive
metals such as steel (with a CO2 footprint of ~2.3 kg CO2 per kg).97 Machines are a critical element of
most industrial production processes: they produce parts, components and products across sectors. 70%
of global emissions can be influenced through machinery in some way (e.g. by considering a machine’s
use-phase impact on manufacturing processes).98
Result-oriented business models, i.e. paying only for good outcomes of the machine (e.g. Pay-per-Part),
mean that both manufacturer and customers benefit from any efficiency improvements occurring during the
use phase of the machine. This can unleash both economic and environmental benefits for manufacturers
and their customers. For example, AI-optimization of production processes yields less production waste
and better outcomes. Advancing digital capabilities can improve the lifetime operating effectiveness
of the equipment for both parties.
The following sections develop a quantitative perspective on one use case of EaaS, building on the reference
example of a state-of-the-art sheet metal laser cutting machine. The analysis has been conducted in close
cooperation with TRUMPF. Together with Munich Re, TRUMPF is pioneering a result-oriented EaaS business
model for the manufacturing industry.99 As a material-intense machine with high electricity consumption
and significant material flows (including metal scrap generation), it represents a comprehensive ground
for analysing environmental and economic effects across build, use and loop phase. Of course, it has to
be emphasized that the results cannot be generalized for the entire machinery and equipment sector
as it is marked by a diversity of types of machines and respective material flows. However, underlying
optimization logics are relevant across sectors and highlight the potentials of service-oriented business

© TRUMPF Group

models based on Industry 4.0 applications for the machinery and equipment sector.
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4.2.1exhibitEaaS
19 can contribute to decarbonizing metal sheet processing
by 37-65%
Alongside a BAU reference scenarioxv, two EaaS scenarios are modelled using three lever clustersxvi.
EaaS 1.0: the sheet metal laser cutting machine is offered in a Pay-per-Part business model. The EaaS provider
retains lifecycle access to the machine. Performance-enhancing support services and maintenance
are included in the EaaS offer. The customer only pays for the functional part produced from the cutting
and sorting process.
EaaS 2.0: this scenario and the underlying levers build on more progressive assumptions compared to the
EaaS 1.0 scenario – and an operating model that builds in patterns of a marketplace solution for pooling
customer demand. Through demand pooling and smart nesting, the machine’s capacity and material
throughput can be even further optimized.
Exhibit 19 highlights the overall effects of shifting to EaaS. In both scenarios, more efficiency with respect to
material use is the lever with the highest impact on lifecycle emissions (i.e. optimized material throughput
plus loop-phase improvements in terms of increased secondary materials ratios). A detailed analysis of
both scenarios and the cumulative application of the circularity levers are presented in Appendix C.2:
Deep dive Equipment-as-a-Service.

exhibit
19
Equipment-as-a-Service
can decarbonize the sheet metal processing by
Equipment-as-a-Service
canscenario
help to decarbonize
the sheet metal processing
37%-65%, depending on the
lever application
by 37%-65%, depending on the lever application and the respective scenario.
emissions/
decarbonization

-37%

in kg CO² / metal
sheet processed to
functional parts

-65%

182
114
173

64

107

59
3

6

1

BAU
build phase

6

EAAS 1.0

use phase

use phase

(sheet scrap)

(electricity & operating materials)

0

5

EAAS 2.0

Source: SYSTEMIQ & TRUMPF analysis.

xv

The baseline reference equipment has the same technical features but is sold in a traditional (linear) business model in the BAU scenario. Ten
machines are assumed as the baseline machine stock.

xvi

Maximize utilization (lifetime production capacity), optimize material throughput, and material recovery.
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Baseline effects of the case analysis show that the highest lifecycle environmental impact for machinery
lies in resource efficiency in the use phase – which is key for decarbonization ambitions. For metal
processing equipment, build-phase emissions are mainly driven by production-related materials
(especially steel) and energy. Use-phase emissions result from electricity consumption to power the
equipment alongside operating materials (such as nitrogen and compressed air), material throughput
and corresponding waste in production in terms of scrap from metal sheets. The latter makes up for the
highest share of emissions as emissions embedded in sheet metal scrap are included for the footprint
estimation. Thus, the biggest lever for decarbonization is to improve resource efficiency in the use phase.
EaaS can decarbonize the lifecycle CO2 footprint caused by a laser cutting machine by 37% (EaaS
1.0) to 65% (EaaS 2.0).
Switching from BAU to EaaS 1.0 enables saving 37% of the machine’s CO2 footprint which corresponds
to 68 kg CO2 per metal sheetxvii processed to functional parts. As a result of improved equipment
design, smart use services and maintenance, and reconditioning, EaaS can maximize the utilization
and its corresponding lifetime capacity by a factor of two. Hence, twice as many metal sheets can
be processed in the digitally supported EaaS production. Through this, fewer machines are required
to meet the same demand as in the BAU scenario. Combining the higher utilization with an improved
cutting and nesting process can lead to an optimized material throughput and a 20% decrease in CO2
emissions per metal sheet. Technical features implemented in the design phase (e.g. AI optimization,
over-the-air updates) lead to this optimization: digitally enabled cutting and nesting process optimization
reduces the amount of scrap being produced per sheet by 5%, i.e. more functional parts are produced
from one input metal sheet. Continuous access to the machine enables enables core technology to
be replaced replaced once more efficient technology is available. This means that over the lifetime,
the capacity and energy efficiency of the machine improves compared to the BAU scenario where
the machine’s capacity and energy consumption remains constant. Replacing primary metal materials
by secondary materials in the build phase and in the metal sheets processed in the use phase (i.e.
increasing the share of secondary materials) can reduce the overall footprint by an additional 22%.
EaaS facilitates the control of material flows, not only in the use but also in the loop phase (e.g. end-oflife recovery, scrap recycling). Metals are particularly suited: e.g. the CO2 intensity of secondary steel
is ~1/6 compared to primary steel.100,101
The EaaS 2.0 scenario assumes an effective link to a marketplace production platform to achieve an
even higher utilization, optimization of material throughput and improved material efficiency. In total,
this scenario avoids 65% of CO2 emissions, which corresponds to 118 kg CO2 per metal sheet processed
to functional parts. Offering EaaS models linked to a marketplace can maximize the utilization by a
factor of three compared to the BAU scenario. Bundling EaaS models with demand from a marketplace
platform can further improve the cutting process, thus optimizing the material throughput and decreasing
the CO2 footprint by 37%. Using smart applications to increase nesting efficiency can reduce scrap
by an additional 5%, optimally using the metal sheet without tilting. Improving the (primary) material
footprint by increasing the secondary materials ratio decreases the CO2 footprint by an additional 45%
per metal sheet processed to parts.

xvii

A sample metal sheet equals ~100 kg and is mainly composed of steel in two different grades and alloys.
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4.2.2 EaaS can reduce total cost of ownership by between 16-24%
EaaS can decrease TCO by 16% (EaaS 1.0) to 24% (EaaS 2.0) through more efficient and productive
metal sheet processing (Exhibit 20).

exhibit 20

In EaaS, capital-intensive upfront investments can be shifted to operational expenses over the use
phase of the equipment: the CapEx to OpEx shift can improve cost of capital and makes the equipment
affordable to more customers without high upfront investments. This also means that advanced
technology features can be built in. The parallel economic use of the outcome of the process and
payment of the costs enable the customer to generate revenue at the same time as expenses are
incurred. This advantage is often referred to as the pay-as-you-earn effect.
Besides eliminating high upfront investments, opting for an EaaS offer can yield cost reductions through
the more efficient cutting and sorting process. Production process improvements result in less scrap and
increased overall capacity due to increased process security, servicing, and overall effectiveness of
the equipment. As the manufacturer participates in the use phase, both customer and manufacturer
benefit from the efficiency gains. The EaaS performance commitment to only charge for “good”,
functional parts without the scrap produced affects the cost base for customers. Improving the overall
effectiveness of the equipment thus yields positive TCO impacts.

exhibit 20
Offering the laser cutting machine in EaaS models can reduce the TCO
Offering Equipment-as-a-Service can reduce the TCO By 16%-24%
by 16%-24%.
tco
in EUR / metal
sheet processed to
functional parts

-24%

-16%

-33%
BAU
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Source: SYSTEMIQ & TRUMPF analysis.
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Pricing

EAAS 2.0
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The main TCO effects result from the improved cutting processes and higher lifetime capacity. The costs
of the machine are distributed over more functional parts produced. This can decrease the build-phase
phase share in TCO by 33% in the EaaS 1.0 scenario and 67% in the EaaS 2.0 scenario (as capacity and
operating effectiveness is further increased through bundling demand). Furthermore, material costs in
the use phase are reduced as more parts are processed from the same input of metal sheets. The closer
connection between the EaaS solution ecosystem (equipment provider and partners) and the customer
can also potentially open the possibility to further improve use-phase costs: bundling purchase power
capacities can save material costs as 80% of these are due to use-phase materials. Optimizing material
purchasing and flow is a major lever for TCO reduction. Furthermore, sorting and shredding the rest grid/
scrap on the customer premises by means of additional machine functionalities can yield higher returns
as high-quality scrap is more valuable. Servicing, maintenance, and over-the-air updates ensure that
the latest technology is available. Improving energy efficiency over lifetime by employing up-to-date
soft- and hardware, reducing downtime through predictive maintenance diagnostics and bundling of
maintenance interventions can decrease machine operating costs.

4.2.3 Systems perspective: strengthening valuechain partnerships and
shifting system boundaries
EaaS models can be the starting point for further systemic optimization pathways. First, new system
boundaries can be leveraged to optimize resource flows. Second, new ecosystem cooperation can
foster a deeper value chain integration for systemic change. Third, EaaS along the value chain can bring
collaborative value creation to the next level.
With EaaS, system boundaries shift. The producer has access to the equipment throughout its lifetime,
bringing use-phase optimization to the centre of attention. If system boundaries are aligned correctly,
resource flows can be optimized. This decreases environmental pressure points while creating value, both
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for the manufacturer and the partner ecosystem as well as the customer.
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EaaS can be the starting point of deeper value chain integration requiring new forms of cooperation.
Traditional transactional mindsets reach limits when it comes to decarbonizing and sustainably reconfiguring
current systems. For example, resolving the way data is shared along the value chain is important to
make optimization potentials transparent (see the EU's digital product passport or the Gaia-X initiative).
EaaS can form new value creation networks. In partnering with financial services providers, risk managers,
material providers, the customer, logistics providers, and end-of-life organizations, the respective business
competencies are bundled in one integrated service offer. Thus, closer forms of cooperation while focusing
on an optimization of the equipment’s use phase (i.e. customer success) within the EaaS ecosystem can
have systemic effects such that efficiency is maximized and value creation is shared.
The consequential next step could be to establish (and link) XaaS systems along a value chain – the
bundling of competencies in integrated value propositions maximizes the utility provision of each step
in the value chain. A metal material provider offers Metals-as-a-Service and will be remunerated for
optimal material efficiency and durability while high-quality scrap is returned to produce scrap-based
secondary materials. Operating materials and relevant supporting equipment are offered as-a-service, for
example Compressed air-as-a-Service. Key components of the laser cutting machine are returned and
reconditioned through take-back schemes. All players along the value chain provide services instead
of products, focusing on an optimal use phase and value recovery.

4.3

Leveraging White goods-as-a-Service (WGaaS)

White goods/household appliances are an important component of the residential footprint, with
washing machines, dryers, fridges, ovens, and dishwashers being the critical drivers in terms of domestic
resource and electricity use as well as resulting carbon footprint and cost.
Washing machines (WMs) are the most resource-intensive domestic appliance: WMs make up 22% (1.4
Mt) of the materials (by weight) from new domestic appliances sold in the EU. An overall WM stock of
191.9 million is estimated.102 The resource intensity embedded in the build phase is accompanied by
a high resource consumption in the use phase: energy consumption is estimated at 24.2 TWh per year
(3.8% of household electricity consumption) in Western Europe and water consumption at 1.5 billion
litres per year (7.8% of household water consumption).103
The example of WMs shows how XaaS models can contribute to decrease housing footprint (e.g.
laundry washing emissions) by enabling resource efficiency in the build and use phase of the respective
household appliance. WGaaS can be strategy to mitigate environmental impact through resource
efficiency, optimized customer usage patterns and smart appliances (e.g. temperature and programmes,
weight load, volume of detergents used). WGaaS models can increase utilization from an initial low
~2.5% of theoretical laundry output and shift the focus on high-quality WMs being more affordable and
resource-efficient throughout their lifetime.104 At the same time, life-extending measures such as repair,
reuse and refurbishment with corresponding upgrades of washing programmes and core components
can impact the lifecycle environmental performance.
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4.3.1 WGaaS can enable a reduction of the residential laundry footprint
by 24-35%
The BAU scenario describes an average WM sold in a traditional business model and reflects the current
market situation in terms of resource efficiency and lifetime. Based on this, the decarbonization effects
(measured in g CO2 per washing cycle) of two scenarios are modelled applying circularity levers.
Washing machine subscription (WM subscription) – a high-quality WM is provided on a subscriptionbasis. The customer pays a monthly fee in exchange for the unrestricted right of use. Generally, in
such business models, more efficient and long-lasting WMs are provided with integrated technological
features (such as auto-dosing systems). Furthermore, WMs are subject to life-extending measures such
as reconditioning and refurbishment. Services bundled in the WM subscription scenario include transport
(including moving service), instalment, repair and maintenance. Comparable offers in operation are
BlueMovement by Bosch (see Case box 15) and Bundles.
Pooled Pay-per-Wash (Pooled PPW) – a high-quality WM is provided to several households of a residential
unit in a shared common washing area. The users are charged for each wash thus them to improve
the capacity load of each cycle, and in sum wash less.106 WMs in this model are resource-efficient. The
WM is connected to a measuring/smart meter device at the outlet and to a smart application. Sensors
can detect the content of the washing machine and set the washing programme accordingly. Based
on this, washing cycles, energy and water consumption can be tracked and, through analytics and
feedback mechanisms to consumers, provide advice
on optimal behaviour via real-time insights into usage
patterns. Pay-per-Wash models are offered by providers
such as Homie (see Case box 16).
Exhibit 21 highlights the potential effects of shifting to
WGaaS in the two scenarios. Resource efficiency is
crucial to decarbonize the residential laundry footprint.
A detailed analysis of both scenarios and the cumulative
application of the circularity levers are presented in
Appendix C.3: Deep dive White Goods-as-a-Service.

Case box 15:
BlueMovement powered by
Bosch – the integrated white
goods subscription to a
sustainable household
BlueMovement, a subsidiary of BSH
Hausgeräte, offers high-quality and energyefficient Bosch household appliances, such
as washing machines, dryers, refrigerators
and dishwashers, in flexible subscription
offers. Customers can choose between
different contract periods and between
new versus refurbished appliances.
Additional services include professional
installation repair or replacement
services. Upon contract termination, the
appliances are collected and refurbished/
reconditioned. BlueMovement has been
introduced in the Netherlands and is scaling
in other European countries.105

exhibit 21

Washing machine-as-a-Service can help to decarbonize residential
Washing Machine-as-a-Service can help to decarbonize the washing process
laundry by 24%-35%
by 24%-35%, depending on the business model.
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Source: SYSTEMIQ analysis based on Sigüenza et al. (2021), Bocken et al. (2018), Homie (2021), BlueMovement (2021).

A circular WGaaS product and operating model can

Case box 16:
Homie – Pay-per-Wash solution
for stimulating energyefficient laundry
Homie is a Dutch start-up offering washing
machines and dryers on a Pay-per-

decarbonize the CO2 footprint of WMs by 24% (WM
subscription) to 35% (pooled Pay-per-Wash). Three
clustersxviii and associated levers increase the circularity
of the respective scenario.
Switching from BAU to a circular subscription model saves
24% of the average WM’s CO2 footprint which corresponds
to 120 g CO2 per washing cycle. Firstly, maximizing the
utilization in terms of lifetime capacity results from higher

Use basis. The service includes delivery,

quality WMs being offered compared to market average,

installation with connection to the WiFi

improved repair-maintenance systems, and value retention

network, repair and replacement, as

strategies (refurbishment). This can reduce the lifecycle

well as an account to monitor usage

CO2 footprint by 5%. Secondly, optimizing the material

history in real time. Apart from a monthly

throughput in terms of resource efficiency is the most

minimum usage fee, the customer pays

impactful lever. The effect – additional 18% use-phase

per washing cycle. Sustainable washing

CO2 improvements – stems from resource-efficient, high-

modes are provided at a discount, thus

quality quality WMs made affordable per XaaS and further

incentivizing resource-efficient washing

use-phase optimization through smart appliances (e.g.

in the eco-function.107,108

connectivity for optimal usage, detergent auto-dosing).
Thirdly, due to stable reverse material and product flows,
material recovery can be enhanced. Prioritizing secondary

xviii Maximize utilization (in terms of lifetime functionality), optimize material throughput, and material recovery.
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materials as inputs from closed loop recycling (metals by 30%, plastics by 10%) reduces the build-phase
emissions by 13%. Together with increasing the secondary materials ratio, remanufacturing strategies
(20% of components) lead to CO2 savings of 9 g per washing cycle embedded in materials (2% of total
footprint). Lastly, bundling renewable energy in the service offer through cooperation with a green
electricity provider could further reduce use-phase emissions (additional 51% of overall CO2 emissions).
This integration could contribute to a widespread adoption of renewable energy in households and
an associated decrease in residential footprints.
A circular pooled PPW scenario can decrease emissions per washing cycle by 177 g CO2 (35%). Firstly,
providing access to high-quality WMs in a common washing area of a residential unit while customers
are incentivized by the pricing per cycle to wash more efficiently maximizes the utilization. Together with
lifetime extension strategies (refurbishment, lifecycle repair-servicing systems) the lifetime functionality
is enhanced, which reduces the laundry footprint by 11%. Maximizing the utilization in terms of lifetime
washing cycles per WM decreases the amount of WMs used to provide the same washing demand
as in the BAU scenario by 66%. Combining PPW schemes with shared laundromats to leverage unused
capacities can be facilitated by applications that connect WMs with users – as offered by WeWash, a
spin-off by BSH Hausgeräte.109 Secondly, optimizing material throughput is achieved through use-phase
resource-efficiency driven by high-quality WMs connected to smart appliances that support consumers
towards a more efficient usage. This optimizes the customer’s resource consumption and can provide
insights on the functionality of the WM. It is estimated that PPW models can nudge customers with
pricing incentives to wash more efficiently and decrease washing cycles by up to 20%ixx.106 In sum,
optimizing material throughput reduces CO2 emissions per cycle by an additional 26%. Increasing the
material recovery and value retention in the loop phase through remanufacturing and closed loop
recycling decreases the CO2 footprint in the build phase by 17% (1% of overall footprint). Again, offering
renewable energy as part of the service offer could further reduce use-phase emissions by 56% (and
the overall footprint by 52%).

ixx

In this modelling scenario, the lower bound of the reduction (10%) is assumed.
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4.3.2 WGaaS can decrease household expenditures for laundry by 18-24%
per washing cycle
Offering Washing Machines-as-a-Service eliminates upfront investments for customers, shifting the cost
over the lifetime of the machine. As described above, this can facilitate making energy-efficient, top-

exhibit 22

of-the-line WMs accessible to a wide customer base.
At the same time, the total consumer cash-out depends on the pricing strategy of the provider. Including
observable prices for a standard offer in the modelling yields that the providers price in the value added
through such offers: increased servicing (instalment, moving services) and more flexibility (e.g. with
contract periods of up to three months the subscription model, and reduced overall washing in the PPW).
The extended lifetime decreases build-phase (producer) TCO per washing cycle by 18% in the WM
subscription scenario, and by 24% in the PPW scenario; more washing cycles can be performed per
invested EUR while lifecycle maintenance is covered by the producer (Exhibit 22).
Higher energy and resource efficiency in the use phase can decrease TCO by 0.13 EUR per washing
cycle in the WM subscription scenario and by 0.17 EUR in the PPW scenario. This effect results from
the resource efficiency of high-quality WMs reducing energy, water and detergent costs. In the PPW
scenario, the reduced amount of washing cycles further decreases the use phase TCO. PPW providers
can effectively nudge customer behaviour through offering reduced prices for more sustainable eco
washing modes. For example, Homie offer a 20% pricing discount, if customers choose eco modes.108

exhibit 22

Offering Washing machines-as-a-Service decreases TCO by 18%-24%, but

Offering Washing Machine-as-a-Service can decrease TCO by 18%-24%, but
depend on the pricing strategy of the provider
will depend on the pricing strategy.
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Combining a subscription model with an extended refurbishment strategy can be rewarding from a
TCO perspective: compared to producing a new WM, refurbishment can save up to 60% of material
and other input costs.110 BlueMovement and Bundles already offer refurbished WMs in subscription
models at a discount ranging between 5-20%.105,111 This can decrease TCO in the WM subscription
scenario under observable price assumptions and is included in Exhibit 22.

4.3.3 Systems outlook: service optimization towards full-scope utility
provision
The washing machine White Goods-as-a-Service case example indicates that significant benefits
for environmental performance can be achieved by a variety of levers, such as higher-quality WMs
employed, or customers being incentivized to wash more efficiently. There are several avenues that
illustrate how such XaaS models can be the starting point to unleash larger systemic impact.
First, this logic can be extended to any home appliance. Offering WGaaS can help to accelerate the
use of high-quality, more resource-efficient appliances in general. Domestic appliances account for
a large share of household resource use. Thus, WGaaS offers with high-quality domestic appliances
can contribute to sustainable households.
Second, integrating several appliances in a bundled service offer could further contribute to reducing
resource consumption and associated emissions. Connecting home appliances via smart applications
can help customers to improve usage behaviour. Local service networks, refurbishment and repair
centres can contribute to retain the embedded value of appliances and extend the useful life.
Prospectively, including additional complementary services such as smart metering and renewable
energy supplies through partnerships can significantly reduce residential CO2 and resource footprints.
Third, a full-service solution could be the next step to leverage systemic impacts. For example, this
could consist of providing the utility of clean clothes through a full service, carbon-positive laundry
scheme: laundry pick-up service, transport to bundled, high-quality, industrial WMs and professional
service. Such a centralized laundry service could wash clothes more efficiently than the average
household. It builds on commercial WMs and other professional laundry equipment based on
automation and integration of other services (e.g. automated ironing). At-scale logistics would have
to be optimized to reduce transport emissions (e.g. integrating last mile logistics of different service
types). Furthermore, the full-service laundry could be adapted to existing B2B laundry services, using
the available infrastructure.
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5

Roadmap to industry
transformation: catalyse
XaaS ecosystems through
digital technologies, policy
support and collective
industry action
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5.1

Technology backbone: enable critical data flows for XaaS
models and circular value chains

5.1.1

Advancing IT/digital as enabler to satisfy future data needs

Digitalization and Industry 4.0 continue to transform manufacturing operations substantially and are
the foundations on which XaaS models grow. Investments in digital capabilities such as data analytics
and intelligence, connectivity, and computational power, as well as robotics and human machine
interaction, are critical strategic decisions for many companies.11 Key areas of digital transformation
include production efficiency, service effectiveness and reinventing business models. Both the
competitiveness of the industry sector and the implementation of the circular economy will heavily
rely on IT/digital capabilities.
At the same time, XaaS models will drive and accelerate the overall digital transformation of
companies and the wider industry. More specifically, a circular XaaS model with IT/digital capabilities
at its core can respond to increasing data requirements driven by competitiveness on the one hand
(e.g. customer data insights to advance an offering) and regulation on the other hand (e.g. data
transparency on product, supply chain and lifecycle for regulatory compliance). During recent years
manufacturers have invested significantly in digitalization capabilities: for SMEs alone, European
annual investments in digitalization are projected to be 65 bn EUR in 2022.65 These capabilities will
come in handy for XaaS as they provide improved opportunities to better fulfil certain economic
and ecological requirements. At the same time, XaaS models allow companies to capitalize on
digital investments and capabilities by leveraging use-phase and end-of-life access to generate
and monetize data and associated smart services.
•

Data requirements driven by competitiveness: value creation increasingly arises through intangible
rather than physical goods. Use-phase data can increase competitive advantages when used to
optimize products/services and the associated value proposition.112 This has reached established
industries: automotive manufacturers are evolving into mobility solution providers, medical
technology manufacturers into smart health service providers, and companies in the mechanical
engineering industry into platform and advanced service providers. Business models will have to
adapt and integrate data and analytic capabilities to be able to compete.113 From connectivity
to artificial intelligence to big data analytics, product lifecycle data collected based on XaaS
models become valuable intangible assets.114

•

Data requirements driven by regulation: to achieve net-zero in 2050, massive reductions are
needed by 2030 and have now been politically endorsed. Reductions targets will translate into
increasingly stringent climate-related regulations and associated requirements (e.g. Germany’s
Climate Action Law).115 More detailed ecological reporting (e.g. carbon accounting standards)
and decarbonization demands can be expected which will result in additional data requirements
to be fulfilled by manufacturers. One regulatory example is digital product passports, planned
to be implemented under the EU Sustainable Products Initiative.116 These will require product-
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related information on, for example, environmental and material footprint. While the final product
categories and technical implementation (information, data spaces, data-sharing mechanisms)
are still to be defined, already existing material passports can improve the reporting on origin,
composition, repair and disassembly instructions, or end-of-life handling guidelines. This is done
by tracking and tracing materials, components or products using unique identifiers or tracking
codes like barcodes, radio-frequency identification tags, or molecular markers.32

5.1.2

Information flows and open architectures facilitate circular
production systems

For XaaS models to unfold their full systemic power as a circular business model, the entire XaaS
ecosystem needs to benefit from IT/digital readiness. XaaS fosters cooperation of partners that integrate
complementary capabilities into a joint service offer. Bundling these competencies in ecosystems of
suppliers, strategic partners, and customers requires connected data and information flows along the
(circular) value chain.
For this to happen, the solution (micro) ecosystem and enabling (macro) ecosystem require available
digital capabilities and ecosystem initiatives to be harmonized and scaled. Lifecycle data availability
and connectivity lies at the core of a circular economy – and XaaS can be the business model to get
there, by expanding the analytic focus from production optimization to the entire product lifecycle.
Building the technological backbone for XaaS models on an ecosystem level will benefit from open
architectures that enable circular production systems through several elements:
•

Support of agreed common standards and protocols (syntax and semantics): such standards and
protocols enable a standardized and stable data exchange between operators. This requires an
alignment on data syntax (data formats) as well as data semantics (e.g. the usage of carbon
accounting standards)

•

Application programming interface (API) optimization and enterprise resource planning (ERP)
connectivity: common interfaces enable data flows to be shared be shared and accessed
appropriately (e.g. supply chain management). The way such interfaces are implemented in
products and connected to existing IT systems ensures advanced XaaS functionality.

•

Data and intellectual property (IP) protection from unauthorized access: to secure IP and sensitive
data points, access rights must be defined such that they are protected against unauthorized
access beyond the respective ecosystems.

•

Digital infrastructure readiness along the value chain: IT/digital solutions for the entire enabling
ecosystem must be available such that information can be shared across the value chain. Industry
initiatives can contribute to value chain participants being connected to a common digital
infrastructure.
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Orchestrating these elements through industry initiatives and regulatory support can facilitate solutions
and enabling ecosystem integration and the uptake of XaaS models. In the machine tools sector for
example, a common standard for facilitating data exchange between machines has been created
(universal machine technology interface (umati)).117 Use-phase information is thus made available via
standardized interfaces for a secure and easy integration into user-specific IT ecosystems. Such initiatives
provide the basis for scaling XaaS models within and across specific sectors: the availability of use-phase
data and its transferability within solution ecosystems (between XaaS provider and customers, and
potentially suppliers) and beyond. Another example for a cross-industry data initiative is Gaia-X, aiming
at creating a common cloud-based European data infrastructure that preserves “data sovereignty”
through a common digital framework ensuring interoperability, open technologies, transparency,
and data security.118 A Gaia-X-based use case is Catena-X, which is a cross-company alliance in the
German automotive industry, creating uniform standards for information and data sharing throughout
the entire automotive value chain. Intended goals are for example to increase transparency to leverage
decarbonization potentials, and to create innovative business processes and service offerings based on
the data chains.119,120 Such an initiative could help make products, machines, software or companies
connectable to cloud-enabled solutions, which will be key for integrated XaaS operating systems.
While the stakes of an ecosystem cooperation
and open architectures are high, so is
complexity. Besides technological and
implementation questions, complexity is driven
by strategic and regulatory requirements to
achieve a broad and convincing agreement
on data-sharing mechanisms and processes
in a secure and compliant way. Ecosystem
participants must find approaches and
frameworks based on non-transactional
mindsets to collaboratively shape the
implementation. XaaS business models might
help to increase the motivation to invest
in ecosystem cooperation, because the
upside of resource-efficient and increasingly
dematerialized economic value creation
advances while the downside potentially
decreases as fewer participants need to
align on joint standards (e.g. ownership and
operations lies with the producers, not all
the “actual users” anymore).
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5.2

Policy support: balance demand- and supply-side
innovation to accelerate the transformation

5.2.1

Policy support should stimulate demand-side innovation and consider
systemic effects

The focus on supply-side innovation (e.g. uptake of zero-carbon technologies) leads to an incomplete
transition – policymakers need to further stimulate the demand side (e.g. business model innovation and
sustainable consumption).121 XaaS models are a key enabler of demand-side innovations and are critical
to accelerate the circular economy transition. Bold and transformative policy support could help to:
•

make producer ownership models more attractive than linear models for both companies and
customers;122

•

create conditions so that all producers design and manage their products as circular rather than
disposable products;95 and

•

mitigate rebounds and negative side effects.123

Policy should essentially incentivize producers to retain value of products by taking responsibility over
product lifetime and by keeping ownership. Producer ownership is key to achieving sustainable XaaS
models with closed-loop supply chains. If not retaining ownership throughout the lifecycle, producers
should at least be obliged to take ownership of their materials at the end-of-life.124 To do so, national
authorities could respond with a framework of different actions, including both encouraging measures
on the one hand (e.g. lower VAT requirements for reused products and repair services) and restricting
interventions on the other hand (e.g. prohibiting the destruction of returned unused products from
online and offline shopping). Such a policy mix should aim to improve the business case of XaaS models
for producers.125 It is worth emphasizing that incentivizing XaaS models would not displace incumbent
actors with disruptors, but would encourage existing businesses to innovate their business models.
Policy can strengthen the enabling conditions for the circular economy by supporting producers to
develop and manage products in line with circularity principles. Policymakers have an important role
to remove non-financial barriers for the uptake of circular XaaS models. This includes the promotion
of circular strategies such as reuse, repair, refurbishment and remanufacturing across regulatory
frameworks. The technical innovations needed to design and manage circular products already exist
(e.g. tracking and tracing technologies) but their widespread adoption must be guided by targeted
policies. These are needed throughout the entire product lifecycle starting with criteria on sustainable
material sourcing and requirements on reparability and upgradability, as well as open data standards
to share product information.
Policymakers should explore new measures to mitigate rebounds and other unwanted side effects
with incentives and restrictive strategies. To overcome rebound effects (e.g. savings from not owning
a car being used to finance short-haul jet trips), policymakers should not only think about restrictive
strategies (e.g. prohibition of shared e-scooter services in some cities), but also create incentives
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that avoid rebounds, such as substitution effects (e.g. by reducing prices on public transport and by
ensuring better connection of public and shared transport options). In addition, new policies such as
regulations and standards can help to mitigate unwanted side effects of XaaS models. For example,
some sharing platform operators have massively restricted the rights of employees (e.g. erosion of fulltime employment, lack of healthcare and insurance benefits), which calls for legal frameworks that
strengthen the employee side and improve working conditions.123

5.2.2 Actions along three policy instruments can encourage the uptake
of XaaS models and circularity
Overall, policymakers can address three key policy instruments to foster the shift towards sustainable
XaaS models that fulfil circular economy principles and reward access over ownership (see Table 1 in
Appendix D). The three policy instruments include (1) economic and market instruments, (2) regulatory
instruments and standards, as well as (3) informational instruments and awareness raising (see Exhibit 23).
Several policy actions could be implemented at relatively short notice. It is necessary to further evaluate
which policy measures could be anchored at European, national and regional policy levels. Some of
these instruments could be horizontal (e.g. fiscal incentives such as resource taxes), others could be
tailored to sectors or products (e.g. EPR systems).
There are a multitude of possible policy actions that can facilitate the transition to producer ownership –
a key aspect of circular XaaS models.126 The following subchapter summarizes key actions which equally
refer to the XaaS model itself (e.g. provide fiscal incentives for Pay-per-Use models) and the key value
levers behind a circular XaaS model such as recycled content quotas (see Table 1 in Appendix D for
further details).
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Exhibit 23
Three
policy instruments
can
stimulate
XaaS
until 2030.
there ismain
great potential
to promote xaas
models
along the
five models
policy instruments
until 2030
Policy instruments

Selected policy actions with high potential

Economic and
market instruments

Adapt taxation to reflect costs associated with negative
externalities and review value added tax regime to increase
incentives for XaaS models

Regulatory
instruments
and standards

Consider how to promote circular XaaS models within the
Ecodesign Directive, either at primary level or through
secondary legislation, e.g. include data access obligations

# of actions identified

15

Extend EPR schemes and include eco-modulation fees in
EPR schemes to encourage circular design

7

6

17

1

3

Further develop Digital Product Passports, as the ability to
attach static and dynamic data to an individual product
expands the possibilities for producer ownership

Informational
instruments and
awareness raising

Inform the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB)
about XaaS models to remove accounting barriers (i.e. adjust
current depreciation rules of valuation and depreciation of
retained assets)

1
short term

5
medium term

long term

Source: SYSTEMIQ collation based on Circular Economy Initiative Deutschland (2021).
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1. Economic and market instruments: Improve market conditions for XaaS
offerings that are both environmentally and socially more equitable
Fiscal incentives, funding support for early-stage capital expenditures, large-scale investments and
public procurement are powerful market instruments to enable the uptake of XaaS business models,
while phasing out environmental and socially harmful products and services. For example, in European
countries, public procurement accounts for about 14% of GDP.127 If only a small proportion is used for
environmentally beneficial product-service systems, this could stimulate demand for XaaS models across
sectors (e.g. intermodal mobility, office and school furniture and computer equipment).

Introduce tax incentives to encourage sustainable XaaS models.
Supply-side tax incentives
•

Improve policy principles to better reflect any costs associated with environmental and health
impacts (so-called “externalities”), for example through higher carbon pricing or resource taxes. Use
the revenues to increase (social) spending.33

•

Adjust waste taxes. Examples include landfill and incineration taxes, disposal bans on certain products
or materials, packaging taxes and pay-as-you-throw schemes.122 For example, France is already going
one step further at the country level: it prohibits the destruction of returned products from online and
offline shopping by law.128
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•

Paying VAT monthly instead of annual payments could help companies to replace traditional
sales models. Companies like MUD Jeans, for example, need to pay an entire year’s worth of VAT
upfront when the pair of jeans is first leased to the customer. Yet they are only able to collect the
VAT from the customer monthly when the lease payment is given.129

Demand-side tax incentives
•

Review the value add tax (VAT) regime to reduce barriers for XaaS models. Existing VAT requirements
add to cash flow concerns for small and new companies. Governmental bodies such as the
German Environment Agency suggest linking VAT regimes to environmental characteristics of
products and to reduce VAT rates for labour-intensive services (such as repair and refurbishment).
Cheaper repair services contribute to TCO reductions for the user, so the use of quality appliances
in XaaS models becomes more attractive than for example buying a cheap washing machine.
Some countries in Europe such as France, Ireland and Spain are using tax reductions as a way to
incentivize repair.130 In Sweden, for example, 50% of the labour costs for repairs of major household
appliances are tax deductible up to a maximum of EUR 5,000. This applies to repairs carried out
by professionals in the home of the owner.131

Provide access to capital, funding grants and training especially for SMEs and
start-ups.
•

Ease access to capital and funding grants for XaaS models if these services have been proven
to provide a positive sustainability impact. Companies implementing use- and result-oriented
business models often need to make large upfront capital investment for high-quality products
and materials with long product lifespans to optimize utilization. Often, they are not able to pay
back in a short time perspective. Funding should also support sector-specific XaaS models such
as for chemical leasing, to help companies innovate at low costs.132 In the same vein, the Greater
London Investment Fund, a GBP 100 million fund of funds, provides loan and equity finance for
early-stage circular businesses, including Products-as-a-Service to support economic growth and
a circular economy ecosystem.133

•

The European Commission should consider including XaaS criteria such as retained ownership in
the CE taxonomy on sustainable finance.134

•

Provide the necessary learning environment and invest in interorganizational innovation spaces
(e.g. those including incubator and accelerator programmes) for developing, experimenting
with, and evaluating radical new service business models linked to circular value creation (e.g.
maintenance, upgrading, repair).

Adjust public procurement rules and consider XaaS models on a governmental
level to ensure green public procurement.
•

One part of the challenge is that civil servants often are (understandably) rather risk-averse, and
the lowest cost option is often prioritized and easiest to compare. Even if the rules accommodate
the possibility of full lifecycle costing, service delivery and XaaS options, political leadership could
further encourage procurement officials to choose these options. Binding criteria, targets and
rules can incentivize officials on national and local levels to purchase XaaS-based offerings.
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•

There may be a need to agree on binding procurement criteria and to adjust current practices,
for example tendering rules for governments and businesses could be adjusted to allow them to
sell back equipment to privately-owned companies.

•

Public authorities could create circular procurement guidelines allowing governments to prioritize
and assess XaaS models.

•

Lastly, governments could establish binding targets/quotas for the consumption of reused,
remanufactured and recycled products.

2. Regulatory instruments and (performance-oriented) standards: reduce

uncertainties and encourage businesses to innovate

In a circular economy, areas that were previously considered in isolation from each other, such as product
design and product disposal (waste), are linked and benefit equally from the exchange of information and
resources. This transformation requires that policymakers know how to apply circular approaches in their
policymaking such that regulations are more closely interlinked. To reduce lifecycle-wide environmental
impacts of products and services, legislation, e.g. Ecodesign and waste regulations, should be better
connected. This includes anchoring producer ownership and circular economy principles such as
“reduce” and “reuse” across legislation, for example in the Sustainable Product Initiative and EU consumer
legislations. Product-group specific elements (e.g. rates
of recycled content, minimum lifetime) would need to be
considered in secondary legislation (implementing acts
once the sustainable product policy is implemented).135
Regulatory instruments may be co-designed by regulators
from across different departments for better coordination
and alignment. For politicians, it can be important to

Case Box 17:
The EU Policy Lab aims to
co-design policy innovations

facilitate stronger exchange between line ministries,
which propose or develop regulations (see Case box 17).

The EU Policy Lab by the Joint Research

The following adjustments to existing regulations could

Center (JRC) facilitates conversation and

be implemented in the relatively short term.

collaboration between policymakers and
stakeholders. It aims to bring innovation
to European policymaking through fostering engagement and developing
interactions, processes and tools. The
work is based on four complementary
pillars: foresight, modelling, behavioural
insights, and design for policy. Thereby,
co-designing is a key element, connecting
different fields of expertise. For instance,
the foresight project ‘A vision for the EU
Sharing Economy’ informed EU policy
actions based on expert interviews and
workshops together with then EU Commission Vice President Jyrki Katainen and
the Directorate General for the Internal
market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and
SMEs (DG GROW).136
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Change current waste laws from waste management approaches to systemic
resource management.
•

Extended producer responsibility (EPR) systems incentivize XaaS models since they involve a
charging mechanism to ensure that those putting products on the market cover the end-of-life
costs. Policymakers should implement existing EPRs effectively at national level for packaging and
WEEE and extend their use through EU regulations to further goods categories and waste streams
(e.g. textiles and construction materials).125

•

EPRs have been criticized for providing little incentive for producers to Ecodesign. One way to
improve EPRs is to include eco-modulation fees in EPR systems. Eco-modulation is a scheme
proposed to reduce the fees for products designed for a circular economy. Products with circular
design (e.g. a minimum percentage of recycled content, or high reparability index) could benefit
from reduced fees, while those with design barriers, which are also often exported to developing
countries for end-of-life treatment, could incur higher fees.137

•

In addition, it would be useful to evaluate how eco-modulation could be used to incentivize
producer ownership schemes. One of the benefits of EPR eco-modulation is the internalization
of externalities, thus preventing the most difficult-to-repair/recycle designs (e.g. black and red
dye in plastic packaging). Producer ownership means that these costs already remain with the
company bringing the product to market, even without EPR. Consequently, in XaaS, but also in
traditional distribution models, companies would be obliged to take responsibility for all lifecycle
stages, from Ecodesign to recycling.124 Overall, producer ownership leads to closed-loop options
that are superior to EPR schemes.

•

Include circular economy definitions in current waste regulations, specifically refine end-of-waste
and “by-products”. Policymakers should integrate definitions and standards to prevent waste
status of returned components/cores (i.e. returned “cores” are not waste) and distinguish product
categories of remanufactured, used, and newly manufactured goods in international trade.132
Producer ownership models can already provide a major advantage here by avoiding definition
as waste. Nevertheless, end-of-waste criteria would be very useful for some materials.

•

Potentially set material-specific recycled content quotas which increase confidence for investments
in recycling capacity and mandates for common waste collection systems to increase the quality
of recyclate streams, hence foster the development of secondary material markets.121

Create a level playing field for XaaS models through the Sustainable Products
Initiative, including the review and widening of the EU Ecodesign Directive.135
•

The Ecodesign Directive is supporting companies to apply circular strategies along the build phase,
use phase and loop phase. However, it needs to go beyond the focus on energy efficiency to take
into account product lifecycles and incentivize producer ownership to support XaaS models.138

•

Potentially regulate the amount of recycled content in products (e.g. packaging) and increase
the recyclate quality by banning substances that can harm humans or the environment.139 This
would oblige industries to use secondary materials, boosting their demand, and thereby increasing
confidence for investors in recycling facilities and systems.
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•

Evaluate when and how to exercise the right to ban environmentally harmful practices, products,
and materials as well as material mixtures, especially when alternative approaches are available.
To avoid internal market issues, bans would need to be executed at EU level.

•

To drive the circular transition, policymakers could consider a definition of minimum lifetime of
goods and critical components which provides both clarity for the consumers and also XaaS
model facilitators (e.g. independent repair services, or platform provider)140 and assess circular
criteria (e.g. on reparability and recyclability) in the European product registry for market access
(i.e. Conformité Européenne/CE marking).

•

Actors along the value chain who facilitate XaaS models should get discrimination-free access to
manuals, spare parts and repair tools to ensure local repair of products.141

•

Standards ensuring the “right to repair” for users and autonomous repair facilities could also apply
to update (obsolete) software and be mandatory for more products (e.g. smartphones and
computers).142

Prove and control sustainability impact of XaaS models through standards on
environmental performance and design.
•

The development of digital product passports based on standardized information is already a priority
for the European Union. Digital product passports facilitate the exchange of environmental and
circularity-related data among supply chain collaborators and consumers. The ability to attach
static and dynamic (including product-generated) data to an individual product will enhance
the possibilities for producer ownership. In turn, digital product passports can help to increase
supply chain transparency, and ensure that minimum sustainability criteria (e.g. human rights due
diligence) are respected.

•

In addition, implementing performance-oriented standards bound by stringent environmental
targets could remove barriers to XaaS models while providing an equal playing field.125
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3. Informational instruments and awareness raising: spread information and
awareness on decarbonization (i.e. environmental benefits) and TCO (i.e.
economic benefits) effects of XaaS business models to empower conscious
decision-making.143
Policymaking could include a range of education, information and awareness-raising tools aimed at
public and private institutions as well as consumers.

Public and private institutions
•

Educate public and private institutions working in finance, for example the International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB), on XaaS models in order to remove barriers (e.g. adjust current depreciation
rules of valuation and depreciation of retained assets). Digital product passports can enable
appropriate residual value calculations for accounting throughout product lifecycle stages. This
can help to take into account reduced sales returns, but increased asset values and future income
(and hence different cash-flow).

•

Foster circular knowledge development and experimentation with access- and result-oriented
business models particularly targeting businesses (Case box 18).

Consumers
•

Translate lifecycle footprint information of the digital
product passport into labelling or scoring and make
product labels and repair scores mandatory for
certain products and services. Labelling should
provide information on the environmental condition
of products and services and specifically address
resource-efficiency and obsolescence of products.
These labels could declare the average product life
at points of sale and should retain their validity even

•

Case Box 18:
Plattform Industrie 4.0
Initiatives such as the German Industry
4.0 Initiative (“Plattform Industrie 4.0”)
(supported by the Federal Ministry for
Economic Affairs and Energy and the

after the first sales cycle.

Federal Ministry of Education and Re-

Often customers are not sure what “sustainable”

nesses, public authorities and society

means and rely on producer information. Labels should

and enable these market participants to

be designed in a way to provide clearer guidance

discover joint opportunities and barriers

on how to compare different products and which

related to standardization, technology,

products to choose (e.g. by implementing product

security and legal framework condi-

circularity scores).

tions. For example, the working group on
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search) drive exchange among busi-

digital business models explores which
•

Provide information from product passports in a user-

types of business models are suitable for

friendly way. By making data accessible on all products

Industry 4.0 applications (e.g. Products-

in a machine-readable and interoperable way, it

as-a-Service).144

should become possible for third parties to create
interfaces to inform consumers about the sustainability
of their choices (e.g. do the data-crunching for
consumers via algorithms).
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5.3

Industry action: mobilize an emerging ecosystem of XaaS
pioneers and innovators

5.3.1 Entrepreneurial innovation can address critical XaaS challenges
and foster circular industrial systems
Entrepreneurial innovation will be critical for establishing
circular XaaS models that leave behind incremental
solutions and set the basis for the dematerialized, outcomebased, circular economy.
On the one hand, entrepreneurial innovators will be
important for developing novel solutions that enable
large incumbent firms to improve and scale their circular
XaaS systems. Incumbents aiming to explore XaaS models
require innovation on various organizational levels and
a wide range of business activities in the build, use and
loop phase (e.g. from the IT/digital capabilities, through
organizational change management, to the entire ecosystem
management). Of course, this requires strengthening internal
innovation but also drawing on new forms of cooperation
with external innovators when designing XaaS solution
ecosystems. However, many nascent innovations have
yet to be developed. Enabling innovators can contribute
to solving the range of specific XaaS-related challenges
described in Chapter 3. Illustrative cases show how

Case Box 19:
Relayr. Unleashing data
from machines to guarantee
business outcomes.
Relayr provides a combination of IIoT
technology and its delivery paired
with financial and insurance offerings.
Leveraging IIoT infrastructure and
being part of the Munich Re family,
the company empowers industrial
companies to achieve their desired
business outcomes. Relayr delivers a
complete solution for risk-free digital
transformations – enabling a successful
transition from CapEx to OpEx.145

entrepreneurial innovators have started to tap into these
areas from different perspectives (see Case boxes 19-23).
More broadly, enabling entrepreneurial innovations are
required to shape circular economy ecosystems generally.
Exemplary circularity enablers include the following:
• Controlling and optimizing material flows in the use
phase

Case Box 20:
Circuly. Enabling circular
business models.

• Improving lifecycle energy efficiency
• Facilitating lifecycle producer ownership and takeback schemes
• Providing IT/digital readiness (e.g. with IoT sensors and
data analytics)
• Ensuring lifetime utility maximization
• Leveraging localized repair, reuse, refurbish, and
remanufacturing networks
• Enabling high-value-material recovery networks

Circuly provides subscription management software for optimizing existing or
establishing new circular rental models
as a white-label solution. The company
facilitates the payment setup, the self-administration by the customer, and the
lifecycle management of the product.
It further enables the integration of third
providers such as logistics companies.146
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On the other hand, disruptive innovators and start-

advantages, especially in terms of agility and

ups are important for developing new XaaS offerings

radical customer focus – which are particularly

directly. This is a vibrant field for entrepreneurs

relevant elements for building circular XaaS models

across industrial sectors, as described earlier as

at the necessary speed. The European business

part of the emerging European XaaS landscape

landscape represents a fertile ground for new

(see Chapter 2). Young companies often have

XaaS innovation.
Supporting entrepreneurial innovation can follow
different perspectives. One route relates to

Case Box 21:
Twist. Letting brands sell
access to their products.

intensified collaborations between corporates
and start-ups, which can create lasting mutual
benefits. Incumbents may particularly benefit
from catalysing entrepreneurial innovation early
on (e.g. through joint build-to-order projects

Twist provides an integrated platform to

and improving legacy structures and routines)

design, manage and deliver Hardware-

to acquire XaaS readiness and achieve proof-

as-a-Service. The platform lets producers

of-concepts quickly. Another avenue relates to

configure circular service bundles inte-

formal support structures for entrepreneurs, which

grating service agreements, contracts,

could be particularly tailored to XaaS innovation

lifecycle management and measuring,

(e.g. innovation clusters, incubation programmes,

and financing. Product connectivity and

university accelerators). Such programmes could

the digitized lifecycle enable detailed

be particularly effective if they address specific

use-phase analytics which in turn lets twist

structural systemic deficiencies (e.g. underutilization

finance a more capital-efficient model.147

of specific asset types) through XaaS as search
frame for solutions. In a similar vein, the venture
capital funding landscape should implement
dedicated strategies and models for XaaS.

Case Box 22:
TULU. Providing on-demand
access to appliances and
devices.
TULU provides a smart platform and
modular units equipped with a variety of
appliances and devices for residential,
student housing, office, and hospitality
areas. Tenants can choose with which
high-quality products these units are
equipped. These products are connected
via an app-based platform, thus providing
on-demand access to appliances and
devices.148

Case Box 23:
OMOCOM. INSURANCE FOR
SCALING CIRCULAR BUSINESS
MODELS.
Omocom provides digital insurance
solutions for business models of the
circular economy such as sharing, rental,
leasing or resale. Through data-driven
risk optimization, the company aims to
improve the necessary trust base and
incentives for circular business model
innovation.149
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5.3.2 Collaboration and systemic partnerships can strengthen circular
value chains
A circular industrial system requires not only individual pioneers establishing sustainable XaaS models,
but especially extended partnerships that strengthen regional value creation and, eventually, wider
ecosystems of complementary XaaS models that can completely reshape industries.
First, as described in Chapter 3, circular XaaS systems require many business activities and processes
(e.g. reverse logistics) to work together in a solution ecosystem. Therefore, XaaS providers require
partners with complementary roles. Some roles might shift; for example, customers might shift from value
consumption to actively engaging in the value chain as value co-creators. Buyer-supplier relationships
might change from being transactional to more integrated and relational partnerships (e.g. with
suppliers also providing all the necessary information to establish a loop phase).150 Completely new
partnerships may be required to run local service operations or material recovery strategies. In sum,
these developments in the solution ecosystem landscape bring partners closer together, in terms of
relationships and also the regional depth of vertical integration.47 In turn, this can strengthen regional
value creation and employment, as services and circular strategies generally entail labour-intensive
jobs.151,152 Since it is often complex and time-consuming to establish such ecosystem partnership
models, it will be important to find supportive ways for enabling such collaborations (e.g. through
guidance on legal partnership questions such as governance and decision rights, facilitating efficient
communication within solution ecosystems, or enabling partner identification through platforms). Such
XaaS partnerships can build the foundation of a new European industrial value proposition: promoting
high-quality and decent jobs through circular and digital business models made in Europe fostering
resource-productive and technically advanced product-service-systems.153
Second, shaping an integrated and vertically aligned value chain can go beyond individual XaaS
solution ecosystems: connecting related XaaS models can enable a fully circular value chain. The
solution ecosystem represents the extended partnership model that is effectively delivering a specific
XaaS model. An integrated circular value chain ecosystem goes beyond such individual models and
fosters a circular value chain where XaaS models are connected and aligned. This means that starting
from the final product and service provision, downstream value chain practices must be reconfigured.
The implementation of circular XaaS business models along a circular value chain can provide the
necessary alignment of interest for the emerging network of solution ecosystems to function together.
For example (Exhibit 24): a material provider might implement Material-as-a-Service (or Moleculesas-a-Service) and is essentially reimbursed for the utility the materials/molecules provide throughout
the value chain and product lifecycles (i.e. material leasing against a use fee). The company thus
is incentivized to provide long-lasting materials to component manufacturers while at the end-oflife, used/recycled materials are returned. Component suppliers may in turn run a XaaS model for
their components, they also retain control and are reimbursed for the performance, potentially
with a bonus for efficiency. The OEM/producer offers the final Product-as-a-Service and reimburses
suppliers for the service and efficiency of their components/materials. End-of-life organizations such
as recyclers are reimbursed for the service of recovering the value inherent in materials, not for the
material recovered itself.
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exhibit 24
XaaS
necessary
alignment
of interest
to configure
circular
XaaScan
cancreate
createthethe
necessary
alignment
of interest
to configure
value chains.

circular value chains

circular value chain
Material take-back

component take-back

product take-back

Materials solution
ecosystem

Tier 1/2 solution
ecosystem

Producer solution
ecosystem

Materialas-a-Service
Provider

Componentas-a-Service
Provider

Productas-a-Service
Provider

user

Equipment provider solution ecosystem

Equipment-as-a-Service Provider

XaaS-based value
delivery

XaaS-based value
delivery

XaaS-based value
delivery

Alignment of interest &
information feedback loops
Source: SYSTEMIQ.

Such fully circular, service-based value chains would entail complex transactions and coordination
efforts but would unleash significant benefits. The common theme of an alignment of interest could
lead to the optimal use of resources and functionality of products throughout lifecycle(s). However,
such extensive XaaS-based, circular value chains are complex to establish, entail many open questions
(e.g. related to required material transparency on a granular level, degradation of materials, or
practical handling of reverse logistics) and do not yet exist. Often such models challenge existing
system boundaries and incentive structures. Further research is needed to examine the specific
challenges and systemic enablers of circular value chains.
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5.3.3 Facilitating exchange and mobilizing actors for implementing
circular business and operating models
Mobilizing actors to facilitate the widespread adoption of XaaS models can foster the transition to a
circular economy. Building integrated, closed-loop value chains requires collective action and a mutually
reinforcing momentum. This means fostering active exchange and cooperation among pioneering
companies as well as those who want to embark on a XaaS journey. Together, actors can experiment,
learn, adapt, and scale. In the circular economy space, such initiatives already exist (Case boxes 24-26).
Cutting through the complexity of XaaS business
and operating model design can be enabled by
active exchange with partners and likeminded
companies (in the pre-competitive space). The
operational barriers to implementation in companies
will depend on specific organizational and product
characteristics, but there are many themes of
common challenges (e.g. managing barriers,

Case Box 24:
The Capital Equipment Coalition –
driving systemic change through an
industry coalition

designing internal transfer pricing schemes) that

The Capital Equipment Coalition (consisting of

benefit from sharing lessons learnt to ease the

a Europe and North America cohort) comprises

transition to XaaS. In addition, learning from best

forward-thinking companies working in the sector

practices of pioneers can be an inspiration for

of capital equipment. The Coalition strives for

other XaaS initiatives.

a circular capital equipment industry, where

At the same time, common barriers on an institutional
level can be jointly addressed. Joining forces to
seek a level playing field in which XaaS models
can thrive is more powerful when demanded
together. Respective cooperations should share
a systemic ambition and narrative. On this basis,
specific demands for enabling conditions (e.g.
policy support) can be voiced – and are anchored
in a collective vision of enabling a new, green
industrial growth paradigm through circular and
digital business models. A circular industrial model
optimized around outcomes and decoupled
from primary resource use is the overlooked key
to generate prosperity, to direct progress, and to
renew Europe’s value proposition.

material loops are closed and value is preserved
to its fullest extent across product lifecycles. The
Coalition collaboratively identifies challenges
and opportunities, shares best practices and
develops solutions to drive change towards
a circular economy for capital equipment
industries. It strives to engage and enable other
players in the public and private sector with the
knowledge to accelerate collective progress
and, further, sets an example by committing
through bold pledges. Through an industry
approach, common challenges are better
understood; shared insights trigger a rethinking
attitude and can give direction to shape new
ideas and ways of thinking, collaboratively
influencing other systems (e.g. regulatory,
broader society) and driving standardization
and harmonization of a shared language (at
several layers, such as technical, data, social).154
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Case Box 25:
The Circular Economy Initiative
Deutschland – mobilizing
stakeholders for a national
circular economy transition

Case box 26:
SITRA – the innovation fund for
making Finland a pioneer in
sustainable WELLBEING

The Circular Economy Initiative Deutschland

funded but supervised by the Finnish

involves business, science and social actors
to develop a common circular economy
vision for Germany, to investigate concrete
use cases and support their implementation.
The working group consists of representatives
of various leading companies, scientific
institutions and civil society organizations.
The main task of the working group is to
develop a Circular Economy Roadmap,
providing an overarching national strategy
to achieve a resource-efficient economy.
Within the working groups, exchanges take
place on specific topics such as new value
networks for packaging or traction batteries.
In the process, opportunities and challenges
regarding the implementation of the circular
economy are worked out.155

Sitra is a public foundation independently
Parliament. Sitra aims to create preconditions for reform and opportunities for
change with respect to three themes:
a carbon-neutral circular economy; capacity for renewal; and new working
life and a sustainable economy. Sitra
operates as a think tank and investment
company and provides research, studies, training and events. For example,
Sitra is the main organizer of the World
Circular Economy Forum, where business
leaders, policymakers, researchers, and
innovators are brought together to exchange on circular economy solutions.
Thus, by means of thought leadership
and investments, Sitra fosters circular
innovation on a systemic level.156
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Glossary
Capital expenditure (CapEx) and operating expenditure (OpEx)
Capital expenditures (CapEx) increase the capacity or productivity of a particular asset or extends its
useful life. They often relate to long-term investment decisions of a company. Operating expenditures
(OpEx) or operating expenses are expenses incurred when operating a business (e.g. depreciation,
rent, salaries or utilities), other than the cost of goods sold.157
Circular economy (CE)
The Ellen MacArthur Foundation defines a circular economy as “a systemic approach to economic
development designed to benefit businesses, society, and the environment. In contrast to the ‘takemake-waste’ linear model, a circular economy is regenerative by design and aims to gradually
decouple prosperity from the consumption of finite resources.” Three principles according to which a
circular economy is described in line with biological and technical cycles: (1) Design out waste and
pollution; (2) Keep products and materials in use; and (3) Regenerate natural systems. The CE replaces
the end-of-life concept with reducing, reusing, recycling and recovering materials in production and
consumption processes.31,158
Decoupling (absolute and relative) and dematerialization
Decoupling refers to disconnecting the use of primary resources or the emission of greenhouse gases from
economic activity. Absolute resource decoupling entails that total material consumption of a country
or company decreases while economic activity (i.e. Gross Domestic Product or revenues) increases. This
follows the principle of dematerialization: the reduction of resource use to achieve the same or better
outcomes of economies. This requires (a) increasing the resource efficiency or resource productivity of
products and services, and (b) reducing the use of primary materials (such as ores, minerals, or metals)
by improving the recycling and reuse of secondary materials (i.e. moving to a circular economy).159
Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR)
Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) is a policy principle that places substantial responsibility – financial
and/or operational – on producers for the treatment or disposal of post-consumer products. It aims at
internalizing environmental externalities related to the end-of-life management of products. Thus, EPR
intends to foster sustainable product and waste management systems. A more stringent form of EPR
includes eco-modulation fees. Eco-modulation is a scheme proposed to reduce the fees for products
designed for a circular economy. Products with circular design (e.g. a minimum percentage of recycled
content) could benefit from reduced fees.160
Lifecycle assessment (LCA)
Lifecycle assessment (LCA) is the evaluation of the impacts associated with all phases of a product
or service’s useful life, from cradle to grave. It focuses on individual product and service systems and
is therefore often used to compare the environmental performance of goods and services. In LCA,
a distinction is usually made between different activities along the value chain up to the end-of-life
phase of a product.159
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Industry 4.0
Industry 4.0 refers to the intelligent interconnection of machines and operation processes in industrial
settings with the help of information and communication technology. Thereby, Industry 4.0 is characterized
by four fundamental technologies that enable companies to revolutionize their value creation
processes in a completely new way: connectivity (sensors, Internet of Things (IoT), cloud computing,
blockchain); analytics and intelligence (advanced analytics, machine learning, artificial intelligence);
human-machine-interaction (automation, virtual and augmented reality, robotics); and advanced
manufacturing technologies (additive manufacturing, renewable energy, nanoparticles).11,161
Industry 5.0
Industry 5.0 offers a vision of industry that goes beyond efficiency and profit as sole goals and strengthens
the role and contribution of industry to society and nature. It puts the wellbeing of workers at the
centre and uses new technologies to create prosperity beyond jobs and growth while respecting our
planet’s boundaries. It expands the existing “Industry 4.0” approach, for example by specifically putting
research and innovation at the service of the transition to a sustainable, people-centred and resilient
European industry. This includes an economy that focuses on dematerialization, that decouples material
consumption and negative environmental externalities from economic activity, growth and wellbeing.
(This description builds on the definition of the European Commission DG Research & Innovation).162
Producer ownership
Producer ownership means that manufacturers are or fully act as owners of their materials and products.
The intent of such a change would be that products are designed and managed in a circular way (e.g.
avoid waste, reuse, repurposing, refurbishment, remanufacturing, closed loop recycling). From a policy
perspective, producer ownership schemes go beyond EPR approaches: incentives and regulations
steer producers to retain ownership and thus internalize operating and end-of-life costs by the time
the product is brought to market.95
Rebound effect
A rebound effect occurs when a positive eco-innovation on the micro level leads to negative effects
on a higher meso/macro level. This phenomenon can occur through a change in consumer behaviour,
i.e. consumers use more of an efficient product, which – at least partially – offsets the efficiency
improvements per unit of that product.159 For example, cost reductions could stimulate more demand
for the same product and underlying utility than before (e.g. passenger kilometres travelled by car).
More comfortable and cheaper services can replace a less competitive service that has a better
environmental impact (e.g. ride-hailing substituting public transport).
Secondary material
Secondary material is material that has already been used and recycled. Hence, secondary material
is the recycled raw material recovered by recycling processes – in particular purified materials, base
substances or metals. The goal of a circular economy is to keep the value of materials as long as possible
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(e.g. through reuse) and reintroduce them into production processes upon end-of-life. The inherent
aim of dematerialization entails raising the quantity of secondary materials used in production and
consumption.159 Compared to newly extracted materials (i.e. primary material), secondary materials
– especially metals – have a significantly lower CO2 footprint. For example, secondary steel has 1/6 of
the embedded emissions of primary steel.101,159
Scope 1, Scope 2, and Scope 3 emissions
The Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHG Protocol) Corporate Standard classifies a company’s greenhouse gas
emissions in three scopes and requires the reporting company to account for and report all of its Scope 1
and Scope 2 emissions.
Scope 1 emissions represent direct emissions from owned or controlled sources (e.g. combustion of
fuels at the company facilities or company vehicles).
Scope 2 comprises indirect emissions from the generation of purchased energy that are required for
own operations (e.g. purchased electricity, steam, heating and cooling for own use).
Scope 3 emissions are all indirect emissions that occur in the reporting company’s value chain (i.e.
not owned), including upstream and downstream emissions. On average, Scope 3 emissions make up
3/4 of a product’s lifecycle carbon footprint and outweigh Scope 1 and 2 emissions for companies
by a factor of 3. So far, Scope 3 emissions reporting is voluntary but the focus of regulators increases.
Examples of upstream activities comprise waste generated in operations, employee commuting and
business travel, or emissions from the production of goods and services purchased by the company
(e.g. materials and components). Examples of downstream activities include the processing of sold
products, the use of sold products (i.e. emissions resulting from product usage), or the end-of-life
treatment of sold products. The development of a complete corporate GHG emissions inventory would
allow organizations to understand the impact of their operations across the value chain and focus
efforts on where they can have the greatest impact.58,163,164
Total cost of ownership (TCO)
The total cost of ownership (TCO) is an extended cost accounting and is used to determine the total
costs incurred throughout the lifecycle of an asset in order to facilitate decisions on its procurement
and operation. This involves analysing all the acquisition and usage costs incurred over the lifecycle
of the object.165
XaaS (Everything-as-a-Service or X-as-a-Service)
Everything-as-a-Service or X-as-a-Service (XaaS) is an umbrella term for all types of products (software/
hardware) offered in service-oriented business models. Everything-as-a-Service (XaaS) models combine
tangible products and intangible services so that they are jointly capable of satisfying final user needs.
In XaaS models, producers typically maintain product ownership and lifecycle responsibility and are
consequently incentivized towards adopting circular economy strategies (long-lasting and circular
design, use-phase intensification, maintenance, repair, reuse, remanufacturing, refurbishing, and
recycling). Moving to XaaS models at scale promotes the shift to a performance economy.30,36,47,166
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Appendix A: supporting material to Chapter 2
Appendix
A.1: Criteria for XaaS readiness (Section 2)
exhibit
25
XaaS models have been found to work better for products that meet a combination of technical/
design criteria, financial/business criteria, and market/customer criteria (see Exhibit 25). For example,
products that are:
•

rather investment-intensive (i.e. resulting in CapEx to OpEx shift advantages);

•

technically advanced and require maintenance and repair during lifetime (i.e. allow for substantial
service potential and value creation in the use phase);

•

are generally mobile to transport (i.e. allow for reuse and second-life applications);

•

are used infrequently by the single customer (i.e. resulting in high potential for increasing utilization);

•

and/or are not heavily influenced by emotional attachment or extremely customized (i.e. can be
valued similarly by different users).

exhibit 25
Nine criteria help decide to what extent a product is suitable for XaaS models.

Nine CRITERIA HELP DECIDE TO WHAT EXTENT A PRODUCT IS SUITABLE FOR AS-A-SERVICE MODELS
Technical/Design criteria

1

Durability/
ability to keep value

2

Mobility of goods

3

Complexity of product
requiring servicing
maintenance & repair support

6

Potential for additional value
through added services/
plug into or creating an
integrated system

7

Potential to increase
utilization

9

Potential to avoid significant
value loss at start of the
product use phase

FINANCIAL/BUSINESS criteria

5

Upfront investment/capital
intensity

MARKET/CUSTOMER criteria

8

Emotional distance/rationality

Source: SYSTEMIQ collation based on Stahel, W. (2010), Tukker et al. (2015).

4

Product aggregation
(materials, parts, products)
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Appendix B: supporting material to Chapter 3
Appendix B.1: Tools to discover customer needs (Section 3.1.1)
Several tools exist which can help to discover and define the underlying needs companies are trying to
meet with their XaaS offerings. Defining personas is a qualitative approach that might help companies to
understand different customer groups more deeply (based on different characteristics and needs). For
example, several open-access design thinking tools and courses are provided by IDEO (see webpage).167
Customer decision journeys are another tool helping companies to understand how customers make
their buying decisions. For example, the Delft Design Guide presents an overview of design models,
approaches and methods including customer decision journeys.168 This tool is particularly interesting
for companies which already have a product in place and want to discover how they could optimize
the customer’s journey with a shift away from traditional sales to an XaaS model.
Digital technologies help to discover customer needs and preferences. Today, customers are constantly
connected and change consumption habits. Applying data analytics enables companies to evaluate
purchase history and behaviour to discover customer needs. Digital technologies such as mobile devices
and machine learning as well as racking and tracing technologies allow companies to fulfil customer
needs in the moment they occur or use data for feedback loops into product/service optimization,
ultimately resulting in a better customer experience.
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Appendix B.2: IFRS 16 as enabler for result- and use-oriented business models
(Section 3.2.1)
The international accounting standard on leasing (IFRS 16) seems to be an enabler of service-oriented
business models.169 Result- and some forms of use-oriented business models allow for off-balance
sheet financing which supports a shift from CapEx to OpEx accounting and financing for companies
(Info box 2).

Info box 2:
IFRS 16 as enabler for use- and result-oriented business
models
Since 2019, IFRS 16 prohibits off-balance sheet accounting for operating leases.
IFRS 16 is an enabler of result-oriented and some use-oriented business models
depending on the contractual arrangements since it allows customers to
circumvent on-balance sheet investments which results in a shift from CapEx
to OpEx (especially relevant for high-value asset industries seeking to improve
key KPIs such as equity ratio, EBITDA, and covenant regulations).169,170
In result-oriented models, the commercial customer effectively pays for the
output while risks and rewards of the transaction substantially remain with the
provider and the assets remain under legal control of the provider. Furthermore,
some use-oriented models (e.g. Pay-per-Use) offer leeway for off-balance sheet
financing.171
This provides opportunities for commercial customers seeking off-balance
sheet solutions, as IFRS 16 holds that payments for operating leases are no
longer P&L expenses to the customer. Instead, a right to use asset is capitalized
(in accordance with acquisition costs) and a corresponding payment/lease
liability has to be created (the discounted amount of all future lease payments is
recognized as a lease liability), effectively preventing leasing as an off-balance
sheet financing solution.170,172
As off-balance sheet financing is advantageous for some companies, resultoriented business models (only paying for the result not for access to the assets)
and some forms of use-oriented business models (short-term access to assets;
Pay-per-Use) provide an option to perform off-balance sheet investments – as
long as no transfer of the right to control the use of an identified asset for an
agreed period of time in return for payment occurs. This requires a case-by-case
assessment of the relevant contract.
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Appendix B.3: Internal ecosystem – managing intraorganizational capabilities
(section 3.4.1.1)
Especially for established companies, XaaS models often challenge key activities and processes in
some organizational areas: Stronger service orientation and lifecycle product responsibility require
new structures and processes. Companies may need to:
•

Decide on how/where to integrate XaaS models within the actual organizational structure (see
section 3.2). Options range from full organizational integration or cross-functional set-ups to more
hybrid organizations such as SPVs or spin-offs. The latter increases the independency of XaaS
initiatives from the current organizational set-up (e.g. enables the implementation of new KPIs
and new forms of collaboration) while the core company’s processes can still be leveraged.
Ensuring higher flexibility and independency for XaaS initiatives can give traditional companies
an innovative boost and represent a lab for experimenting with new ways of production and
consumption, that are “too sexy to kill”, regardless of potentially longer returns on investment (ROI).

•

Revise controlling/KPI processes and (sales) incentives schemes that may need to differ for XaaS
models. For example, KPI-driven decision-making has to consider long-term transition horizons,
bridging the initial revenue gap (see Info box 1 on “swallowing the fish” in section 3.2.2), and
controlling logics based on recurring revenue streams. Moreover, traditional sales departments
may need to adjust sales incentives and an accounting mindset that does properly reflect the
material value and is tailored to product-service-bundles that represent revenue-generating assets.

•

Streamline processes towards agility. Processes linked to XaaS models typically have to deal with
more internal and external information (e.g. from the customer side) and have to be responsive.
The challenge is typically not the theoretical availability of solutions such as data analytics, but
the practical integration into the existing IT landscape and especially the interoperability with
other partners (see section 3.4.1.2).

XaaS models require more interdisciplinarity between different organizational units and potentially
evaluating new company activities.
•

Collaboration across functional units is essential and may require breaking organizational silos.
Different organizational units such as sales, product development, customer service, controlling,
finance, treasury, and supplier management must be taken along the transformation pathway
towards service-based value offerings, diverting from product sales-focused organizations.
Depending on the context and potential legacy structure, XaaS models may require completely
new organizational activities.

•

Some organizational units are especially affected by the implementation of XaaS models. R&D and
product design departments need to consider XaaS model requirements and circularity levers to
optimize both TCO and design for sustainability. Sales organizations may need to redefine the sales
narrative and shape a performance-oriented value proposition (e.g. including how to optimize
flexibility while sharing risks). Customer service may need to change, from aftersales support to
evolving as a relational service partner. New roles might include to maintain and optimize products
or equipment as well as to perform diagnostics and data analytics, contributing to improve the
equipment’s and ultimately the company’s performance.48
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•

Simple measures such as creating a position of responsibility that promotes the exchange within
the company department is essential for the success of the XaaS model. This can be achieved
by, for example, linking the development department, the design department and the repair/
aftersales department.

A new set of capabilities may be required to realize XaaS models – including both soft skills and hard
functional skills.
•

Setting up XaaS models and adjusting the described organizational structure benefits from exploring
new ways of working (e.g. agile sprints, scrum). Beyond that, change management capabilities
can help to shift thinking from selling volume and quantity to delivering outputs and fulfilling needs,
thereby taking all employees along on the transformation to a service-oriented organization.
Departments, and in particular the sales teams, need to be trained and supported towards the
service-oriented value proposition.

•

Beyond that, introducing carbon footprint/lifecycle assessment (LCA) experts can be effective to
understand and optimize sustainability of XaaS models (i.e. closed loop engineering). For example,
in recent years, several companies have made the strategic decision to establish circular economy
hubs within their companies to scale up such thinking within the organization. A functional circular
economy responsibility can positively influence the wider organizational transition towards circularity
and help define priority areas with the greatest economic and environmental impact.

Companies shifting to XaaS models need to decide on a transformation path considering three phases:
•

A pilot and design sprint phase focusing on rapid development of use cases following a design,
experiment, learn and adopt logic.

•

A test and product development phase (e.g. investing into larger scale implementation with
infrastructure build out, tests with first customers, changes of organizational structures etc.).

•

A scale phase (e.g. optimize pricing, discover flexible refinancing solution to avoid inflating the
balance sheet etc.).173
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Appendix B.4: IT/digital requirements for XaaS readiness (Section 3.4.1.2)
Managing an XaaS business model and operating model requires changes in the IT tools and digital
capabilities of most support business functions. Examples include billing and pricing activities, sales
and aftersales activities or customer support services. For example, billing in XaaS models will become
recurring and potentially more complex. Sales and aftersales may converge. Customer support services
will likely move towards an even more connected experience (e.g. shared view on data from producer
and client’s IT infrastructure).
A strong ICT infrastructure will be vital to interconnect business functions internally. In particular, this
means connecting data from operations to sales, billing, and customer service. In practice, this requires
the interconnection and potentially integration of several key IT systems e.g. CRM (customer relationship
management), ERP (enterprise resource planning) and MES (manufacturing execution system).
With respect to the product and operating model, digital technologies will be essential to enable the
necessary operational shift. Whereas, in recent years, production processes and the product build
phase have been the key focus of Industry 4.0 technologies (i.e. focusing on smart manufacturing,
aiming to improve production processes in terms of efficiency), the use and loop phase is now shifting
more and more into the centre of attention. Game-changing technologies already exist due to recent
technological advancements; examples include digital twins, blockchain, IoT sensors, big data analytics,
cloud computing, and artificial intelligence. In many companies, their application has largely focused
on production efficiency and productivity, while an extension to all stages of the product lifecycle will
now be needed. An efficient data flow between all lifecycle phases must be ensured. For example, by
developing a material or product passport (e.g. using traceability and blockchain tools), producers can
trace and assess the state of condition of most products throughout all lifecycles. A strong and robust ICT
infrastructure will need to connect these stages and enable information management. This may require
interoperability and standards used in alignment with other ecosystem participants.174
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Appendix B.5: Enabling ecosystem partners and potential activities (Section 3.4.3)
The enabling ecosystem focuses on creating supporting structures and collaboration beyond the
boundaries of the solution ecosystem in order to drive innovation or to represent common interests.
Depending on the objective of the XaaS provider or orchestrator, the macro-level enabling ecosystem
can include a variety of relevant stakeholders from politics, society, business/industry, and research. Exhibit
26 summarizes relevant stakeholders in the enabling ecosystem alongside a set of potential activities
that these ecosystem partners can address to foster the value creation potential of XaaS models.

exhibit 26

potential activities which can be pursued in the enabling ecosystem by
Potential activities which can be pursued in the enabling ecosystem by
collaborating with different partners
collaborating with different partners.
Enabling Ecosystem

Potential activities
Support pioneers e.g.
through local networks (local
governmental bodies,
start-ups)

Reduce barriers for local
OEMs to adopt new
business models

Put XaaS models on the
local and international
political agenda

Engage in knowledge
sharing with pioneers and
innovation leaders

Strengthen acceptance
within society
(e.g. NGO review boards)

Build new platforms to
support XaaS models
(e.g. cross-industrial coalitions)

Share best practices
among members

Support cooperation
with political and
societal players

Provide tools to assess
environmental and
economic impacts

STANDARD-SETTING bodies

Drive harmonization of
national regulations

Create standards (e.g. on
repairability) in accordance
with international commitments

Foster trade
liberalization in goods
such as second-hand
goods

Research institutions

Support value creation
through regional XaaS
ecosystems
(e.g. applied research)

Learn about latest digital
technologies enabling XaaS
models (e.g. pricing)

Conduct consumer
research about the
acceptance of XaaS
models

Authorities and Politicians

NGOs and Think Tanks

Associations

Local
Source: SYSTEMIQ collation.

international
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Appendix C: supporting material to Chapter 4
Appendix C presents a detailed description of the use case modelling as compiled in Chapter 4: (C.1)
Car-as-a-Service, (C.2) Equipment-as-a-Service, and (C.3) White Goods-as-a-Service.

Appendix C.1: Deep Dive: Car-as-a-Service
To measure the decarbonization effects of a circular CaaS product and operating model, we recreate
the lifecycle emissions of a BAU reference scenario in which a standard BEVi is sold to customers. Based
on this, clusters of levers quantify the direct and indirect effects for the two CaaS scenarios presented
in section 4.1 – car subscription and carsharing. The respective “lever X” indication in the following
sections refers to the circularity levers as presented in Section 3.3 and Exhibit 13.
The first lever cluster: a higher utilization of the vehicle in the use phase distributes build-phase emissions
more effectively in terms of CO2 per passenger kilometre (pkm). Increased utility provision in terms of
kilometres travelled and persons per vehicle spreads the embedded emissions over more lifetime pkms
provided (lever 4). This is especially the case in carsharing models, where more customers can access
one car in a given period. A higher utility provision per vehicle entails that fewer cars and consequently
materials and energy are required to meet the mobility demand. According to the IRP, using vehicles
more intensely is a crucial element to decarbonize road transport emissions and makes up ~70% of
the estimated decarbonization potential. If 25% of trips were provided by ride- and carsharing in G7
countries, total fleet-wide emissions could be reduced by 17% (~8 Gt CO2e until 2060).78
The second lever cluster: increasing the useful life of a car leads to the build-phase emissions being
used for more mobility provision in terms of kilometres travelled. Lifetime extension can be achieved
through improving the design for longevity and modularity and longer-lasting input materials (levers 1
and 2). Furthermore, improved maintenance-servicing systems supported by digital technology (e.g.
digital twins providing predictive maintenance and state-of-health data) and (over-the-air) updates
of critical software lead to the car having a higher useful life (lever 3). Retaining access to the vehicle
during the use phase facilitates (preventive/predictive) maintenance throughout its useful life with
refurbishment becoming a worthwhile option to extend the vehicle’s lifetime. Refurbishment can lead
to the car being in use for longer with core technology and components being replaced upon wearoff (lever 6).
The third lever cluster: material recovery and reintroduction of materials to the production process in a
closed loop can improve the CO2 footprint of materials. Retaining control over the vehicle increases the
potential for value retention and recovery at the end-of-life as reverse material flows can be captured
by the producer. Reuse and refurbishment reduce material and energy consumption in the production
of the vehicle as the value of the vehicle is retained (lever 6). Remanufacturing of core components
decreases primary material consumption. Recycling of end-of-life materials and increasing the secondary
materials ratio in the production can offset half of the vehicle’s carbon footprint (levers 7 and 2).78

i

The baseline scenario models the VW ID.3 – a standard C-segment BEV with the latest technological features (especially battery
technology). Since road transport will be electric and with renewable energy shares in the electricity provision growing, the
decarbonization focus will shift to build-phase emissions. Therefore, BEVs are used as the reference case.
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However, secondary vehicle materials are currently mostly downcycled, losing much of their inherent
economic value. For example, secondary steel is downcycled due to copper contamination.175 CaaS
can secure stable reverse material flows; through closer end-of-life collaboration, innovative sorting
and scrap recovery processes could be enabled.

exhibit 27
Car subscription: deep dive insights from optimizing the product and
operating model

exhibit 27

AAcircular
car subscription model can decrease the CO2 footprint
circular car subscription model can decrease the CO2 footprint of a Battery Electric
of
a Battery
Electric Vehicle by 25%
Vehicle
by 25%.
emissions/
decarbonization

Standard BEV with
2019 EU Energy Mix

in g CO² / pkm

Short-term subscriptions
increase car productivity
by 4%, decreasing
build-phase emissions

77
41

96

use phase

75
-3%
41

65

58

-13%

36

34

BEV – BAU²

Maximize utilization

18

build phase

Optimization of input
materials reduce
build-phase emissions;
renewable energy
supply eliminates
use-phase emissions

-25%
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ICE¹

Lifecycle extension
measuresdecrease
build-phase emissions

41

-71%

39

24

2
17

Lifetime extension

Material recovery

Car subscription

renewable energy

Levers

N/A

N/A

Increasing the annual
mileage but constant
occupancy per vehicle

Extending the lifecycle
mileage via build-to-last
and value retention
strategies

Improving the material
recovery and value
retention in the loop phase

Lever
assumptions

N/A

N/A

• 19,200 km/year
(short-term subscriptions
leading to more annual
mileage)
• 1.5 persons/vehicle
constant
28,800 pkm/year

• 345,000 lifecycle
kilometres

• 5% of vehicles
reused/refurbished
• 8% of components
remanufactured
• 20% of input materials as
closed loop recycled
content

Main effects

N/A

Compared to ICE,
build-phase emissions
increase due to emissions
embedded in the battery,
but use-phase emissions
decrease by 57%.

Baseline annual
production of 100,000
vehicles required to meet
mobility demand.

The utility of a vehicle over
lifetime increases, while the
required annual
production decreases to
67,000 vehicles.

In sum, 170 kt CO2 are
saved through materials
avoided. Integrating
renewable energy
contracts could eliminate
use-phase emissions.

¹ ICE: VW Golf 8 1.5 TSI ACT, 1.3t weight, 7.1 l petrol consumption, 230,000 lifecycle kilometres, 18,400 kilometres annual mileage, average occupancy
of 1.5 persons per vehicle.
² BEV: VW ID.3 Pro, 1.8t weight, 62 kWh battery, 230,000 lifecycle kilometres, 18,400 kilometres annual mileage, average occupancy of 1.5 persons per
vehicle, baseline assumption of 100,000 vehicles produced per annum.
Sources: SYSTEMIQ analysis, OECD & ITF (2020), IRP (2020), Ecoinvent (2020), Volkswagen AG (2021a), Volkswagen AG (2021b), and expert interviews.
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Switching from internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEs)ii to BEVs in the car subscription scenario reduces
carbon emissions by 49% (ICE to BEV car subscription) in terms of g CO2 per passenger kilometre (g CO2/
pkm). BEVs can be decarbonized by 25% in the car subscription scenario (BEV–BAU to car subscription)
and are used as the reference type in the subsequent analysis.
A car subscription model can decrease CO2 emissions embedded in the vehicle by 19 g CO2/pkm
compared to the BAU scenario mainly through life-extending measures and material recovery strategies.
Disentangling the cumulatively applied lever effects shows:
Car subscriptions only slightly increase vehicle utilization compared to a traditional car sales scenario with
only minor effects on CO2 emissions. A constant occupancy per vehicle but slightly higher amount of km
travelled per vehicle in short-term subscription periodsiii lead to a small increase in utilization. As only the
short-term km provision of the vehicle increases, the reduction potential is limited to 3%.
A lifetime extension by 50% leads to a decarbonization effect of 13% per passenger kilometre. The highest
decarbonization potential in the car subscription scenario lies in a lifetime extension (through designing for
lifetime and quality (lever 1) and improved maintenance and servicing (lever 3)): extending the lifetime from
230,000 km to 345,000 km decreases the number of cars needed to provide the same mobility demand
as in the BAU scenario and distributes build-phase emissions over more km. Retaining ownership of the
vehicle incentivizes the manufacturer to increase lifetime per design as the vehicle generates revenue
over the associated extended useful life. Vehicles becoming a revenue-generating asset over a longer
period offset increased costs resulting from design for lifetime efforts (which is modelled such that cost of
procurement and assembly increase by the same factor as the lifetime increases). From a sustainability
perspective, the design for lifetime and circularity lever (lever 1) is key: the design of the car determines
its lifecycle environmental performance. This can be coupled to refurbishment strategies: reconditioning
the car throughout its lifecycle and exchanging outdated technical components can further increase
the lifetime and corresponding lifecycle efficiency.
In the car subscription scenario, end-of-life value retention and material recovery decrease the carbon
footprint by 11%, facilitated in a circular scenario by stable reverse material flows and a closer cooperation
with ecosystem partners. Moving towards closed-loop recycling and correspondingly increasing the share
of secondary materials (lever 2) alongside remanufacturing, reuse and refurbishment (lever 6) of used
cars reduces primary material and energy consumption. The material recovery levers in the loop phase
(reuse (lever 6) and remanufacture/recycle (lever 7)) have relatively small effects due to conservative
assumptions (increasing secondary materials share by 20%, refurbishing 5% of cars). However, these can be
potentially increased as producer ownership improves end-of-life recovery in the form of reuse, refurbishment,
remanufacturing and recycling. This is important as car manufacturers move towards strategies to increase
the share of secondary materials in vehicles.62 Also, with respect to valuable end-of-life batteries, retaining
ownership and appropriate material recovery can increase return or collection rates to meet future material
demand.153 Repurposing of batteries to second-life applications such as stationary storages additionally
becomes a viable option for batteries that reach ~70% of capacity.
Bundling renewable energy contracts in the subscription offer can largely eliminate use-phase emissions.
This can be already observed in the market: Octopus Electric Vehicles for instance offer renewable contracts

ii

The ICE reference car is a VW Golf VIII 1.5 TSI ACT.

iii

The slight increase in utilization results from a more intensive use in short-term subscription periods as vehicles are assumed to be
subscribed to only when really needed: 4.4% is assumed as customers opting for short-term rentals drive more than the average.
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to customers in their subscription models.84 Additionally, (smart) charging appliances are provided to
leverage optimal BEV charging at home. Hence, bundling functionally connected services to optimize
the overall service offering improves the customer utility and environmental performance. Increasing the
km provision (as more persons can access the car on a daily basis) and the occupancy rate (assuming
two persons per vehicle due to cost sharing) per vehicle lead to the build- and use-phase emissions of
the car being distributed over more mobility (pkm) provided, thus decreasing the footprint per pkm. The
effect of a higher occupancy rate through pooling and sharing rides is the main driver of CO2 reductions.
Hence, strategies to increase the occupancy per ride should be considered.

exhibit 28

Free float carsharing: deep dive insights from optimizing the product
and operating model
exhibit 28
Intensifying
the use of the vehicle, a circular free float carsharing model
Intensifying
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of footprint
the vehicle,
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ofaacircular
batteryfree
electric
vehicle by model
45% can decrease
the CO2 footprint of a battery electric vehicle by 45%.
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Standard BEV with
2019 EU Energy Mix

in g CO² / pkm

Free float carsharing
increases car productivity
x4-5 (in terms of pkm
provided), reducing
build- and use-phase
emissions

Lifecycle extension
measures decrease
build-phase emissions

Increases in recycled
content and value
retention strategies
reduce build-phase
emissions

-45%

114
77
58
41

96

build phase

use phase

31

-16%

36

27

BEV - BAU²

Maximize utilization

18
ICE¹

-25%

49
31

42
-73%

29

18

2
11

Lifetime extension

Material recovery

Free float carsharing

renewable energy

Levers

N/A

N/A

Increasing the annual
mileage but constant
occupancy per vehicle

Extending the lifecycle
mileage via build-to-last
and value retention
strategies

Improving the material
recovery and value
retention in the loop phase

Lever
assumptions

N/A

N/A

• 63,600 km/year
• 2 persons/vehicle
• 127,200 pkm/year

• 345,000 lifecycle
kilometres

• 5% of vehicles
reused/refurbished
• 8% of components
remanufactured
• 20% of input materials as
closed loop recycled
content

Main effects

N/A

Compared to ICE,
build-phase emissions
increase due to emissions
embedded in the battery,
but use-phase emissions
decrease by 57%.

Baseline annual
production of 69,000
vehicles required to meet
mobility demand.

The utility of a vehicle over
lifetime increases, while the
required annual
production decreases to
46,000 vehicles.

In sum, 194 kt CO2 are
saved through materials
avoided. Integrating
renewable energy
contracts could eliminate
use-phase emissions.

¹ ICE: VW Golf 8 1.5 TSI ACT, 1.3t weight, 7.1 l petrol consumption, 230,000 lifecycle km, 18,400 km annual mileage, average occupancy
of 1.5 persons per vehicle.
² BEV: VW ID.3 Pro, 1.8t weight, 62 kWh battery, 230,000 lifecycle km, 18,400 km annual mileage, average occupancy of 1.5 persons per
vehicle, baseline assumption of 100,000 vehicles produced per annum.
Sources: SYSTEMIQ analysis, OECD & ITF (2020), IRP (2020), Ecoinvent (2020), Volkswagen AG (2021a), Volkswagen AG (2021b), and expert interviews.
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Providing access to cars in the form of carsharing reduces the carbon footprint by 63% from ICE to
free float carsharing and 45% from BEV–BAU to free float carsharing (Exhibit 28). A free float carsharing
model increases the vehicle’s productivity by a factor of 4-5, making maximization of utilization a key
strategy to decarbonize the footprint of BEV.
A free float carsharing model optimized for circularity could decrease BEV-related CO2 emissions by
35 g CO2/pkm. This potential is driven by a higher overall utilization of the vehicle, coupled with lifetime
extending measures. In total, 54,000 fewer cars are required to meet the overall demand compared
to BAU.iv Disentangling the effects shows the following:
Carsharing can increase the initially low utilization of vehicles by a factor of 4-5 (in pkm provided), from
5% in the BAU scenario to 23%. Providing access for multiple customers to one car is the biggest lever
to maximize utilization: a free float carsharing model entails on-demand access for customers in the
nearby area. This means that cars need to be locally available to become a hassle-free alternative,
requiring a certain stock of vehicles in circulation. Increasing the km provision (as more persons can
access the car on a daily basis) and the occupancy rate (assuming two persons per vehicle due to
cost sharing) per vehicle lead to the build- and use-phase emissions of the car being distributed over
more mobility (pkm) provided, thus decreasing the footprint per pkm. The effect of a higher occupancy
rate through pooling and sharing rides is crucial for CO2 reductions. Hence, strategies to increase the
occupancy per ride should be considered. Potentially, incentivizing higher occupancy rates through
discounts for ride-splitting or exploring dynamic pick-up options could lead to an increase.
Coupled with a lifetime extension per car, the overall vehicle stock in circulation can be significantly
reduced and consequently decarbonized. While the higher utilization leads to vehicles reaching their
end-of-life within a shorter period,v extending the lifetime mileage of the vehicle (per design, purposebuilt vehicles, maintenance, reconditioning) can reap the full decarbonization benefits. Optimizing the
vehicle for lifetime can lead to producers generating revenue over this increased period. This is an effect
of retained ownership and incentives to maximize profit over the longest period possible (the same
rationale as in the car subscription scenario applies). Design is a critical lever: cars that are designed
for urban spaces and carsharing can significantly contribute to their optimal lifetime productivity.
End-of-life value retention and recovery (loop-phase material recovery, remanufacturing, and improved
production input materials) can save up to 194 kt CO2 (based on the assumed vehicle stock) or 14%
of the CO2 footprint, provided materials are kept in closed loops and secondary material is prioritized
as input. If the car producer operates the sharing platform and thus retains ownership of the vehicle,
enhanced end-of-life value retention and material recovery strategies can be applied. Full-scale
refurbishment of used vehicles can lead to their lifetime extension and thus material savings. Due to
secured reverse material flows, moving towards closed loop cycles and increasing the secondary
materials ratio in vehicles becomes viable. Repurposing of used batteries to second-life applications
can entail additional economic benefits and extend the negative environmental impacts of battery
production to a longer lifetime. As in the subscription scenario, powering the shared cars by renewable
energy would largely eliminate use-phase emissions. This depends on the widespread availability of
renewable energy charging stations or partnerships with such providers (as done by WeShare).

iv

Only accounting for maximizing the utilization would lead to a vehicle stock reduction of 31%. This is in line with the IRP Shared
Socioeconomic Pathway 2 (SSP2) scenario which shows a decrease of the vehicle stock by 33%.78

v

Carsharing can be a viable strategy to address accelerating technological cycles (especially battery technology and digital
equipment of the car); a more intensive use reduces the lifetime in years.
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Appendix C.2: Deep Dive: Equipment-as-a-Service
The BAU scenario models a baseline reference machine/equipment (state-of-the-art metal laser cutting
machine). Based on the BAU reference scenario (machines sold in a traditional (linear) business model),
two EaaS scenarios are modelled using three lever clusters. The respective “lever X” indication in the
following sections refers to the circularity levers as presented in Section 3.3 and Exhibit 13. Ten machines
are assumed as a hypothetical portfolio baseline machine stock.
The first lever cluster: maximizing the utilization and enhancing processing capacities (i.e. metal sheets
processed per machine) decreases build-phase emissions. Built-in technical and digital features (e.g.
IT sensors and connectivity) and process improvements per design (lever 1) enable smart use services
such as remote operations and predictive maintenance (lever 3). Additionally, retained access to the
machine permits refurbishing and reusing the machine and related core parts and technology (lever
6). Combined, these lead to increases in the production capacity of the machine (lever 4). Hence,
more output can be generated with similar material input embedded in the machine. Eventually, fewer
machines are required to meet the same demand as in the BAU scenario.
The second lever cluster: optimizing material throughput reduces use-phase emissions as production
scrap is reduced and energy efficiency increases over the useful life of the machine. Digital product
optimization (i.e. AI-optimized cutting and sorting process) leads to less scrap being produced per
processed metal sheet. This optimizes the material throughput, so that more functional parts can be
obtained from the introduced metal sheets. Thus, EaaS fabrication yield improvements can significantly
reduce the emissions embedded in the waste from sheet metal processing. Furthermore, access to the
machine enables enables core technology to be replaced replaced once more efficient technology
is available. This optimizes the machine’s lifecycle energy efficiency.
The third lever cluster: material recovery (lever 7) and increasing the share of secondary materials
(lever 2) can significantly improve the CO2 footprint of the equipment, especially for the metal sheets
introduced to the production process. As the emissions embedded in the scrap make up the highest
share, sophisticated material recovery processes should be complemetary to the production process.
Sorting and shredding high-quality scrap to recyclers could be performed at the place of production to
provide high quality to recyclers. Increasing the secondary materials ratio in metal sheets can provide
significant reductions of embedded emissions.
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exhibit 29
EaaS 1.0: deep dive insights from optimizing the product and operating model

exhibit 29

Equipment-as-a-Service (EaaS 1.0) can decarbonize

Equipment-as-a-Service (EaaS 1.0) can decarbonize the lifecycle emissions
thethelifecycle
emissions
of
equipment
by 37%.of the equipment by 37%
emissions/
decarbonization

Production capacity
increase by a factor
of 2 reduces
build-phase emissions

in kg CO² / metal sheet²
processed to functional
parts

182

181

Improvements in the cutting
process (i.e. less scrap)
have a substantial impact
on lifecycle emissions

Recycled content in
machine production
and for processed
metal sheets improves
the CO2 footprint

-37%
146

-1%
173

173

114

-19%
139

-22%
107

3 6

1

BAU¹
build phase

6

Maximize utilization

use phase

use phase

(electricity +
operating materials)

(metal scrap)

1

6

Optimize material throughput

1

6

Material recovery

EAAS 1.0

Levers

N/A

Increasing the machine capacity
in terms of processed metal
sheets per machine

Optimizing material throughput
by decreasing share (%) of scrap
through AI optimization and
lifetime resource efficiency

Increasing secondary materials
share in the machinery and use
phase metal sheets by closed
loop recycling

Lever
assumptions

N/A

• Volume of metal sheets
processed increases by x2
compared to BAU

• 5% less scrap
• Lifecycle energy efficiency
improvement by 7%

• End-of-life machine: 25%
material recovery as
secondary material input
• Use-phase metal sheets: 40% of
production scrap as closed
loop recycling

Main effects

Lifecycle footprint of the machine
is mainly determined by scrap in
use phase; electricity consumption
and use of operating materials as
well as emissions in the
construction phase per machine
are relatively low.

Compared to BAU (10 machines),
only 5 machines are required to
provide the baseline utility.
Total fleet-wide reduction:
-2.1 kt CO²e

Only 4 machines are required to
provide the baseline utility.
Decreasing use-phase scrap has
a significant impact, the total
fleet-wide reduction increases to
-24 kt CO²e

Increasing the share of secondary
materials leads to total fleet-wide
reduction to -43 kt CO²e

¹ BAU: Metal laser cutting machine offered in traditional sales model; material composition and direct emissions from production relevant for build phase;
electricity, operating materials and scrap from usage of machine as use-phase emissions. Baseline machine fleet: 10.
² A sample metal sheet equals ~100 kg and is mainly composed of steel in two different grades and alloys.
Source: SYSTEMIQ and TRUMPF analysis.
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In the EaaS 1.0 scenario, the sheet metal laser cutting machine is offered in a Pay-per-Part business
model. The EaaS provider retains lifecycle access to the machine and includes performance-enhancing
support services and maintenance in the EaaS offer. The customer only pays for the functional part
produced from the cutting and sorting process.
Switching from BAU to EaaS 1.0 enables a saving of 37% of CO2 emissions which corresponds to 68
kg CO2 per metal sheet processed to functional parts. As illustrated in Exhibit 29, this is achieved by
maximizing the utilization, optimizing material throughput and improving material recovery (the levers
are applied cumulatively).
Maximizing the utilization of the machine entails that twice as many metal sheets can be processed to
functional parts per year. Eventually, fewer machines are required to meet the BAU demand in sheets
processed to parts. The relative effects are small, as only the lifecycle footprint in the build phase improves.
However, depending on the number of machines, absolute emissions become significant with the buildphase CO2 footprint being 1,795 tonnes of CO2. The following underlying lever effects contribute to the
increased utilization and the overall equipment effectiveness over the machine’s lifetime:
•

Per design (lever 1): The technical development of the machine is optimized for use phase control
and optimization. It has built-in technological features and corresponding advanced services that
enhance the utilization (e.g. remote operations of the machine in underemployed shifts). At the
same time, the machine is built such that core technology can be replaced once technological
progress offers more efficient technology (e.g. more energy-efficient laser).

•

Due to access to the machine and corresponding improved servicing and maintenance (lever
3), it operates in an as-new condition over the lifetime. Core technology can be updated and
replaced while maintenance and data analytics optimize the machine’s use-phase efficiency
(e.g. over-the-air updates).

•

The machine’s increasing capacity in terms of lifetime metal sheets processed to parts is enabled
by refurbishing and reusing the machine and related core parts and technology (lever 6).

Combining the higher utilization with an improved cutting and nesting process leads to an optimized
material throughput (lever 5) and a 20% decrease in CO2 emissions per metal sheet. The AI-optimized
cutting process yields a 5% reduction of scrap from each metal sheet, thus increasing the overall utility
provision per machine. This is enabled by continuous data-driven process optimization per design
and improved machine access (servicing/maintenance) in the use phase. Optimizing the utilization
and material throughput leads to fewer machines required to meet the BAU demand: instead of 10
machines in the BAU scenario, only five are required to provide the same utility.
Improving the CO2 footprint of materials employed can yield significant CO2 reductions: increasing
the content of recycled materials in the build phase of the machine to 25% and 40% of the metal
sheets in the use phase reduces CO2 emissions by 22% (lever 2 combined with lever 7, i.e. closed loop
recycling). Construction steel is particularly suitable for recycling. The CO2 intensity of secondary steel
is ~1/6 compared to primary steel (primary Blast Furnace-Basic Oxygen Furnace (BF-BOF) average:
2.3 tonnes CO2e/tonne versus scrap-based Electric Arc Furnace (EAF): 0.4 tonnes CO2e/tonne).100,101
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Therefore, using the steel scrap from production (the skeleton/rest grid) and end-of-life steel from the
machines can yield significant contributions in decarbonizing the build and use phase. Over the lifetime
of the machine, this amounts to ~5 kt CO2 per machine. The modelling does not yet include prospective
green steel applications in build and use phase, or potential renewable energy contracts within EaaS
bundles. This would further eliminate significant shares of use- and build-phase emissions.

exhibit 30

EaaS 2.0: deep dive insights from optimizing the product and operating model
exhibit 30

Equipment-as-a-Service connected to a platform solution (EaaS 2.0)

Equipment-as-a-Service connected to a platform solution (EaaS 2.0) can
can decarbonize the sheet metal processing by 65%
decarbonize sheet metal processing by 65%.
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Production capacity
increase by a factor
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182

180

Improvements in the cutting
process (i.e. less scrap) has
a substantial impact on
lifecycle emissions

Recycled content in
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and for processed
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the CO² footprint

-65%

-1%

113

173

173

-37%

64

107

-43%
3 6

1

BAU¹
build phase

6

Maximize utilization

use phase

use phase

(electricity +
operating materials)

(metal scrap)

1

5

Optimize material throughput

59
0 5
Material recovery

EAAS 2.0

Levers

N/A

Increasing the machine capacity
in terms of metal sheets
processed per machine

Optimizing material throughput
by decreasing share (%) of scrap
through AI optimization and
lifetime resource efficiency

Increasing secondary materials
share in the machinery and use
phase metal sheets by closed
loop recycling

Lever
assumptions

N/A

• Volume of metal sheets
processed increases by x3
compared to BAU

• 10% less scrap
• Lifecycle energy efficiency
improvement by 7%

• End-of-life machine: 50%
material recovery as
secondary material input
• Use phase metal sheets: 80% of
production scrap as closed
loop recycling

Compared to BAU (10 machines),
only 3 machines are required to
provide the baseline utility.
Total fleet-wide reduction:
-2.3 kt CO²e

Only 3 machines are required to
provide the baseline utility.
Decreasing use-phase scrap has
a significant impact, the total
fleet-wide reduction increases to
-43 kt CO²e

Increasing the share of secondary
materials leads to total fleet-wide
reduction of -73 kt CO²e

Main effects

Lifecycle footprint of the machine is
mostly determined by scrap in use
phase; electricity and additional
operating materials as well as
build-phase emissions per machine
are relatively low.

¹ BAU: Metal laser cutting machine offered in traditional sales model; material composition and direct emissions from production relevant for build phase;
electricity, operating materials and scrap from usage of machine as use-phase emissions. Baseline machine fleet: 10.
² A sample metal sheet equals ~100 kg and is mainly composed of steel in two different grades and alloys.
Source: SYSTEMIQ and TRUMPF analysis.
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The EaaS 2.0 scenario further enhances the EaaS model by establishing an effective link to a marketplace
production platform to achieve an even higher utilization, optimization of material throughput and improved
material efficiency. Through demand pooling and smart nesting, the machine’s capacity and material
throughput can be even further optimized. In total, this scenario decreases 65% of CO2 emissions which
corresponds to 118 kg CO2 per metal sheet processed to functional parts.
Offering EaaS models linked to a marketplace can maximize the utilization by a factor of three compared
to the BAU scenario. Integrating the EaaS model with a marketplace solution can further increase the
utilization of the machine, running at an increased capacity as demand is pooled. This would correspond
to ongoing trends in consolidations in the laser cutting market. To illustrate, only three machines would
be required to meet the baseline production demand of 10 machines. This again only decreasesbuildphase emissions which are relatively low compared to the use-phase emissions.
Bundling EaaS models with demand from a marketplace platform can further improve the cutting process,
thus optimizing the material throughput and decreasing the CO2 footprint by 37%. Using smart applications
to increase nesting efficiency can reduce scrap by an additional 5%. Thus, the metal sheet introduced
to the cutting process is optimally used without tilting. Lowering scrap rates even further would result in
tilting, with residual grid-free cutting requiring further technological progress.
In absolute terms, together with the increased utilization, the carbon emission reduction corresponds to
69 kg CO2 per metal sheet processed to functional parts (i.e. ~1,300 tonnes CO2 per machine per year).
Moving towards closed loop recycling by increasing end-of-life recovery and the share of recycled content
in machine production (50%) and use phase metal sheets (80%) yields an additional 43% reduction of

© TRUMPF Group

the equipment’s remaining CO2 footprint.
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Appendix C.3: Deep Dive: White Goods-as-a-Service
The BAU scenario recreates an average WM sold in a traditional business model, reflecting the current
market situation in terms of resource efficiency and lifetime.176 Based on this, the decarbonization effects
(measured in g CO2 per washing cycle) of two scenarios – circular subscription and pooled Pay-perWash – are modelled using clustered circularity levers. The respective “lever X” indication in the following
sections refers to the circularity levers as presented in Section 3.3 and Exhibit 13.
The first lever cluster: maximizing utilization (lever 4) in this case is expressed in terms of lifecycle washing
capacity. Producer ownership in subscription and Pay-per-Wash models increases incentives to design to
last (lever 1) and value retention and lifetime extension practices (repair and servicing, lever 3). Because
of the long useful life and the standardization of WMs, reuse and refurbishment (lever 6) can become a
critical enabler for optimal use of materials and lifetime improvements of the environmental performance
(reconditioning and upgrades of core components and up-to-date energy and water saving programmes).
The second lever cluster: optimizing use-phase material throughput (lever 5) results from increased resource
efficiency of the WMs. The environmental impact over the lifetime of WMs mainly originates from the use
phase, driven by electricity consumption followed by detergent use. This in turn is determined by the
efficiency and functionality of the WM as well as the user behaviour (capacity load per washing cycle,
water temperature and programme, volume of detergents used). Higher quality WMs with improved
energy and water efficiency and technical features such as auto-dosing are made more affordable to
customers with high upfront payments being eliminated and shifted over the usage period of the WM.
Building in IoT features and offering smart appliances alongside analytics, diagnostics, measuring devices
and direct feedback mechanisms to the consumer can further generate positive environmental impacts.
Washing with 30°C instead of 60°C can save up to 37% of CO2 emissions occurring in the laundry of textiles.
In addition, CO2 emissions are reduced by an additional 45% when the WM is fully loaded instead of only
half loaded.177 This is especially relevant in PPW models as washing cycles need to be monitored. But this
can also be implemented in WM subscription models.
The third lever cluster: the build-phase emissions are largely determined by the electronic, metal and
plastics components; optimizing the reuse of these resources through appropriate end-of-life processes
(collection, remanufacturing where possible, closed loop recycling where not; (lever 7)) is facilitated by
WGaaS models.
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Washing
machine subscription: deep dive insights from optimizing the product
exhibit
31
and operating model

exhibit 31

A circular washing machine subscription model can
A circular washing machine subscription model can decarbonize the
decarbonize Residential laundry CO2 footprint by 24%
residential laundry CO2 footprint by 24%.
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Increases in lifetime
washing functionality/
capacity reduces
build-phase emissions

in kg CO² / washing cycle

Resource efficiency
optimization in the use
phase affects associated
emissions significantly

Material recovery
strategies cut build-phase
emissions by additional
16%; renewable energy
supply reduces use-phase
emissions by 57%

-24%
499

472
-5%

388
-18%

379
-51%

415

415

84

57

57

48

BAU¹

Maximize utilization

Optimize material throughput

Material recovery

331

190
141

build phase

use phase

WM subscription

renewable
energy

Levers

N/A

Improving the lifetime
functionality in terms of washing
cycles

Increasing lifetime energy
efficiency, water reduction, and
optimized detergent use

Enhancing the material recovery
and value retention in the loop
phase and bundling renewable
energy contracts

Lever
assumptions

N/A

• 4,000 lifetime cycles
• 220 cycles p.a. (constant)

• Detergent use: 10.5 kg/year
• Water: 10.4 m³/year
• Electricity: 0.76 kWh/cycle

• Closed loop recycling: 30% of
metals, 10% of plastics
• Remanufacturing: 20% of
components
• [Renewable energy instead of
European electricity mix]

Main effects

Electricity and detergent
consumption determine use-phase
CO² emissions; water consumption
plays a significant role from a
resource use perspective

Compared to BAU (10,000
washing machines), only 6,900
machines are required to provide
same utility, saving 720 t CO²
emissions embedded in the build
phase (materials and energy)

Due to higher penetration of
high-quality washing machines,
energy efficiency, reduced water
consumption, and improved
detergent use have a significant
impact on the lifecycle footprint.

Due to retained ownership of the
WM, end-of-life material recovery
and value retention can be
increased, saving 258 t CO² per
year. Including renewable energy
contracts in the offer reduce
use-phase significantly.

¹ BAU: 70 kg washing machine (10,000 washing machines produced p.a. as baseline), 220 washing cycles per year, 2,750 lifetime washing cycles
(12.5 years), detergent use: 16.5 kg, electricity: 0.84 kWh/cycle, water: 11.7 m³ per year (Sigüenza et al. 2021)
Source: SYSTEMIQ analysis, Sigüenza et al. (2021), Bocken et al. (2018), BlueMovement (2021).
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Designing the product and operating model for circularity can contribute to reducing CO2 emissions
by 120 g per washing cycle (24% of the overall footprint). As illustrated in Exhibit 31, the effects are
clustered into three main lever bundles and applied cumulatively: maximize utilization, optimize material
throughput, and material recovery.
•

Maximize utilization: as a result of higher quality WM being offered compared to market average,
improved repair-maintenance systems, and value retention strategies, increasing the lifetime capacity
reduces the CO2 footprint by 5%.

•

Optimize material throughput: resource-efficient WMs and additional use-phase optimization through
smart appliances leads to 18% use-phase CO2 improvements.

•

Material recovery (and renewable energy): raising closed loop recycling and remanufacturing
strategies and switching to renewable energy can decarbonize the washing cycle by a further 51%.

Maximizing the utilization (lever 4) in terms of lifetime washing cycles per WM decreases the amount of
WMs used to meet the same demand as in the BAU scenario. The effect results from underlying levers:
(a) Designing for lifetime and quality (lever 1): subscription models convert one-off sales into revenue
generation over the lifecycle, which incentivizes design for lifetime and quality. Lifecycle access to the WM
and servicing can lead to additional design for circularity (modularity, repairability) being considered in
the design stages. (b) Improved repair-maintenance systems (lever 3): subscription model providers can
improve the repair maintenance system through predictive and preventive maintenance and upgrades,
as well as a more professional handling of transport and installation. (c) Reuse and refurbish (lever 6):
subscription model providers can establish reuse/refurbishment models, which will extend the lifetime of
WMs. Refurbishment and reconditioning upon end of contract can secure the WMs’ functionality while
keeping the material base.
Optimizing material throughput and energy efficiency (lever 5) has the highest impact on the CO2 footprint
of a WM: electricity and detergent use make up the highest share of use-phase emissions and can be
optimized. Top-of-the-line WM models that are made affordable in subscriptions have higher energy
efficiency and reduced water consumption which contributes to resource efficiency in the use-phase.
Furthermore, built-in technical features such as auto-dosing systems can significantly reduce the amount
of detergents used. Energy efficiency per washing cycle improves by 11%, detergent use decreases by
57% p.a., and water consumption by 13% p.a.176 Further design optimizations with respect to use-phase
resource efficiency can be obtained through enhancing the connectivity of WMs with data analytics to
advise the customer on use-phase behaviour. Furthermore, WM subscription providers can continuously
implement product updates to optimize energy and water savings. Reconditioning WMs to as-new
conditions including exchanging worn-out parts and including resource-efficient hard- and software that
increases lifetime efficiency can be an additional strategy to decarbonize the use phase.
Increasing the material recovery and value retention in the loop phase through remanufacturing (lever
7) and closed loop recycling (materials are recycled and reintroduced to the production process of a
WM (lever 2)) decreases the CO2 footprint in the build phase by 16% (2% of overall footprint). High and
stable WM return rates through retained ownership facilitate the loop phase optimization.
•

Remanufacturing of parts and components with a high inherent value can decrease energy and
material consumption by up to 80% compared with producing new ones.178 In the model, 20% of
electronic components and motors are remanufactured to as-new conditions, saving materials and
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embedded energy. Technological progress in the components must be reflected in the remanufacturing
of parts: only if they achieve a similar lifecycle efficiency to new components does remanufacturing
make sense. Design for modularity increases this potential.
•

Recycling of end-of-life materials (especially metals and to some extent plastics) and introducing
them into closed loops (i.e. secondary materials used in the production of new machines) can
decrease the CO2 footprint. Increasing the share of secondary materials as input factors (metals
by 30%, plastics by 10%) reduces the build-phase emissions by 13%.

Additionally, bundling renewable energy in the service offer through cooperation with a green electricity
provider could drastically reduce use-phase emissions (57%). Decarbonizing electricity in the use phase
is crucial for improving the residential and laundry-related CO2 footprint. Integrating a renewable energy
contract into the subscription service bundle can be a significant lever for contributing to widespread
adoption of renewable energy in households.
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exhibit 32
Pooled
Pay-per-Wash (PPW): deep dive insights from optimizing the product and
operating model
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29

29

24

Maximize utilization

Optimize material throughput

Material recovery

Pooled PPW

renewable
energy

Levers

N/A

Increasing the lifetime
functionality in terms of washing
cycles and pooling five
households on one WM

Nudging resource-efficient
washing behaviour and
increasing lifetime energy
efficiency, water reduction, and
optimized detergent use

Enhancing the material recovery
and value retention in the loop
phase and bundling renewable
energy contracts

Lever
assumptions

N/A

• 8,000 lifetime cycles
• 198 cycles p.a. (-10%)
Five households access one
WM in common residential
area

• Detergent use: 9.4 kg/year
• Water: 10.4 m³/year
• Electricity: 0.66 kWh/cycle

• Closed loop recycling: 30% of
metals, 10% of plastics
• Remanufacturing: 20% of
components
• [Renewable energy instead of
European electricity mix]

Main effects

Electricity and detergent
consumption determine use-phase
CO² emissions; water consumption
plays a significant role from a
resource-use perspective

As a result of increasing the lifetime
capacity and demand pooling,
only 3,400 WMs are required to
provide the same baseline utility as
10,000 WM, saving 1,500 t CO²
emissions embedded in the build
phase (materials and energy)

High-quality WMs lead to a more
resource-efficient use phase.
Smart analytics and consumer
behaviour information entails
further energy efficiency and
improved detergent use.

Due to retained ownership of the
WM, end-of-life material recovery
and value retention can be
increased, saving 118 t CO per year.
²
Including renewable energy
contracts in the offer reduces
use-phase emissions significantly.

¹ BAU: 70 kg WM (10,000 washing machines produced p.a. as baseline), 220 washing cycles per year, 2,750 lifetime washing cycles
(12.5 years), detergent use: 16.5 kg, electricity: 0.84 kWh/cycle, water: 11.7 m³ per year (Sigüenza et al. 2021)
Source: SYSTEMIQ analysis, Sigüenza et al. (2021), Bocken et al. (2018), Homie (2021).
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A circular Pooled PPW scenario can decrease emissions per washing cycle by 35% (Exhibit 32).
The effects are again clustered into three main lever bundles and applied cumulatively: maximize
utilization, optimize material throughput, and material recovery with a renewable energy supply.
•

Maximize utilization: providing access to high-quality WMs in a common washing area of a
residential unit while customers are incentivized by the pricing per cycle to wash more efficiently
maximizes the utilization; coupled with lifetime extension strategies (refurbishment, lifecycle
servicing) increases the lifetime functionality, this decreases the footprint by 11%.

•

Optimize material throughput: use-phase resource-efficiency is driven by high-quality WMs
connected to smart appliances optimizing the customer’s resource consumption, in sum reducing
CO2 emissions per cycle by 26%.

•

Material recovery and renewable energy: increasing the share of secondary materials from
recovered materials and switching to renewable energy can further decarbonize the washing
cycle by 53%.

Maximizing the utilization (lever 4) in terms of lifetime washing cycles per WM decreases the amount
of WMs used to provide the same washing demand as in the BAU scenario by 66% (3,400 WMs instead
of 10,000). This is achieved through more efficient customer usage and pooling five households on
one WM coupled with advanced lifecycle servicing.
•

Pay-per-Wash business models incentivize customers through pricing per cycle to wash more
efficiently and ultimately less. It is estimated that a PPW model can decrease washing cycles by
up to 20%iv.106 Combining PPW schemes with shared laundromats to leverage unused capacities
can be facilitated by applications that connect WMs with users – as offered by WeWash, a spin-off
by BSH Hausgeräte.109 Communal laundry rooms are widely applied in Sweden as evidenced by
estimated 200,000 shared WMs and the fact that only 75% of households own a WM (EU average
is ~90%).102,179

•

Designing for lifetime and quality (lever 1): Seeing the WM in a PPW model as a revenue-generating
asset that maximizes revenue per lifecycle increases incentives for producers to include design-tolast and design-for-modularity principles. Components that limit the useful life of the WM such as
the motor, bearings, circuit board, or pump can be built in modularly to be replaced once these
show signs of technical failure. Accordingly, cost increases are included in the TCO modelling
(section 4.3.2.) by the same factor as the lifetime extension.

•

The effects from the WM subscription scenario for improved repair-maintenance systems (lever 3)
and reuse and refurbish (lever 6) apply equally. Additionally, the connectivity of the WM enables
analytics that can provide important information on the state of health of the WM. These can be
used for diagnostics and predictive maintenance for the WM, extending the useful life.

vi

In this modelling scenario, the lower bound of the reduction (10%) is assumed.
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As in the WM subscription scenario, optimizing material throughput and energy efficiency (lever 5)
has a significant impact on the CO2 footprint of a WM: an additional 26% of the lifecycle CO2 can be
saved per washing cycle. High-quality WM models with higher energy efficiency and reduced water
consumption are employed. An auto-dosing system reduces the amount of detergents used. Energy
efficiency per washing cycle improves by 27%, detergent use decreases by 76% p.a., and water
consumption by 13% p.a.176 Pay-per-Wash requires that the WM is connected to a smart metering
device at the outlet, which can generate real-time user data to provide insights on more efficient
washing behaviour (i.e. reduced wash temperature, optimal wash loads). At the same time, price
incentives to nudge customers to use more energy-efficient eco modes can be applied.108 Providing
product updates to optimize energy and water savings and reconditioning WMs to as-new conditions
can increase lifetime efficiency.
Increasing the material recovery and value retention in the loop phase through remanufacturing and
closed loop recycling (lever 7) decreases the CO2 footprint in the build phase by 17% (1% of overall
footprint). High and stable return rates facilitate the loop phase optimization. Using returned materials
and components for value retention and recovery and ultimately as input (lever 2) can decrease
virgin material consumption and associated emissions.
Additionally, using renewable energy could drastically reduce use-phase emissions (by 56%) and the
overall footprint by 52%. This highlights the importance of decarbonizing electricity in the use phase.
Functionally bundling services within an integrated service offer that aims to decarbonize the use phase
of the product is a critical enabler of systematically improving the sustainability of products. Hence,
cooperating with a renewable energy provider and integrating a renewable energy contract into
the PPW service bundle can significantly decarbonize laundry. The same applies to a potential rollout of smart meters. Provided that questions surrounding data security are clarified and cooperation
between the smart meter provider and the PPW provider enables the set-up, bundling such offers
in a smart way can have systemic effects on lifecycle environmental impacts of WMs. Both provider
and customer must benefit from the smart meter roll-out as a precondition.
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Appendix D: supporting material to Chapter 5
Policy measures to support XaaS models and circularity (Section 5.2.2)
Three key policy instruments can support the shift towards circular and sustainable XaaS models: (1)
economic and market instruments, (2) regulatory instruments and standards, as well as (3) informational
instruments and awareness raising. Table 1 summarizes a set of key policy enablers along the three
instruments and corresponding sub-categories. The overview highlights whether these policy actions
enable XaaS models in general (e.g. stimulate producer ownership or provide fiscal incentives for
Pay-per-Use models), or rather the underlying circularity value levers that help to optimize product
and operating models for the circular economy (e.g. recycled content quotas). Several policy actions
could be implemented in the relative short term, some in the medium or long term. It is necessary to
further evaluate which of these measures could be implemented at European, national and regional
policy levels. Some of these instruments could be cross-cutting (e.g. fiscal incentives such as resource
taxes) while others could be sector- or product-specific (e.g. EPR systems).
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Table 1
Potential
along
three policy instruments.
XaaS policyXaaS
actionspolicy
along actions
three policy
recommendations
XAAS POLICY
ENABLERS

SUBCATEGORIES

NO.

Elements

I.
Economic
and Market
instruments

FISCAL

1

Improve policy principles to better reflect any costs associated with environmental and
health impacts (“externalities”), e.g. through higher carbon pricing or resource taxes. Use
the revenues to increase (social) spending.1

x

long term

2

Adjust value added tax (VAT) requirements to economic conditions of shared services.2

x

short term

3

Link value added tax (VAT) rates to environmental characteristics of products and
services.3

x

medium term

4

Reduce value added tax (VAT) for labour-intensive repair and maintenance services, and
remanufactured goods.2,4,6

x

short term

5

Provide tax incentives for consumers to buy or use products which are recycled or certified
as fair trade.

x

medium term

6

Establish partial refund schemes (Repair Bonus) on repair costs.7

x

short term

7

Promote reusable systems (e.g. packaging, shipping).3

x

short term

8

Disincentivise short-lived goods8 especially for non-essential products and where substitute
materials are available.

x

short term

9

Adjust waste taxes. Examples include landfill and incineration taxes, disposal bans on
certain products or materials, packaging taxes and pay-as-you-throw schemes.9

x

medium term

10

Include characteristics of XaaS models with sustainability impacts (e.g. producer
ownership) in the CE taxonomy on sustainable finance.

x

short term

11

Ensure government funding of leasing, sharing, and other XaaS models3,4,5, also
sector-specific (e.g. chemical leasing)3,10 to help companies innovate at low costs .

x

short term

12

Invest in new corporate and interorganisational innovation spaces for developing,
experimenting with, and evaluating radical new service business models linked to circular
value creation (e.g. maintenance, upgrading, repair).8

x

short term

Dedicate financial business support schemes to start-ups/ SMEs to ease initial burden of
acquiring high-quality products and provide space to validate the business model. The
financial instruments should be linked to specific requirements, such as the purchase of
assets with a higher product lifespan, level of durability and potential for reuse,
remanufacture.2

x

short term

14

Support demonstration projects by companies using track-and-trace and life cycle
information about products-in-use to improve take-back services, planning of
remanufacturing processes, and replacement of primary production within
remanufacturing.8

x

short term

15

Provide funding to producers or third-party actors in support of the operation of repair
networks with nationwide accessibility.8

x

short term

16

Fund repair cafes and facilities (potential XaaS ecosystem partners).3,11

x

short term

17

Fund research on and practical implementation of second-life business models.

x

short term

18

Support the demonstration and diffusion of digital technologies (e.g. artificial intelligence)
in the recovery sector to improve material recognition and sorting as a basis for
high-quality recycling and, where necessary, cover necessary adaptations of product
designs (e.g. markers as a basis).8

x

medium term

19

Invest in local recycling infrastructure e.g. through grants for the development and
demonstration of advanced high-tech collection/sorting technology to improve recycling
quality and quantity.3

x

short term

20

Adjust tendering rules allowing municipalities to purchase XaaS models.2

x

short term

21

Agree on targets/quotas for government procurement regarding used, remanufactured,
and recycled products and related preferences for XaaS business model contracts over
traditional goods purchases.5,8

x

short - medium term

22

Have a preference or define quota for the procurement of goods with high amounts of
certified, high-quality recycled content (i.e. labelled).3

Funding/
Grants &
Training

13

government
procurement

xaas business
model (overall)

8

Source: SYSTEMIQ collation based on Circular Economy Initiative Deutschland (2021).

12

Product/operating
model (specific
Circularity levers)

x

timeframe

medium term
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XaaS policy actions along three policy recommendations
XAAS POLICY
ENABLERS

SUBCATEGORIES

NO.

II.
regulatory
INSTRUMENTS
& Standards

waste
law

23

Implement general obligation for producers to take back products (combined with EPR) to
prevent waste status.4,8

x

medium - long term

24

Extend EPR to further goods categories (e.g. furniture, textiles, construction materials).12

x

medium term

25

Ensure registry of foreign producers active in online marketplaces for ensuring their
participation in EPR.13

x

medium term

26

Include eco-modulation fees in EPR systems and evaluate how eco-modulation could
be used to incentivise producer ownership.14

x

medium term

27

Set Circular/Electronic Product Passports (product composition incl. toxins; repair,
dismantling, and recycling properties/procedures)8 as extended information requirements
for market access.13

x

medium term

28

Redefine definition of waste, when a product becomes waste, and end-of-waste status.15

x

medium term

29

Define guaranteed timeframes for availability of spare parts to 30 years.8

x

short term

30

Establish binding quantitative targets for preparation for reuse of products away from
recycling.16

x

medium term

31

Integrate definitions and standards to prevent waste status of returned components/cores
(i.e returned “cores” are not waste) and distinguish product categories of remanufactured,
used, and newly manufactured goods in international trade.17

x

medium term

32

Introduce further material-specific recycling quotas to increase recycling quality.13

x

short term

33

Strengthen the design for reparability, modularity and upgradability requirements4,13
also for electronic goods.10

x

short term

34

Ensure discrimination-free accessibility of manuals, spare parts, and repair tools,
also for third-party repair facilities.3,4,13

x

medium term

35

Define minimum lifetime of goods and critical components.13

x

medium term

36

Regulate the amount of recycled content in products (e.g. packaging), using approaches
such as quotas.8

x

medium-long term

37

Assess circular criteria (e.g. reparability, recyclability) in EU product registry for market
access (i.e. “Conformité Européenne”/CE marking).8

x

medium-long term

38

Increase recyclate quality by eliminating/ reducing human and environmental
toxicological harmful substances (Design of Lowest Toxicity).3,4,10

x

medium term

39

Extend legal warranties to planned technical lifetime; to three years for all goods, or five
years for selected goods7,13 as incentive for service business models.

x

medium term

40

Implement warranty statement obligation for manufacturers and extend the limitation
period for warranty claims.3,4

x

medium term

41

Prohibit the destruction of returned products from online and offline shopping.3

x

short term

42

Standards ensuring the “right to repair” for users and autonomous repair facilities should also
apply to update (obsolete) software and be mandatory for more products (e.g.
smartphones and computers).10

x

short term

ecodesign
law

standards

xaas business
model (overall)

Product/operating
model (specific
Circularity levers)

timeframe

Standardise and improve statements on the condition of reused, refurbished, and
remanufactured products/components based on traceable data (e.g. product history
tracking, product passport) and their quality assurance in order to improve transactions on
online platforms and increase the confidence of market participants.8

x

short-medium term

44

Support the development of secure standards for open data formats (e.g. product
passports) and related exchange of circularity-related data (e.g. product
exchanges/condition, maintenance, repair).

x

short term

45

To prevent a lack of data privacy, producers should only collect and share data
that are relevant for carrying out e.g. maintenance or performing the specific function.
For this purpose, data should be layered in such a way that they can be categorised.

x

short term

46

Support the development of quality standards for used, remanufactured and refurbished
goods by national bodies.3,5

x

medium term

47

Establish binding quality standards for secondary materials and recycled content in end
products.8

x

short-medium term

48

Develop new and refer to existing standards and certification systems for high-quality
recyclates with transparency regarding physical, chemical, biological properties and
quality assurance regarding toxicological properties (e.g. RAL, Cradle to Cradle).3,10

x

short-medium term

49

Implement performance-oriented standards bound by stringent environmental targets.12

43

Source: SYSTEMIQ collation based on Circular Economy Initiative Deutschland (2021).

13

x

medium term
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XaaS policy actions along three policy recommendations
XAAS POLICY
ENABLERS

SUBCATEGORIES

III. Informational
instruments &
awareness raising

NO.

xaas business
model (overall)

Product/operating
model (specific
Circularity levers)

timeframe

Educate public and private institutions working in finance, for example the International
Accounting Standards Board (IASB) on XaaS models in order to remove barriers (i.e.
adjust current depreciation rules of valuation and depreciation of retained assets).

x

medium term

51

Create a product repair score including physical and digital components (i.e.
upgradability) and related (mandatory) product labelling such as a product circularity
score.2 Ensure that labels retain their validity even after the first sales cycle.8

x

short - medium term

52

Foster circular knowledge development and experimentation with access- and
result-oriented business models particularly targeting businesses (management and R&D
level) as well as consumers.8

x

short term

53

Create eco-label for software addressing resource-efficiency and software-based
obsolescence of products.3

x

medium term

50

54
55

Ensure declaration of average product life at points of sales.8,10
Provide information from product passports in a user-friendly way. Ensure possibility for
third parties to create data interfaces to inform consumers on sustainability of their
choices.

x

medium term

x

medium term

Source: SYSTEMIQ collation based on Circular Economy Initiative Deutschland (2021).

legend
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

SYSTEMIQ & The Club of Rome (2020): A System Change Compass: Implementing the European Green Deal in a Time of Recovery.
European Commission (2016): Servitisation - pay-per-use.
BMU (2020): Deutsches Ressourceneffizienzprogramm III 2020 – 2023.
WWF Deutschland (2020): Stellungnahme des WWF Deutschland zu ProgRess III.
Ellen MacArthur Foundation (EMF) (2015): Delivering the circular economy: a toolkit for policymakers.
Ex’Tax Project (2016): New era. New plan. Europe: A fiscal strategy for an inclusive, circular economy.
Schrack, D., & Hansen, E. G. (2020): SDG 12 - Verantwortungsvolle Konsum- und Produktionsmuster.
Circular Economy Initiative Deutschland (2021).
Pouikli, K. (2020) Concretising the role of extended producer responsibility in European Union waste law and policy through the lens of the circular
economy.
10 European Commission (2020): Circular Economy Action Plan.
11 Beyer, P. & Kopytziok, N. (2005): Abfallvermeidung und -verwertung durch das Prinzip der Produzentenverantwortung.
12 The UCL Green Innovation Policy Commission Innovation for a Green Recovery (2020: Innovation for a Green Recovery: Business and Government in
Partnership A Business Perspective on Public Policy and Governance of Green Innovation).
13 Sachverständigenrat Umwelt (SRU) (2020): Kreislaufwirtschaft: Von der Rhetorik zur Praxis.
14 Micheaux H, Aggeri F. (2020) Eco-modulation as a driver for eco-design: A dynamic view of the French collective EPR scheme.
15 European Commission (2020): Circular Economy Action Plan.
16 The Reuse and Recycling EU Social Enterprises network (RREUSE) (2015): Putting re-use and repair at the heart of the EU’s Circular Economy Package
17 European Union (2017): Promoting Remanufacturing, Refurbishment, Repair, and Direct Reuse: As a contribution to the G7 Alliance on Resource
Efficiency.

abbreviations

EPR: Extended Producer Responsibility.
RAL: RAL Deutsches Institut für Gütesicherung und Kennzeichnung – German Institute for Quality Assurance and Certification
REACH: Regulation (EC) No 1907/2006 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 December 2006 concerning the Registration, Evaluation,
Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH).
SVHC: Substances of Very High Concern (as specified by European REACH regulation).

Source: SYSTEMIQ collation based on Circular Economy Initiative Deutschland (2021).
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